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Abstract

The TOL mera-cleavage pathway of Pseudomonas putida mt-2 has previously been 

mathematically modelled by Regan et al (1994), in order to simulate flux through the 

pathway. Cells carrying the entire m^ra-cleavage pathway encoded on plasmid pQR150, 

and a truncated version of the pathway encoded on plasmid pQR226, were studied. The 

predicted flux-controlling step, the xylXYZ encoded toluate dioxygenase was 

overexpressed with either the entire or truncated pathway, in E. coli JM107 and growth 

and enzyme activities investigated. The amplification of toluate dioxygenase lead to 

higher enzyme activities, specifically of the key pathway enzyme, catechol 2,3- 

dioxygenase, suggesting an increase of flux through the pathway. Overexpression of the 

xylZ encoded reductase subunit of toluate dioxygenase suggested the need for xylZ 

transcription on the same plasmid as xylXY for the enzyme to play its proposed role in 

catechol 2,3-dioxygenase reactivation.

An investigation into the effect of benzoate concentration on cell growth and TOL 

pathway metabolism was carried out. Cells expressing amplified toluate dioxygenase had 

an increased tolerance and benzoate metabolism. All strains carrying the TOL pathway 

increased intermediate production and enzyme activities with increasing benzoate 

concentration, despite a reduction in growth. This finding is in agreement with Regan’s 

model (1991). However, there were threshold values for each strain over which pathway 

metabolism shut down.

The effect of pH on benzoate toxicity and pathway flux was also studied. Overall, cells 

grown in alkali media did not appear to have increased benzoate tolerance. The 

amplified toluate dioxygenase strain appeared to have an initial increase in flux at pH 6.0 

and it was suggested that this was due to a greater influx of benzoate into the cell.

Cell morphology was compared between growth in complex and minimal media because 

of poor growth and pathway flux for all strains in minimal media. E. coli JM107 became 

filamentous in minimal media.

In order to broaden the substrate range of the mefa-cleavage pathway and to produce 

novel muconolactones, a hybrid pathway was formed. Cat A from the y0-ketoadipate 

pathway of Acinetobacter calcoaceticus was amplified and cloned into pQR227



(xylXYZLT) to form pQR234. The reasons for poor expression of catA in this construct 

are discussed.
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+ pQR189 in the presence of high benzoate concentrations.

Figure 4 .10a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO + 
pQR189 in the presence of low benzoate concentrations.

Figure 4 .10b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO 
+ pQR189 in the presence of high benzoate concentrations.

Figure 4 .11a. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying 
pQR150 hand pQR189 in the presence of low benzoate concentrations.

Figure 4 .11b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying 
pQR150 and pQR189 in the presence of high benzoate concentrations.

Figure 4 .12a. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and
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pQR189 in the presence of low benzoate concentrations.
Figure 4 .12b. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and 

pQR189 in the presence of high benzoate concentrations.
Figure 4 . 13a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 in the presence of 

different benzoate concentrations.
Figure 4 .13b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 

and pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate concentration .
Figure 4 .14a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and 

pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate concentration
Figure 4 .14b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying 

pQR226 and pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate concentrations.
Figure 4.15 Growth of E. coli JM107 carrying various plasmids in minimal media plus 

or minus yeast extract (0.5%) after 6 and 12 hours respectively. Cells were 
grown in shake-flasks in the absence of benzoate or IPTG.

Figure 4.16a Gram stained E. coli JM107 cells, grown in complex media.
Figure 4.16b Gram stained E.coli JM107cells grown in M9 media.
Figure 4.17a Gram stained E. coli cells carrying pQR150 grown in complex media.
Figure 4.17b Gram stained E.coli cells carrying pQRlSG grown in M9 media.
Figure 5.1. Growth of E. coli JM107 cells in the presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 

(MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Benzoate 
added at T=l. Cells grown IL shake-flasks with lOOmls of nutrient broth. 
The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Figure 5.2. a Growth of E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 in the presence of lOmM 
benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un buffered 
media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in 
IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each 
shake-flask experiment is shown.

Figure 5. 2b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli JM107 cells carrying 
pQR150 in the presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 
(HEPES buffer) and in un buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, 
benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs 
nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is 
shown.

Figure 5. 3a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the 
presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES 
buffer) and in un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate 
added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs nutrient broth. 
The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Figure 5. 3b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying 
pQRlSO in the presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 
(HEPES buffer) and in un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, 
benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs 
nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is 
shown.

Figure 5. 4a. Growth of E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 in the 
presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES 
buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added 
at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs nutrient broth. The 
duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Figure 5 .4b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli JM107 cells carrying 
pQRlSO and pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES 
buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 
with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with 
lOOmIs nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment 
is shown.
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Figure 5. 5a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity ofE . coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 
and pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), 
pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, 
benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs 
nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is 
shown.

Figure 5. 5b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli JM107 cells 
carrying pQR150 and pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 
(MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at 
T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks 
with lOOmIs nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask 
experiment is shown.

Figure 5. 6. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by E. co/iJM107cells carrying pQRlSO and 
pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES), pH 8.0 
(HEPES) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate 
added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient broth. 
The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Figure 6.1 a. The intradiol oxygenative cleavage of catechol to cis,cis muconic acid by 
catechol 1,2-dioxygenase encoded by catA

Figure 6.1 b. Diagram showing the catA gene and complementary PCR primers designed 
for the incorporation of two restiction sites at either end of the gene. RBS 
is the ribosome binding site, where transcription is initiated at the fmet 
codon.

Figure 6.2 Construction of pQR234 (expressing truncated mefa-cleavage pathway 
xylXYZL and catA, under the control of the lac promoter ). The gene 
encoding catechol 1,2-dioxygenase , catA was amplified from 
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus genomic DNA using PCR (the Polymerase 
Chain Reaction) (section 2.8.11). The catA PCR product was subsequently 
ligated to an intermediate vector pCR-Script™. The correct gene was 
confirmed via sequencing and then digested with Sfil and Nhel. Due to the 
inclusion of specific enzyme recognition sites in the catA  PCR primers, 
enzyme sites were used which were compatible with sites in pQR227. lug 
of pQR227 was also digested with Sfil/Nhel, which were both in the 
multiple cloning site (MCS). Digested pQR227 and the catA  fragment 
were ligated and used to transform E. coli JM107. Transformed E. coli 
were selected in the presence of Km and DNA purified from selected 
colonies was digested with Sfil/Nhel as an indication of the presence of 
catA in pQR227, forming plasmid pQR234.

Figure 6.3 a Growth of A. calcoaceticus and E. coli JM107. Cells were grown in IL 
shake-flasks containing lOOmls nutrient broth. IPTG was added to E. coli 
cells at T=0. Benzoate (lOmM) was added to A. calcoaceticus cells at T=l.

Figure 6.3. b Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR234 and A. 
calcoaceticus. Cells were grown in IL shake-flasks containing 100ml 
nutrient broth. IPTG was added to the E. coli cells at T=0. Benzoate 
(lOmM) was added to A. calcoacaticus cells at T=I.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Metabolic Pathway Engineering:

1.1.1 Introduction to metabolic pathway engineering:

Metabolic pathways can now be restructured to improve the production of metabolite and 

protein products using recombinant DNA technology. Such restructuring involves 

altering the metabolite distributions and increasing the flux to affect the desired changes 

and is now replacing other types of strain improvement techniques used in the past to 

enhance bioprocess performance, but which do not involve heterologous genes (Bailey 

1991).

Metabolic engineering is termed as the improvement of cellular activities by the 

manipulation of enzymatic, transport, and regulatory functions of the cell using 

recombinant DNA technology (Bailey 1991).

The use of heterologous genes and their regulatory elements has provided the capability 

to construct metabolic configurations and precisely alter cell function. In this way 

changes in a gene, operon, or gene cluster can be followed by studying the limitations as 

they arise and manipulating each in turn. This cycle of genetic change, analysis of 

consequences, and further designed change can eventually lead to an optimised organism. 

Similar methods of iterative change have previously been used in protein engineering 

development (Ulmer, 1983). Identification of the optimal genetic changes may require 

detailed mapping of the cellular metabolism at different operating conditions, and the 

applications of metabolic engineering to process optimisation is expected to mainly 

impact on the improvement of processes where yield, productivity, and titre are the main 

goal. In order to identify the optimal genetic changes an analysis via at least one of a 

number of different routes is required: (1) physiological studies, (2) metabolic flux 

analysis, (3) metabolic control analysis, (4) thermodynamic analysis of pathways, and (5) 

kinetic modelling (Nielsen, 1998).

The manipulation of partial or whole metabolic pathways as opposed to individual genes 

using recombinant DNA technology is known as metabolic pathway engineering and
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involves the exploitation of a sequential series of biochemical reactions in order to 

accumulate a desired product. There are many and, potentially limitless, applications for 

metabolic pathway engineering. These can be classed into four main types; extending an 

existing pathway to produce a new product; creating arrays of enzymatic activities to 

produce novel structures; shifting metabolite flow toward a desired product; and 

removing a rate-determining step. A specific example includes increasing antibiotic 

production via metabolic engineering; a procedure helped by the clustered nature of 

antibiotic genes which makes them easier to clone (Malpartida and Hopwood, 1984). 

Another example is the extension of an organisms’ substrate range. This type of 

development has been applied to the degradation of environmental pollutants 

(Chakrabarty, 1974), and will form a large part of the later discussion.

One of the central limitations of metabolic engineering is the inevitable appearance of 

some problematic new compounds and further reactions of these compounds, following 

the introduction of a heterologous enzyme (Bailey, 1991). The advancement of 

metabolic engineering protocols will eventually overcome these types of limitations, with 

the aim of bringing about the metabolic function change desired. In addition to the 

availability of cloned genes and promoters, successful engineering of complex pathways 

will require knowledge of regulatory mechanisms that control metabolic flux including 

post-translational events such as metabolite channelling (Dixon et a/., 1998).

There will follow a review with illustrative examples of the methods used in the 

continuing development of metabolic pathway engineering strategies.

1.1.1.1 Completing partial pathways:

The performance of a wild type strain can be enhanced and extended from the native 

pathways by introducing heterologous activity, to synthesise new and potentially useful 

products. This type of change has been used on organisms which from a commercial 

point of view have product synthesis and substrate assimilation that is unattractive.

One example of the extension of an existing pathway is work carried out on Erwinia 

herbicola. The production of L-ascorbic acid conventionally involves a long and costly 

variation of the Reichstein-Grussner synthesis. The final stage intermediate 2-keto-L-
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gulonic acid (2-KLG), is used to produce L-ascorbic acid. A reaction found in a number 

of bacterial species such as Corynehacterium, Micrococcus, and Pseudomonas 

(Sonyama, 1982), means that 2-KLG can be synthesised by a reduction of 2,5-diketo-D- 

gulonic acid (2,5-DKG). 2,5-DKG can itself be synthesised by Erwinia through the 

oxidation of D-glucose. Therefore, a dual fermentation of both organisms will produce 

2-KLG and simplify the manufacture of ascorbic acid. A step further involved the 

combination of the genetic traits of both Erwinia and Corynehacterium into a single 

organism so that D-glucose can be converted to 2-KLG in a single step.

The gene for 2,5-diketo-D-glulonic acid reductase which is responsible for the conversion 

of 2,5-DKG to 2-KLG was fused to an E. coli trp promoter was introduced on a plasmid 

into E. herbicola which naturally has the ability to produce 2,5-DKG from glucose. 

However, the commercially feasible production of L-ascorbic acid involves more than 

just the coexpression of host and heterologous metabolic pathways. The heterologous 

2,5-DKG reductase is required to move across the inner cell membrane even though it is 

cytoplasmic, due to the fact that the host dehydrogenases needed to produce 2,5-DKG are 

membrane bound periplasmic enzymes (Ameyama et al, 1981). Also the efficient 

bioconversion of glucose to 2,5-KLG requires a NADPH regeneration system and the 

movement of 2-KLG across the cell. This example illustrates that the use of newly 

developed technologies for strain improvement create their own problems for the 

metabolic engineer.

LI. 1.2 Transferring multistep pathways:

The transfer of genes that encode an entire biosynthetic pathway to a heterologous host 

can be used to produce industrially more robust strains. This method can also be used for 

studying the regulation and function of a multi-step metabolic pathway (Bailey, 1991). 

One of the first examples of the transference of an entire pathway involves the antibiotic 

genes for undecylprodigiosin from Streptomyces coelicolor (Malpartida et a l, 1990). 

Antibiotic genes were a favoured target for this type of manipulation since they are 

commonly clustered, therefore making them accessible to cloning. The pigmented 

antibiotic undecylprodigiosin is one of several secondary metabolites produced by the
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genetically much studied ’model’ actinomycete S coelicolor A3(2). A fragment of DNA 

was isolated carrying the hitherto unisolated members of the cluster of genes (red) for the 

biosynthesis of the red-pigmented antibiotic undecylprodigiosin. Random fragments of 

DNA were cloned into S. lividans 66 and some clones were found to overproduce the 

antibiotic, due to the cloned redD gene which is a positive regulator of the red cluster of 

genes and therefore is activating the normally poorly expressed S. lividans red genes. In 

this way the overproduction of the antibiotic was used as a marker for the cloned genes 

presence. Later, two fragments from the ends of red cluster were cloned next to one 

another on a low copy-number Streptomyces vector. This vector was then used to screen 

S. coelicolor DNA. The resulting homologous recombination allowed the isolation of the 

entire red cluster in a low copy-number vector which could then be used in a 

heterologous host. Since the cloning of the first complete set of genes for a 

Streptomycete antibiotic, several other examples have been reported i.e.; erythromycin, 

tetracenomycin and cephamycin.

One of the main aims of metabolic pathway engineering on antibiotics is to achieve 

enhanced productivity and to produce novel antibiotics. The genes for antibiotic 

synthesis must therefore be isolated, analysed and modified if necessary. This has 

become possible since the development of cloning systems and the development of 

procedures detailed above, in the Streptomyces genus, which produces nearly two thirds 

of the known natural antibiotics.

In 1984 a single continuous segment of S. coelicolor DNA carrying all the genes for the 

synthesis of the actinorhodin antibiotic was cloned. This DNA was found to complement 

all actinorhodin non-producing mutants of S. coelicolor, and directed the synthesis of the 

antibiotic in a heterologous host (S. parvulus) (Malpartida and Hopwood, 1984). Again, 

this work was facilitated by the clustered nature of the genes involved and the 

development of plasmid vectors able to carry more than 30kb of DNA.

Penicillin V is traditionally commercially produced from the fungi Pénicillium 

chrysogenum. The biosynthetic pathway for penicillin was cloned into a cosmid which 

was subsequently used to transform two other fungal species; Neurosporra crassa and 

Aspergilus niger (Smith et a/., 1990). The heterologus expression of penicillin in these 

non-producing species showed that the biosynthetic genes are present in a cluster, and
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such cloning and expression of these genes opens up possibilities for using molecular 

biology for the improvement of such important strains.

It is not just antibiotic producing pathways that have been transferred to heterologous 

hosts. An interesting new biodegradable polyester called polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) has 

been found in bacteria such as Alcaligenes eutrophus as a storage product (Anderson and 

Dawes, 1990). Metabolic engineering can be used to give greater control over the nature 

and quantity of the polymers produced, which would be very useful for the commercial 

scale production of this product. The PHB operon has been cloned into E. coli and was 

found to accumulate when the nitrogen source was depleted and to form up to fifty 

percent of the cell weight (Lee, 1994).

Another interesting example of the transference of a pathway to a heterologous host are 

those encoding for pollutant degradation. Toxic chemicals such as chloro- and methyl- 

aromatic s are often found together in the environment after being released from industry. 

Pathways have been assembled for the simultaneous degradation of these chemicals by 

the combining and refining of cloned pathway segments and regulatory systems from 

different organisms. Three of these commonly found are benzene, toluene and p-xylene 

(BTX). Because these compounds are usually released as a mixture, it would be ideal to 

have one organism able to degrade all three of these compounds. In fact there are two 

metabolic pathways known to degrade BTX compounds; TOD and TOL.

A BTX mixture cannot be completely degraded through these two pathways because 

catechol 2,3-dioxygenase in the TOD pathway cannot attack 3,6-dimethylpyrocatechol 

formed from p-xylene, and xylene oxygenase in the TOD pathway cannot utilise benzene 

as a substrate. Therefore new catabolic activities are needed. There were two strategies 

for achieving the simultaneous degradation of BTX: restructuring the existing pathway, 

or assembling a new route, through the functional combination of sections of the different 

pathways (Lee et at., 1994).

A hybrid pathway in Pseudomonas putida was constructed, which was found to 

simultaneously mineralise BTX mixture (Lee et a l, 1994). This was done by 

determining the critical metabolic step that would connect the two existing metabolic 

pathways, and then constructing a hybrid pathway by genetic manipulation of the genes 

encoding these two pathways to produce a new strain.
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Toluate-c/5-glycol dehydrogenase in the toi pathway was found to attack benzene-ci5- 

glycol, toluene-c/5-glycol, and p-xylene-ci5-glycol; all of which are metabolic 

intermediates in the tod pathway. A hybrid strain TBIOI was constructed by introducing 

the TOL plasmid pWWO into a derivative of P. putida FI unable to transform ci5-glycol 

compounds to corresponding catechols. The metabolic flux of BTX into the TOD 

pathway was redirected to the TOL pathway at the level of cw-glycol compounds by the 

action of toluate-cw-glycol dehydrogenase (Lee et al., 1994). These type of techniques 

have great potential for the bioremediation of pollutants.

1.1.1.3 Creating new products and new reactants:

Novel products can be produced by the construction of enzymatic activities for secondary 

metabolites in a heterologous host that makes its own different secondary metabolite. 

This type of technique has produced recombinant Streptomyces strains that produce novel 

antibiotics such as mederrhodins A and B (Malpartida and Hopwood, 1984).

Host micro-organisms can be exploited to act as a “true host” for new genetic material or 

new hybrid pathways. Such a plasmid construct containing the cloned genes can be used 

to transform a host cell and overproduce a specific product. An example of the use of 

this technique is the conversion of A-octane to octanoic acid using E. coli cells 

transformed with alk genes from P. oleovorans (Favre-Bulle et al., 1991).

The production of new compounds in the cell from heterologous activity can mean that 

these new compounds undergo further reactions. One such example is the biosynthesis of 

indigo by E. coli expressing P. putida napthalene dioxygenases (Ensley et al., 1983). 

The plasmid NAH7 carries the genes which enable the P. putida to grow on naphthalene 

as a sole carbon source. A subset of these genes were found to be responsible for the 

microbial production of indigo. Indigo formation has been shown to be a property of the 

dioxygenase enzyme systems that form cw-dihydrodiols from aromatic hydrocarbons 

Indole is produced in the normal E. coli metabolic process by the activity of the enzyme 

tryptophanase. Indigo synthesis in the recombinant E. coli is catalysed by naphthalene 

dioxygenase activiy on the indole.
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E. coli has also been used to express the cloned tyrosinase gene from S. antibioticus. 

This recombinant E. coli produces the pigment melanin, a substance with material and 

cosmetic applications. It is produced due to the oxidation of tyrosine and L-dopa to 

dopaquinone by tyrosinase; the subsequent reactions yielding melanin are non-enzymatic. 

Melanin production was found to increase when a S. antibioticus protein thought to have 

a copper-donor function that activates apotyrosinase, is coexpressed with tyrosinase. By 

increasing the expression of a co-factor -requiring protein as part of the metabolic 

engineering strategy it may also be possible to increase the supply of the cofactor as well. 

Recently, cofactor engineering has been used to overproduce NADH oxidase in 

Lactococcus lactis (Lopez et al., 1998).

Another interesting area is the biodégradation of undesirable compounds by host 

enzymes after the initial attack of the target compound by heterologous activity. The 

expression of P. mendocina encoded toluene monoxygenase in E. coli enables the 

degradation of trichloroethylene which is a suspected carcinogen and pollutant. The 

engineered E. coli has degradation kinetics and co-substrate requirements superior to the 

native toluene monoxygenase hosts. This is an example of how the transfer of a crucial 

enzyme to a different regulatory environment can give a useful activity for 

biotechnology.

As previously mentioned, the downside to the production of novel products and the 

formation of new reactions is that new metabolites may undergo undesirable side 

reactions from the action of cloned heterologous enzymes. In engineered Acremonium 

chrysogenum the precursor 7-ACA is produced as a consequence of the cloned D-amino 

acid oxidase. 7-ACA can react with hydrogen peroxide to give a useless by-product and 

therefore reducing the yield of 7-ACA (Isogai, et al., 1991). However, several drawbacks 

have emerged in this type of work. For instance, when degradation enzymes are cloned 

into a host, it may lead to metabolic dead-ends where the host cannot convert their 

products further and may even inactivate catabolic enzymes.

Even when a potentially useful conversion has been developed, it is often a challenge to 

assemble a cost-effective process. Work on the conversion of lignocellulose into fuel 

ethanol using engineered enteric bacteria such as Klebsiella has identified many potential
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areas for further improvements in the biomass to ethanol process, each of which have to 

result in the cost for ethanol production (Ingram et al. 1998).

Desired end products similar to some native metabolite in the host can sometimes be 

converted to another product by host enzymes. A recombinant bacterial strain carrying 

the genes for 2-keto-L-gulonic acid (2-KLG) production was found to have low yields for 

this product (Anderson et a l, 1985). It was shown that 2-KLG was being converted to L- 

idonic acid by endogenous 2-ketoldonate reductase (2KR) enzyme. These are the sort of 

hurdles which have to be overcome using further planned genetic changes.

1.1.1.4 Altering nutrient uptake and metabolite flow:

The main objectives of altering nutrient uptake and metabolite flow are to increase 

growth and cell densities and decrease the nutrient demands of a strain. Metabolic 

engineering can be used to realise these objectives by increasing the efficiency of nutrient 

assimilation, enhancing the efficiency of ATP production, and reducing the production of 

inhibitory metabolic end products. Methylophilus methylotrophus is a bacterial strain 

which was developed for use in animal feed (Windass et al., 1980), so the higher the cell 

mass, the more cost-efficient it is as product. The goal was to improve the efficiency of 

carbon conversion into cell mass. To improve cell yield, glutamate dehydrogenase from 

E. coli was expressed in M. methylotrophus, an enzyme for nitrogen assimilation which 

does not require ATP, unlike the native enzyme.

Some microbial catabolic products such as ethanol and acetone are important industrial 

chemicals. Ethanol production has generated a lot of research in this area because of its 

importance in the alcoholic beverage production. Naturally occurring host producers 

such as E. coli and Erwinia species generate relatively low yields due to mixed products 

in ethanol fermentations such as acetate formate and lactate. Low yields can be 

overcome by introducing genetic material into hosts that favour ethanol as the principal 

product (Ohta etal., 1991).

Ethanol yields for pentose and hexose sugar substrates in E. coli and Erwinia 

chrysanthemi were increased by transforming them with a plasmid encoding pyruvate 

decarboxylase from Z. mobilis (Ingram et al., 1998, Diaz-Ricci et al., 1991).
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Genetic manipulation can also be used to systematically change protein processing 

pathways and therefore increase the quantity of active protein required. One example of 

this is the over-expression of E. coli chaperone proteins Gro ES and Gro EL, which lead

to a five- to ten-fold increase in the Rubisco enzyme co-expressed in E. coli. Mĝ "̂  ATP 

has been implicated in the interaction among Rubisco and the Gro E proteins (Gatenby, et 

al, 1993). Product formation can be increased by altering metabolic flow. The route of a 

reaction leading to a desired product can pass several forks where intermediates can enter 

alternative pathways. To maximise product formation one needs to prioritise the desired 

route at each fork and minimise the alternative pathways without affecting cell viability 

(Bailey, 1991).

Directing metabolic flow toward a desired branch involves the amplification of a desired 

process at a fork in the pathway. Cloned genes can be used to create mutant enzymes that 

are desensitised to feedback repression by the desired product. This technique is 

advantageous because unlike traditional whole cell mutagenesis, it avoids possibly 

unwanted mutations.

Brevibacterium lactofermentum produces the amino acid threonine. The enzyme 

homoserine dehydrogenase (ED), was amplified by cloning and transforming it into a 

threonine and lysine producing mutant (M-15) (Nakamori et al., 1987). This mutant was 

selected for its lack of feedback inhibition of aspartokinase by threonine and lysine and of 

HD by threonine. A further increase of threonine concentration was achieved by 

coexpressing a cloned homoserine kinase (HK) gene. The comeyform gene for HD was 

also mutagenised to eliminate feedback inhibition by threonine. This mutated HD gene 

was introduced into a lysine producer and was found to shift the final lysine 

concentration from 0-4g/L. Threonine production by M-15 was increased by 12% by the 

expression of a cloned phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) carboxylase (PEPCase). This was 

carried out to increase oxaloacetate (OAA) and therefore increase the carbon flow into 

amino-acids.

Metabolic regulation can also be revised to alter metabolic flow. Positive control genes 

in biosynthetic gene clusters for antibiotic production are often produced in 

Streptomycetes as secondary metabolites. Additional copies of an activator gene can 

increase antibiotic production. To construct a pathway for the processing of the pollutant
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methylbenzoate, the regulation was altered. The methylbenzoate degradation pathway 

and its regulatory elements are encoded on the Pseudomonas TOL plasmid. Originally, 

4-ethylbenzoate did not induce transcription of the meta operon. Mutations were 

introduced into the positive regulator Pm (promoter of the meta operon), and this change 

enabled Pm to be activated by 4-ethylbenzoate (Ramos et al., 1986).

Another interesting area is the redirecting of metabolic flow into newly acquired 

metabolic branches to produce commercially viable products. A strategy has been 

developed that produced a more environmentally-friendly synthesis of adipic acid from 

D-glucose (Draths and Frost, 1994). Benzene is the traditional starting material for 

adipic acid production. Benzene is hydrogenated to cyclohexane, followed by air 

oxidation, and nitric acid oxidation to give adipic acid. However, nitrous oxide is 

produced as a by-product of the last reaction, and is thought to account for a large 

proportion of nitrous oxide in the atmosphere.

Draths and Frost (1994) found that D-glucose could be used as a starting material for 

adipic acid production. A mutant E. coli strain was isolated that lacked the aromatic acid 

biosynthetic enzyme shikimate dehydrogenase. When this strain is grown on D-glucose 

it leads to the increased synthesis of 3-dehydroshikimic acid (DHS). DHS can be 

converted to protochatechuic acid by the action of DHS dehydratase via the coexpression 

of the mutant strain with exogenous microbial metabolic enzymes. Protocatechuic acid 

can be decarboxylated by the cloned enzymes protocatechuate dehydrogenase, to 

catechol which is subsequently converted to cis-cis muconic acid by catechol 1,2- 

dioxygenase, leading to 90% yields of adipic acid by hydrogenation. This therefore may 

be a viable alternative to the traditional method of adipic acid synthesis, which is mostly 

used in the production of nylon 6-6, and is therefore in large demand (Neidle and 

Omston, 1986).

Aromatic amino acid production in Corynehacterium glutamacium (Ikeda and 

Katsumata, 1992), has also been metabolically engineered to redirect metabolic flow to 

the desired product, illustrating another strategy. The biosynthesis of the common 

pathway to chorismate, from which the pathways to phenylalnine, tyrosine, and 

tryptophan branch, is controlled through end product inhibition in 4 enzymatic steps. The 

first enzyme in the common pathway, 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate
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synthase (DS), is synergistically inhibited by phenylalnine and tyrosine. Chorismate 

mutase (CM), which converts chorismate to prephenate, is also sensitive to phenylalnine 

and tyrosine. Prephenate dehydrogenase (PD) and anthranilate synthase which initiate 

the pathways to phenylalanine and tyrosine are subject to inhibition by each end product, 

respectively.

Regulatory mutants created via mutagensis have been induced as producers of tyrosine, 

phenylalanine, or tryptophan in large quantities. The development of host-vector systems 

for C. glutamicum has allowed the use of recombinant DNA techniques for further strain 

improvement (Yoshihama et a l, 1985). Attempts to genetically engineer mutants to 

increase aromatic amino acid production has increased yields. This was carried out by 

amplifying the gene for the rate-limiting enzyme and eliminating the bottleneck in the 

biosynthetic pathway (Ikeda and Katsumata, 1992).

Because aromatic amino acids are synthesised via a common pathway, if a branch-point 

enzyme is increased in an aromatic amino acid-producing strain, the strain should be 

altered to produce that amino acid. Simultaneous amplification of DS with branch point 

enzymes may accelerate carbon flow into the whole pathway and therefore increase the 

yield of the desired aromatic amino acid. A tryptophan-producing strain was converted 

to a tyrosine and phenylalnine producer in abundance. The 3 biosynthetic genes DS, CM, 

and PD were cloned from regulatory mutants which had either of the corresponding 

enzymes desensitised to end product inhibition. These genes were assembled on 

multicopy vectors and used to transform C. glutamicum strains. A seven-fold increase in 

expression was observed and in an originally tryptophan- producing strain production 

was increased from 18g/L of trytophan to 26g/L tyrosine, or 28g/L phenylalanine 

(Katsumata era/., 1996).

1.1.1.5 Broadening the substrate range o f metabolic pathways:

The broadening of a metabolic pathways substrate range is another expanding area, 

mainly due to work with Pseudomonas strains capable of degrading toxic chemicals 

(Chakrabarty, 1974). Much engineering of bacteria to degrade many substrates has 

meant the construction of hybrid metabolic pathways (Hirose et al, 1994).
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Multicomponent enzyme complexes of biphenyl (BP) dioxygenase (DOX) encoded by 

the gene cluster, bphAlA2A3A4 in P. pseudoalcaligenes and toluene DOX encoded by 

the gene cluster, todClClBA in P. putida show high homologies for their subunit 

components although they have different substrate specificities. Hirose constructed 

hybrid gene clusters by replacing the gene component(s) between the large and small 

subunits of terminal DOX in the bph and tod gene clusters and then analysed the function 

of a novel hybrid aromatic ring DOX.

It had previously been found that bpJiAl and todCl were critical for the differing 

substrate specificities of these enzymes (Furukawa et al, 1993), so that altering the gene 

composition of aromatic dioxygenases may lead to the creation of novel degradative 

abilities.

The construction of these hybrid biphenyl and toluene dioxygenases included the 

introduction of bphAl encoded biphenyl dioxygenase terminal dioxygenase large subunit 

into the toluene dioxygenase gene cluster in place of todCl, gave a biphenyl degradative 

ability to the system when the wild-type has substrate specificity only for benzene- 

toluene.

Aromatic ring DOX are widely distributed among soil bacteria and they share common 

ancestries (Harayama et a l, 1992). The construction of hybrid genes between various 

subunit components and subsequent functional analysis both provides an insight into 

DOX evolution and may lead to the construction of novel aromatic ring DOX’s whose 

substrate ranges may be expanded, or made more specific.

There has been much interest in the engineering of micro-organisms so that they can 

utilise abundant alternative carbon sources such as xylose and cellulose. Ethanol 

production from cellulose (Wood and Ingram, 1992) and xylose (Ohta et a l, 1991) have 

been investigated using recombinant K. oxytoca. The genes necessary for ethanol 

production from Z  mobilis were integrated into the hosts chromosome with the effect of 

producing ethanol from xylose and cellulose.

Arai et a l (1998) found that Comamonas testosteroni adapts to utilize phenol, by 

expressing mera-pathway genes probably present on the chromosome and normally used 

in the degradation of other compounds. Bacterial adaptation to a new substrate is 

sometimes achieved by broadened substrate specificity or over-expression of a pre
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existing system for degradation of other substrates. Identification of the molecular 

mechanisms of such adaptation could provide information regarding bacterial evolution 

or adaptation to utilize novel compounds.

Jackson (1996), broadened the substrate range of the TOL plasmid expressed in E. coli by 

co-expression of the naphthalene dioxygenase (nahA) gene from P. putida G7 with the 

TOL mgfa-cleavage pathway. This new dual dioxygenase strain was able to metabolise 

an increased range of aromatic substrates including naphthalene, biphenyl and toluene.

1.1.1.6 Pathway modelling for optimisation of flux through pathways:

In order to be able to use the tools of metabolic engineering in the development of 

genetically modified organisms, the regulation of metabolism needs first to be 

established. Mathematical models are used for the theoretical analysis of biological 

regulation. Modelling aims at a deeper understanding of real systems and therefore 

reasonable models have to reflect the essential qualities of the objects they simulate. 

There are a few essential characteristics of biological systems which must be taken into 

account. Firstly, biological systems are hierarchical with respect to time scale and

material structures. The modelling of metabolic systems range from 10"^ - 10^ seconds, 

and is limited to the cell and its substructures. Another characteristic is that metabolism 

is subdivided into functional units, which are the metabolic pathways of the cell. The 

study of a metabolic pathway involves following the fate of any substrate from its entry 

into a cell to its final destination. Groups of pathways are interconnected both 

functionally and by connecting metabolites and therefore form complex subsystems. 

Biological systems are also regulated. Regulation is characterised by the response of 

biological systems to external and internal signals. The investigation of the regulation of 

metabolic pathways includes the answering of questions such as; how does a metabolic 

pathway react to an external signal?; which enzymes are important for the control of the 

flux? and the metabolites?; where and how do external signals interact with an important 

enzyme?; and by what mechanisms are different pathways which form a subsystem 

interconnected? (Heinrich et a l, 1977).
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Modelling is an advanced technique for the study of regulation. It involves the 

quantitative consideration of the multitude of data and interactions found in biological 

systems. They may therefore be useful for the deduction of the essential relations in 

metabolism. One can evaluate the basic principles of regulation in this way because the 

structure of the model is less complex than that of a real system and since the model is 

manipulable. The model may be regarded as a hypothesis which is tested by the 

experimental data (Heinrich et al., 1977).

The simulation of pathways is an approach that can be used for: checking a model with 

experimental results, answering ‘what if  questions and exploring behaviours of a model. 

Recently a generic approach has been developed to combine numerical optimisation with 

biochemical kinetic simulations for improved rational design of pathways (Mendes and 

Kell, 1998), The results of this work suggested that a suite of diverse optimisation 

methods be used in simulation software.

A mathematical model has been developed for the TOL mgfa-cleavage pathway, in order 

to determine the rate-controlling enzymes and metabolites for the pathway (Regan et at., 

1994). It was found that the concentrations of most metabolites in the pathway do not 

vary considerably when the input substrate concentration is varied. The only changes in 

any metabolites was observed for the products of the xylXYZ encoded toluate 

dioxygenase and the xylH encoded oxalocrotonate tautomerase, both being found to 

increase in concentration. The increase in the concentration of toluate dioxygenase lead 

to an increase in flux through it, but the concentrations of the following metabolites was 

unchanged. It was therefore concluded that the first two metabolites play an important 

role in controlling the flux through the pathway. The increase in the concentration of the 

product of the oxalocrotonate tautomerase gene was coupled with a lack of any 

significant increase in its rate of formation, indicating that this is the point in the pathway 

that may be a potential bottleneck. In this way the model has illustrated the points in the 

pathway which could be genetically manipulated to alter the flux at these points.
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1.2 The TOL plasmid:

Degradative plasmids which encode catabolic pathways for various hydrocarbons are 

common in saprophytic Pseudomonads ie; CAM, OCT, NAH, SAL, and TOL. There is 

much scientific and industrial interest in these plasmids because of their role in the 

evolution of bacterial metabolism and their potential use in genetic engineering to 

produce organisms for pollution control and chemical synthesis (Benson and Shapiro, 

1978), and for ways to produce useful chemicals (Mermod et al., 1986). One of the early 

and important questions in the study of such plasmids was their host range and function 

in different bacterial species. This study involved the construction of a TOL plasmid 

with penicillin resistance which could then be used to test the TOL plasmids stability in 

different species (Benson and Shapiro, 1978).

The bacterial degradation of aromatic hydrocarbons plays an important role in the flow of 

carbon and energy in natural ecosystems. Interest in enzymatic mechanisms, the genetics 

and evolution of such systems has increased due to the development of gene cloning 

techniques for soil bacteria and their potential for the detoxification of environmental 

pollutants (Harayama et al, 1986).

Pseudomonas strains that grow on phenols and cresols were the first organisms found to 

have the mefa-cleavage pathway (Dagley and Gibson, 1965, Nishizuka et a l, 1962) and it 

has now been identified in other Pseudomonas species as well as Azotobacter and 

Alcaligenes. The TOL plasmid pWWO, of P. putida is the most studied mera-cleavage 

pathway.

TOL confers the ability to utilise toluene and xylene and their oxidation products as a 

sole carbon and energy source. TOL has long been recognised as a good model system 

because it carries the mera-pathway and other interesting enzymes with relaxed substrate 

specificity, such as benzoate dioxygenase. TOL may therefore be useful for extending 

substrate range and also for the possible creation of novel pathways which can be used 

for metabolic engineering applications. This has already occured in the case of the novel 

bacterial production of indigo (Mermod et a l, 1986)
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1.2.1 TOL plasmid characterisation:

The TOL plasmid pWWO from Pseudomonas putida mt-2 is a 117 kb catabolic plasmid 

that has been extensively characterised at the genetic and enzymatic level (Dagley et al, 

1965; Sala-Trepat and Evans, 1971; Harayama and Rekik, 1990). The TOL plasmid 

encodes all the enzymes for the bacterial utilization of toluene (TOL), m- and p-xylene 

(xyl), 3-ethyltoluene and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene via a meta cleavage pathway. Franklin 

et al (1981), used transposition mutagenesis and gene cloning to study the TOL plasmid 

genetic organisation and regulation. It was revealed that the genes for TOL/XYL 

catabolic enzymes are organised into two clusters on the plasmid, separated by 14 kb 

DNA (Nakazawa et a l, 1980; Inouye et al, 1981). One gene block contains the genes of 

the upper pathway enzymes whereas the other contains the genes of toluate oxidase and 

enzymes of the meta-xmg cleavage pathway. The physical organisation of the TOL/XYL 

catabolic genes reflects the biochemical functioning of the pathway.

The upper pathway (Fig. 1.1) converts aromatic hydrocarbons to aromatic carboxylic 

acids via alcohols and aldehydes and involves three enzymes; xylene oxygenase, benzyl 

alcohol dehydrogenase and benzaldehyde dehydrogenase. The upper pathway genes 

form an operon: promoter; xylC (benzaldehyde dehydrogenase); xylA (xylene oxygenase) 

and xylB (benzyl alcohol dehydrogenase), which are the three structural genes, but these 

have been found to account for only about half of this region. Other genes have been 

identified, these are xylM and xylN. xylM codes for one of the two polypeptide 

components of xylene oxygenase, which catalyses the hydroxylation of the carbon side 

chain of toluene and benzyl alcohol, and has a relaxed substrate specificity. Xylene 

oxygenase, the first enzyme in the pathway, was confirmed to consist of two polypeptides 

by Harayama et al (1986), who found that a strain carrying both xylM and xylA on 

different plasmids had xylene oxygenase activity. Later genetic studies demonstrated that 

the upper pathway operon contains at least five genes in the order; xylC, xylM, xylA, xylB 

andxylN, whose gene product has an unknown function (Shaw and Harayama, 1990).

The mgra-cleavage pathway genes in the TOL plasmid have been characterised in detail, 

and has been found to comprise 13 structural genes in the operon (Fig. 1.2 ). Table 1.1 

summarizes the characteristics of the mera-cleavage pathway enzymes.
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Table 1.1 Characterisitics of the TOL meta-cleavage pathway enzymes.

Enzyme Mr (kDa) [Eo] (pM) Vmax Kcat Km

TO 57,29,39 210 1600 7.62 75

DHCDH 28x4 200 12 2 0.2

C230 35x4 195 536 50 5

HMSD 60 180 0.025 100 2

401 6.8x5 210 9080 6 54.1

40CD 27 185 51 2.6 15

OEH 28x10 185 120 5.2 30

HOA 39x2 210 5 7.8 53

HMSH 34 100 0.08 3.2 100

These genes encode enzymes for the transformation of benzoates and toluates to Kreb’s 

cycle intermediates. The genes and the enzymes they code for are: xylXYZ (toluate 1,2 

dioxygenase); xylL ( 1,2-dihydroxy-3,5-cyclohexadiene-1 -carboxylate dehydrogenase); 

xylE (catechol 2,3-dioxygenase); xylG (2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde 

dehydrogenase); xylF (2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde hydrolase); xyli (2-oxopent-4- 

enoate hydratase); xylK (4-hydroxy-2-oxovalerate aldolase); xyll (4-oxalocrotonate 

decarboxylase); and xylH (4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase).

XylX,Y and Z are the first three genes in the operon and encode the three subunits of 

toluate 1,2 dioxygenase (Harayama et al., 1986). The xylX, Y and Z genes encode 

polypeptides of 57, 20 and 39kDa for the three subunits (Table 1.1). The xyïK and Y 

genes encode two components of a terminal oxygenase; the 50kDa a  subunit which is 

believed to be multifunctional and may bind oxygen as well as a substrate; and a 20kDa 

P-subunit which is thought to have no catalytic activity, but helps in the association 

between the other two subunits. The xylZ gene encodes a NADH-cytochrome c 

reductase. Work on the Acinetobacter calcoaceticus benC gene encoding for a subunit of 

toluate 1,2-dioxygenase and xylZ showed that both have N-terminal regions which
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resemble chloroplast-type ferredoxins and a C- terminal which resembles several 

oxidoreductases (Neidle et aL, 1991).

The xylE gene encodes for an enzyme called catechol 2,3 dioxygenase (C230). C230 

catalyses the ring cleavage of catechol, 3-methylcatechol and 4-methylcatechol, and also 

has weak activity towards 4-ethylcatechol. The enzyme was purified and crystallised by 

Nakai et al (1983). They found that the enzyme, which is rapidly inactivated in air, 

consists of four identical subunits, each containing iron essential for activity. X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) studies of the Fe(U) active site of C230 was used to 

characterise and elucidate the extradiol cleavage mechanism (Shu et a l, 1995). 

Dioxygenases that catalyse the incorporation of both atoms of dioxygen into organic 

substrates play an important role in many metabolically important chemical 

transformations, such as those that catalyse the cleavage of aromatic rings, and the 

presence of the Fe (XI/III) as an essential active site component is ubiquitous throughout 

the group. A substrate specificity mutant of C230 has been isolated which cleaves 

catechol and 4-methylcatechol but not 3-methylcatechol. It was shown that inactive 

enzymes had reduced amount of ferrous ion, but they could be reactivated by FeS0 4  and

abscorbic acid. In the catalytic reaction of C230, a catechol substrate binds first to the 

iron cofactor, followed by binding of molecular oxygen to the iron cofactor. The iron- 

bound molecular oxygen may then attack the carbon 2 of the substrate (Cerdan et al, 

1994). Recently the three-dimensional structure of C230 from P. putida mt-2 has been 

determined (Kita et al, 1999). This confirmed C230 as a homotetramer, each subunit 

containing two domains and revealed a conserved core region of the active site 

comprising three Fe(U) ligands. This suggests that extradiol dioxygenases employ a 

common mechanism to recognize the catechol ring moiety of various substrates and to 

activate dioxygen (Hugo et al, 1998).

Cerdan et al (1994) found that C230 inactivated in vivo was reactivated by the product of 

the xylT gene, whose function had not at that time been elucidated. jcy/T encodes a 

12kDa polypeptide, and is found between xylL and xylE in the mera-cleavage operon. 

Purified XylE is oxygen-sensitive and unstable in vitro, particularly in the presence of 

substituted catechol substrates, but it is stabilized in vivo by another protein, XylT, 

encoded by the xylT gene located just upstream of xylE. In this study, the XylT product
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from a recombinant Escherichia coli strain containing a hyperexpressible xylT gene was 

purified and characterized as a novel [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin. It is the first example of a 

soluble ferredoxin with a net positive charge at neutral pH. The level of expression of 

XylT in Pseudomonas putida mt-2 cells is low and the calculated XylT/XylE molar ratio 

is consistent with the proposal that XylE reactivation involves catalytic nonstoichiometric 

amounts of XylT.

The function of the xylT gene was elucidated by Polissi and Harayama (1993). Mutants 

were constructed which were defective in the xylT gene, and it was found that these 

mutants were not able to grow on p-toluate, but could still grow on benzoate and m- 

toluate. It was found that all the mgfa-cleavage genes in the mutant were induced by p- 

toluate except for C230, and it was therefore concluded that the xylT product was needed 

for the regeneration of C230. The hypothesis that xylT plays an active role in the 

reactivation of C230 was tested by treating wild-type and xylT mutant cells with H2O2,

which inactivates the C230 enzyme by oxidising the catalytic centres ferrous iron to the 

ferric form (Nozaki et a l, 1968). It was observed that wild-type cells could reactivate 

C230 to some extent, but that the xytT mutants could not reactivate the enzyme at all. 

This therefore suggested that xylT has a function in C230 reactivation via the reduction of 

the oxidised iron cofactor. However it is still not known how the oxidised xylT protein 

becomes retransformed to the reduced state, especially since there is no gene on the TOL 

plasmid that could encode an electron donor specific to xylT. It is possible that there is a 

non-specific electron donor such as the xylZ gene product, which is known to serve as an 

electron donor for toluate dioxygenase (Figurel.3). Hugo et a l (1998), demonstrated that 

XylT specifically mediates the reduction of the active site iron in inactive C230, which 

results in its reactivation. XylT represents an example of a ferredoxin that does not 

provide electrons for the reduction of a substrate but for the reactivation of an enzyme. It 

was also shown that XylT can only reactivate inactive enzyme that retains iron and it was 

proposed that increasing XylT expression may improve degradation. XylT-like proteins 

are a new family of ferredoxins that might have practical relevance if they can be used to 

engineer microorganisms with improved capabilities in bioremediation (Hugo et a l, 

1998).
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Proposed mechanism of C230 reactivation 
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Figure 1. 3: Schematic of the proposed reactivation mechanism of C230 (Polissi et a i ,  1995).

After the formation of 2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde (HMSA), there is a branch in the 

mer<3-cleavage pathway, that both lead to the production of 2-hydroxypeny-2,4-diene 

(HPD), by either a hydrolytic or dehydrogenative route. Catechol and 4-methylcatechol 

are metabolised mostly through the dehydrogenative route, whereas 3-methylcatechol is 

oxidised only through the hydrolytic branch. In the hydrolytic branch HMSA is directly 

converted to HPD by the product of the xylF gene, 2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde 

hydrolase. In the dehydrogenative branch, the enol form of 4-oxalocrotonate is produced 

by the action of the xylG gene product, hydroxymuconic semialdehyde dehydrogenase
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(HMSD). 4-oxalocrotonate is then converted to HPD via two steps catalysed by the jcy/H 

gene product 4-oxalocrotonate isomerase (OI) and the xyll gene product 4-oxalocrotonate 

decarboxylase (OD) (Davenport and Whitman, 1993).

The gene products of xyll, H, and J have been purified and studied by Harayama et at. 

(1989). xylJ encodes the enzyme OEH The purification of these gene products has 

always been found to yield xyll and xylJ together, so it has been proposed that the two 

products form a complex in vivo. It is thought that because xylJ only metabolises the 

enol form of the xyll product, which is the unstable form of the intermediate, the 

formation of a complex between the decarboxylase and the hydratase may ensure that the 

enol intermediate is rapidly transformed in vivo (Harayama et aL, 1989).

Another possible complex of associated enzymes has been proposed in a mera-cleavage 

pathway. The final two steps in the dmp operon-encoded mefa-cleavage pathway for 

phenol degradation in Pseudomonas, involves the conversion of 4-hydroxy-2- 

ketovalerate to pyruvate and acetyl-CoA by the enzyme 4-hydroxy-2-ketovalerate 

aldolase. Aldehyde dehydrogenase may be intimately associated with the preceding 

enzyme in the pathway, 4-hydroxy-2-ketovalerate aldolase, due to the fact that the 

aldolase activity, associated with the product of the dmpG gene, was not detectable in the 

absence of coexpression of the dmpF gene product. The two proteins could not be 

separated using purification procedures (Powlowski et aL, 1993). The consequence of 

such physical associations of catabolic enzymes is the possibility of channeling metabolic 

intermediates.

Mars et aL (1999) studied an unusual C230 from P. putida GJ31 with the ability to 

degrade both 3-chlorocatechol and 3-methylcatechol. Previous work had shown that the 

cbzE gene encoding this C230 was carried on a plasmid in a region that also harboured 

genes encoding a transposase, a ferredoxin that was homologous to XylT, an open 

reading frame with similarity to a protein of the meta-cleavage pathway with unknown 

function, and a 2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde dehydrogenase (Han et aL, 1995). 

Comparisons to four other C230s showed that CbzE was the only enzyme that could 

productively convert 3-chlorocatechol. Besides, CbzE was less susceptible to 

inactivation by methylated catechols. Hybrid enzymes that were made of CzbE and the 

catechol 2, 3-dioxygenase of P. putida UCC2 (TdnC) showed that the resistance of CbzE
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to suicide inactivation and its substrate specificity were mainly determined by the C- 

terminal region of the protein (Mars et aL, 1999).

1.2.2 TOL plasmid regulation:

The 13 genes encoded by the mera-cleavage operon of the P. putida TOL plasmid 

pWWO are transcribed from a single promoter, Pm. Transcription from Pm is strictly 

dependent on the presence of effector-activated XylS protein. Marques et al. (1993), 

analysed three regions of the transcript in the wild-type by SI nuclease protection and 

primer extension analyses. The major point of transcription initiation was found to be in 

the most 5'-end of the operon, which defines a -10/-35 promoter. Another main mRNA 

5’-end point found within the coding sequence of the first gene of the operon was 

identified as a stable endonucleolytic cleavage product, which rendered this gene inactive 

for further translation. Analyses of the transcripts at xylLTE and xylFJ regions revealed 

the presence of several relatively stable mRNA products with 5’-ends located along these 

regions.

Four transcriptional units have been described in the TOL plasmid; the upper pathway 

operon that encodes enzymes to oxidise the hydrocarbons to their corresponding 

carboxylic acids and the mgfa-cleavage operon for the oxidation of the carboxylic acids 

to krebs cycle intermediates.The xylR and xylS genes encode for the activator of the upper 

pathway operon and the mgra-cleavage operon, respectively.

The two regulatory genes xylR and xylS are located on 1.5-3kb fragment of the TOL 

plasmid downstream of the meta-operon genes (Franklin et al, 1983). The xylR gene 

positvely controls the xylABC operon which itself directs the synthesis of the upper 

pathway enzymes. The expression of the mgra-operon is positively controlled by the 

XylS protein, which is activated by meta-pathway substrates. Expression of the meta 

pathway is also induced by toluene/xylene activated xylR protein through a regulatory 

cascade system in which the xylR protein combines with a sigma factor, NtrA (Dixon et 

al., 1988), to stimulate transcription from the xylS promoter, which in turn leads to the 

high-level expression of the meta-opcron. The fact that there are two methods for meta-
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operon induction, may have meant that the bacteria could easily adapt when TOL 

pathway substrates were present in the environment.

Worsey et al, (1978) studied the induction of the degradative pathway enzymes and 

proposed a model for the regulation of the pathway. It was proposed that the enzymes 

are in two regulatory blocks ; xylABC and xylDEFG. These are controlled by the 

products of two regulatory genes; xylR and xylS. Evidence has been found for the 

positive control role of xylR, via the physical and functional mapping of plasmid 

recombinants, analysing insertion and deletion mutants (Nakazawa et a l, 1980).

The function of the XylS protein was studied using a range of benzoate derivatives 

analysed using constructs n which a meta-promoter sequence : lacZ fusion was present on 

a different plasmid from that carrying xylS in both E, coli and P. putida (Ramos et al,

1986) Two groups of xylS mutants have been used to elucidate the positive regulation of 

the TOL rnem-cleavage pathway; XylS regulatory mutants with altered effector 

specificity, and xylS mutants that encode constitutive expression frm the mefa-pathway 

promoter (Ramos et al, 1986).

Of the XylS regulatory mutants with altered effector specificities, six were identified 

which could recognise benzoate analogues as effectos that can not activate the wild-type 

xylS protein. Analysis of these mutants lead to the conclusion that the effector binding 

pocket of XylS may be composed of two or more non-contiguous segments of its primary 

structure (Ramos et al, 1986). In the mutant XylS encoded proteins allowing 

constitutive expression form the promoter, three mutations were discovered at the C- 

terminal end, and this region is thought to be involved in DNA interactions.

The xylS encoded protein also activates the expression of the meta-cleavage pathway in 

the prescence of m-xylene and m-methyl benzyl alcohol, under the influence of xylR 

(Franklin et al, 1983) XylR is expressed constitutively, expression of the operon 

occuring through a regulatory cascade triggered by growth in the presence of upper 

pathway substrates, as opposed to a direct interaction between xylR and the meta-operon 

promoter.

In the prescence of upper pathway substrates, activated XylR, with NtrA, stimulates 

transciption of the xylS gene so that levels of XylS mRNA exceed those found in cells 

grown on m-toluate by at least 25-fold. Hyperproduction of XylS protein in turn leads to
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constitutive expression of the mera-operon in the absence of a meta-cleavage pathway 

substrate (Mermod et a l, 1984).

Investigations of how XylS interacts with upstream promoter sequences (Kessler et al, 

1993) have shown that the activation of promoter sequences by xylS depends on a 36bp 

cis-acting DNA sequence within the promoter made up of two 15bp direct repeats 

separated by 6bp. XylS binds to these repeat sequences. The promoter sequences 

respond to un-substituted benzoate as a pathway effector even in the absence of xylS. 

This may be due to the use of the regulator of the chromosomal pathway for benzoate 

degradation encoded by benABCD. BenR and XylS do not share a high degree of 

homology, therefore the promoter region of the mgfa-operon may possess a set of 

sequence motifs recognised by a different regulator to XylS. Mapping and deletion 

studies have lead to the conclusion that the promoter may be recognised and activated by 

at least two different regulators, one perhaps related to the chromosomally encoded 

benzoate degradation pathway. From an evolutionary point of view, the ability of upper 

pathway substrates to stimulate mara-pathway expression may be a route to overcoming 

the problem of transient blocks in the flow of metabolites upon the induction of the TOL 

pathway. This blockage lasts several hours, when the expression of the rngm-pathway is 

dependent on the metabolism of upper pathway substrates. Co-induction of both 

pathways therefore prevents such a block from occurring.

1.2.3 The evolution o f TOL and other catabolic pathways:

Microbes have a variety of different enzymes for the initial attack of a diverse array of 

compounds. Catabolic pathways are generally convergent and channel substrates to a 

limited number of key intermediates, which are then metabolised by a central pathway. 

Many different aromatic compounds are converted to a few aromatic ring cleavage 

substrates i.e.; catechol, gentisate and protcatechuate. This centralisation leads to a 

decrease in genetic load (due to few central pathways), simplification of regulation and 

economic use of energy. The TOL plasmid is an example of divergence, since 

Pseudomonas carrying the TOL plasmid can attack catechols by ortho fission (intradiol 

cleavage of the aromatic ring), or meta fission (cleavage between one of the two
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hydroxyls and an adjacent free carbon). Chlorocatechols are degraded via ortho fission, 

and methylcatechols via mgra-cleavage. Within the mgm-cleavage pathways (i.e.; TOL 

and NAH), there is further divergence of the pathway at the ring-cleavage product, and 

also at the hydrolytic and 4-oxalocrotonate branch (Harayama et al, 1987). The presence 

of these common central routes in catabolic pathways may be due to the divergent or 

convergent evolution (Horn et al, 1991). In the latter, different organisms have 

independently developed the same catabolic routes because of the limited number of 

useful reactions possible, whereas in the former, a small number of primordial central 

pathways have been selected among different species. Omston and Yeh used amino-acid 

sequence comparisons of isofunctional enzymes of several species in order to investigate 

whether there is a common ancestor for the P-ketoadipate pathway found in a number of 

bacteria (Omston and Yeh, 1982).

As previously discussed, the TOL pathway degrades toluene by first oxidising the 

substrate through the action of the upper pathway enzymes encoded by xylCMAB genes 

to benzoate. Benzoate is then transformed to catechol by two enzymatic steps encoded 

by xylXYZL genes. Catechol is transformed to Kreb’s cycle intermediates via a meta

cleavage route encoded by xylTEGFJQKIH genes. The genes for the oxidation of 

naphthalene are, like the TOL plasmid genes, encoded in two opérons; nah and sal The 

first operon, nah, encodes six enzymes which converts naphthalene to salicylate, and the 

second operon, sal, encodes the genes for the oxidation of salicylate to pymvate 

(Harayama et a l, 1987). These opérons are both induced by the nahR encoded 

regulatory protein. The nahR protein binds to the inducer, salicylate, to activate 

transcription of the two opérons (Schnell, 1985). Investigations into its pathways 

regulation have been compared to that of the TOL plasmid in order to use any similarity 

in regulation to build up an idea as to how such plasmids developed these positive control 

systems (Schnell, 1986).

A comparison of the mefa-pathway opérons on the NAH and TOL plasmids revealed a 

high degree of structural homology between them, therefore suggesting an evolutionary 

link between the two catabolic systems (Assinder and Williams, 1988). Isofunctional 

genes to xylTEGFJQKIH are found in the sal operon of the NAH7 plasmid responsible 

for the mineralisation of salicylate. The gene orders and DNA sequences are highly
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conserved between these genes and their homologues in the sal and dmp opérons 

(Shingler et al, 1992, Harayama and Rekik, 1989).

One way in which molecular relationships between different plasmid species have been 

investigated is by the comparison of fragmentation patterns after digestion with 

restriction enzymes (Heinaru et al, 1978). The plasmids SAL and NAH were found to 

be very closely related when studied by hybridisation of a radioactively labelled DNA 

probe to restriction enzyme-derived fragmentation patterns of plasmids bound to a nitro

cellulose filter. Substantial homology was also found between SAL and TOL and other 

plasmids encoding toluate dissimulation, and it was suggested that SAL may have been 

formed via the loss of a DNA segment from NAH (Heinaru et a l, 1978). However, 

Lehrbach et al (1983) used the same technique in a NAH and SAL comparison and 

showed that both produced a number of fragments that do not correspond to fragments 

from the other. This implies that the evolutionary relationship between NAH and SAL is 

not as straightforward as that of NAH losing a single segment of DNA and therefore 

forming SAL.

In later studies strong homology was found between the genes of the NAH and TOL 

pathways starting at the gene for catechol 2,3-dioxygenase, in a study using DNA 

hybridisation in order to elucidate structural similarities between the mgm-cleavage 

pathways of the two plasmids (Assinder and Williams, 1988). The structural genes were 

found to be arranged in an identical linear array. The NAH mefa-cleavage genes of 

nahHINL have been shown to be highly homologous with the TOL plasmid in the same 

region. However, no homology was found upstream of this region, and it was suggested 

that the ancestor of the isofunctional mefa-cleavage enzyme genes had moved 

downstream of the salicylate oxidative gene (nahG), and of the toluate oxidative genes 

(xylXYZL), and formed an operon in which the co-ordinated expression of all the pathway 

enzymes for the oxidation of salicylate/toluate, could provide a selective advantage to 

cells growing on these substrates. DNA rearrangements could eventually have lead to the 

operon organisation found at present (Harayama et a l, 1987).

The TOL plasmid genes xylGF and J  have been analysed in order to compare their 

products and look for evolutionary links between species (Horn et a l, 1991). The gene 

encoding 2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde dehydrogenase (HMSD), was found to have
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amino-acid sequence homology with the eukaryotic aldehyde dehydrogenase (ADH) and 

the Pseudomonas genes xylC and H. This homology suggests that these prokaryotic 

enzymes may be members of the ADH superfamily. An evolutionary dendrogram led to 

the conclusion that xylC and G evolved independently from a common ancestor ,rather 

than by gene duplication and divergence, despite the fact they are found on the same 

plasmid and have related activities in the same catabolic pathway (Horn et aL, 1991). 

Comparison of xylF and J  to the todF and J genes in the tod gene cluster (which specifies 

a toluene/benzene degradation pathway), found that the genes were analogous (Roper et 

aL, 1995). However, todF and J are separated by six other tod genes {tod C1C2BADE), 

unlike xylFand J  which are contiguous. This may indicate that the interrupting tod genes 

were inserted between todF and J during the pathways evolution.

Harayama (1994) examined the codon usage patterns of the catabolic genes of the two 

opérons xylCMAB and xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH on the TOL plasmid pWWO, which encode 

the structural genes for toluene degrading enzymes. Genes in the same operon were 

found to have similar codon-usage patterns, whereas genes from different opérons 

exhibited different patterns. It was therefore concluded that genes in the same operon 

have coevolved and that the ancestors of the xylCMAB and xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH 

opérons have evolved in different organisms. However, the bacterium Acinetobacter 

calcoaceticus transforms benzoate to catechol as in the TOL plasmid, but it is not 

metabolised via mem-cleavage but via ort/io-cleavage, on chromosomally encoded genes. 

The gene orders of xylXYZL in P. putida and the equivalent in A. calcoaceticus 

responsible for the conversion of benzoate to catechol, are identical (Harayama 1994).

It has been proposed that the TOL catabolic opérons may have been formed by the 

assembly of three different DNA modules: xylCMAB (toluene —> benzoate); xylXYZL 

(benzoate catechol); and xylTEGFJQKIH (catechol —> Krebs cycle intermediates). 

It is thought that the TOL catabolic opérons have been constructed by the recruitment and 

assembly of pre-existing sequences (Harayama, 1994). The employment of these type of 

recruitment strategies may have lead to examples such as the Pseudomonas sp. which 

compensate for a low-oxygen environment by the development of oxygen-requiring 

enzymes such as C230, with kinetic parameters favorable to function in hypoxic
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environments, as well as by elevating synthesis of such an enzyme in response to oxygen 

limitation (Kukor and Olsen, 1996).

The degradation of naphthalene and phenol also occurs via the mera-cleavage route. A 

comparison of the orders and sequences of mafa-cleavage route genes for toluene, 

naphthalene and phenol indicates that an ancestral mera-cleavage route gene cluster 

equivalent to xylTEGFJQKIH sequences has spread horizontally and been integrated into 

contemporary catabolic opérons (Harayama et a l, 1987; Assinder and Williams, 1988). 

The meta fission pathway for homoprotocatechuic acid (HPC) catabolism in E. coli has 

been found to be chemically analogous to the oxidative meta-fission pathway for catechol 

degradation (Roper et al, 1995). This finding provided the opportunity to investigate 

how enzymes of chemically similar, but specific, pathways have arisen. Amino-acid 

sequence analysis showed that the dioxygenase, isomerase and decarboxylase enzymes of 

the two pathways were not closely related, and it was therefore concluded that the two 

sets of enzymes may have arisen separately. However, the muconic acid semi aldehyde 

dehydrogenases and hydratases, showed 40% amino-acid identity with the analogous 

catechol pathway enzymes, and may have been recruited from the same ancestral sources 

for each pathway.

The catabolism of biphenyl shares features with other aromatic degradation pathways. 

The early genes bphABCD, convert biphenyl to benzoate; a conversion which is 

analogous to that which occurs in the upper pathway operon (xylCMABN) on TOL, which 

encodes for the conversion of toluene to benzoate (Carrington et a l, 1994). The xyl and 

bph pathways converge at benzoate which is assimilated via catechol and subsequent 

mera-cleavage in both toluene and biphenyl degraders. The lower pathway on TOL 

{xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH) encodes further conversion of benzoate to pyruvate and acetyl 

CoA. Much of the pathway from catechol to pyruvate and acetyl CoA {meta cleavage 

pathway) is shared by other aromatic catabolic pathways such as naphthalene and phenol 

degradation. The dmp genes (phenol) are found in the same order as the xyl genes and 

are very similar. The meta pathway genes of four pathways {bph, xyl, dmp, nah) have 

been found to be homologous, colinear and therefore constitute a tightly clustered 

evolutionary unit; all have strong homology of nucleotide and protein sequences for their 

C230 (Carrington et al, 1994)
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A Pseudomonas strain which can grow on phenol, cresols or 3,4- dimethylphenol (3,4- 

dmp) as a sole carbon and energy source, has a plasmid which confers this ability. The 

genes for the enzymes of this pathway are clustered and are; dmpKLMNOPBC and D. 

These genes encode the first four biochemical steps of the pathway. These genes were 

sequenced via deletion mapping, nucleotide sequencing and polypeptide analysis, and the 

remaining six genes were determined and the 15 genes in order were found to be; 

dmpKLMNOPQBCDEFGHL The gene order of dmpB, C and D was found to be 

identical to that of analogous genes of the TOL pathway, and the C230 gene dmpB 

specifically, was shared much homology with C230 genes from TOL and NAH7 

naphthalene catabolic pathways (Shingler et aL, 1992).

The cw-diol dehydrogenase which transforms cw-diols to catechol is encoded in P. putida 

on TOL by the structural gene xylL. In A. calcoaceticus, the analogous gene is benD. 

Both these enzymes are members of the short-chain alcohol dehydrogenase superfamily 

(Neidle et al, 1992). Both of these genes have been sequenced and were found to 

encode polypeptides of 28kDa in size. These proteins are similar to each other and to 

other proteins of at least 20 different functions, which are members of the same family. 

Amino-acid alignment of these proteins suggest that the amino-acids tyrosine and lysine 

are catalytically important residues (Neidle et aL, 1992).

The evolutionary relationships between the different aromatic dioxygenases has been 

become much studied recently, facilitated by the increasing amount of sequence 

information. One such example is toluate dioxygenase, which catalyses the first of a two 

step reaction that gives rise to catechol from benzoate. Many bacterial species (i.e. A. 

calcoaceticus), carry chromosomal genes for enzymes that convert catechol to citric acid 

cycle intermediates via P-ketoadipate. Such enzymes do not act well on methyl-1- 

substituted substrates. Methylcatechol can be utilised by the TOL plasmid. In A. 

calcoaceticus chromosomal benABC encodes toluate dioxygenase, as does the P. putida 

TOL plasmid xylXYZ. Harayama (1991b) compared both of these sets of genes. It was 

found that isofunctional enzymes for the dissimulation of aromatic compounds in both 

species exhibit close evolutionary ancestry. It is thought that mutations creating different 

DNA slippage structures may have made a significant contribution to the evolutionary 

divergence of xylX (benA in A. calcoaceticus) (Harayama et aL, 1991).
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The genes for the toluate 1,2-dioxygenase system in A.calcoaceticus (benABC), have 

been cloned into E.coli and expressed (Neidle et al, 1987). The dioxygenase system 

encoded by benABC produce protein products of 53-, 19-, and 38-kDa, which correspond 

in size to protein components in other bacterial dioxygenases. The broad substrate- 

specificity dioxygenase system encoded by TOL forms ci5-diols from many C-3 and C-4 

substituted benzoates, some di-substituted benzoates, and benzoate itself. In contrast, the 

chromosomally encoded Pseudomonas toluate 1,2-dioxygenase systems have narrow 

substrate specificity and do not show significant oxidation of substituted benzoates.

The reductase component of the TOL plasmid encoded toluate dioxygenase was found to 

immunocross-react with polyclonal antibodies raised against the chromosomally encoded 

benzoate dioxygenase reductase from P. putida C-1 (Moodie et a l, 1990). There are 

thought to be a number of similar hydroxylating dioxygenases which are categorised into 

two classes; firstly the two component systems in which the reductase is an iron-sulphur 

flavoprotein that reduces a terminal oxygenase directly (i.e.; 4-methoxybenzoate 

monooxygenase, phthalate dioxygenase); secondly, three component systems in which 

the reductase is a flavoprotein requiring the intermediate action of a low molecular mass 

ferredoxin for the reduction of the terminal oxygenase (i.e.; benzene dioxygenase, toluene 

dioxygenase and naphthalene dioxygenase). Toluate dioxygenase, which converts 

toluene and a variety of substituted benzenes to cis-dihydrodiols by the addition of one 

molecule of molecular oxygen (Spain et a l, 1989), is encoded by the xylD gene of the 

meta pathway, is isofunctional with benzoate dioxygenase but has a broader substrate 

specificity.

Benzene dioxygenase genes (bed) from P. putida ML2 have been cloned using the 

heterologous toluene dioxygenase genes (tod) from P. putida FI, as probes (Tan and 

Mason, 1990). The bed genes were found to be encoded a 112kb plasmid, and were 

identified as benzene dioxygenase genes (bed ABC1C2) by cloning and expression in 

E.coli. This was the first report of a catabolic plasmid encoding benzene dioxygenase in 

Pseudomonas. Like all dioxygenases, benzene dioxygenase is multicomponent, and this 

subunit formation has been studied alongside the immuno-cross-reactivity of the aromatic 

di oxygenases in order to study the evolutionary relationships of dioxygenases from 

different species (Zamanian and Mason, 1987).
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Oxygenases catalyse reactions in which oxygen atoms are incorporated into organic 

substrates. They are widely found in nature and are involved in both biosynthesis and 

biodégradation. Oxygenases are classified into two groups; dioxygenases that catalyse 

the incorporation of both atoms of dioxygen into substrates, and monoxygenases that 

catalyse the insertion of one atom of dioxygen. The cleavage of aromatic ring is an 

important function of dioxygenases (Harayama and Rekik, 1989).

Naktasu and Wyndham in 1993 described a new pathway in Alcaligenes that expressed a 

3-chlorobenzoate 3,4 -dioxygenase activity. This dioxygenase yielded protocatechuate 

and chloroprotocatachuate metabolites from benzoate. The genes for this pathway were 

placed on a transposon from the original wild-type plasmid vector. In order to place this

3-chlorobenzoate 3,4 -dioxygenase into evolutionary context with the other bacterial 

oxygenases, the activity of the coding genes, cbaAB were sequenced and its amino-acid 

sequence compared with other oxygenases. This revealed a defined lineage among the 

class 1A oxygenases, which includes phthalte 4,5 -dioxygenase and 4-sulphobenzoate 3,4 

-dioxygenase. The reductase component of 3-chlorobenzoate 3,4 -dioxygenase, cbaB, 

contains a plant-type ferredoxin [2Fe - 2s]pd FMN-isoalloxazine and NAD-ribose binding 

domains, the orientation of which is conserved in all class lA reductases. The terminal 

chlorobenzoate dioxygenase , cbaA, component has a conserved Rieske-type [2Fe - 2s ] r  

ligand centre. These results were found to support the hypothesis that alternative fusions 

of the electron transfer modules of the reductase arose early in the divergence of 

oxygenase systems (Nakatsu et ai, 1995).

Besides TOL there are two other pathways known to dissimulate toluene; P. mendocina 

oxidises toluene to p-cresol, subsequent oxidation of which produces protocatechuate, 

which is the substrate for ortho-nng fission of the aromatic nucleus; and P. putida PpFl 

which oxidises toluene by incorporating one molecule of oxygen into the aromatic 

nucleus to form cw-toluene dihydrodiol. Further oxidation leads to 3-methylcatechol 

which is degraded to intermediates of the TCA cycle via the mgfa-cleavage pathway 

(Finette et a l, 1984). The formation of cw-toluene dihydrodiol is catalysed by a 

multicomponent enzyme system TO, which is encoded by todA (reductase), todB 

(ferredoxin) and todC (ISP). Such multicomponent bacterial oxygenases play a crucial 

role in the aerobic oxidation of hydrocarbons i.e.; benzene, napthalene, toluene, and
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benzoate. Similar enzymes are responsible for the oxidation of xylenes and toluates in 

the catabolic pathway encoded by TOL.

1.3. Engineering of bacterial degradative abilities:

Large quantities of industrial products and by-products are present in the environment. 

Many have been designated as toxic substances which need to be removed from 

contaminated sites. Methods used to facilitate this include physical containment, 

chemical conversions and burning, but these are often costly, not effective, or can create 

additional pollutants. The alternative is to use the natural biodegradative capabilities of 

micro-organisms to degrade pollutant compounds. Bacteria and fungi are the main 

agents for returning organic compounds to the carbon cycle if there are catabolic 

enzymes with appropriate specificities, transport systems and regulatory mechanisms 

which can be activated. Pollutants with novel chemical structures or with substituents 

rarely found in nature (xenobiotics) are often resistant to microbial degradation because 

they do not fulfil such conditions. It is now possible to genetically modify micro

organisms so that they can degrade problem chemicals

There are a number of issues related to the use of genetically modified organisms in the 

environment. These include; their ability to survive, to stably maintain new genetic 

information and degrade pollutants, to transfer novel genetic material to other organisms, 

to spread beyond the target environment, and to negatively affect the ecosystem (Nublein 

et aL, 1992). In the construction of genetically engineered micro-organisms, these are the 

sort of issues which will have to be addressed.

Highly chlorinated aromatics form the bulk of environmental pollutants. Unfortunately, 

the microbial degradation of these is very slow because microbes are usually unable to 

attack highly chlorinated synthetic chemicals. This is therefore a major problem for the 

biotechnology industry to overcome. Microbial degradation is seen as the major route to 

solving the problem if advances can be made in the understanding and overcoming of 

microbial recalcitrance to synthetic compounds. New plasmid-encoded enzymatic 

activities have evolved to degrade chlorinated substrates. As previously discussed, there 

is homology of DNA sequences between genes for enzymatic activities and unique 

repeated sequences suggesting gene duplication and divergence as well as recombination
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by transposable elements. We need to understand the evolutionary processes, to 

genetically-improve bacteria capable of utilising and therefore removing highly 

chlorinated pollutants (Frantz et al, 1987).

Selective evolution allows the development of degradative genes and ancillary genes for 

the production of emulsifiers and surfactants that may be important in enabling the host 

to take up and utilise highly hydrophobic synthetic compounds. The understanding of the 

evolution of new genetic functions in bacteria is essential for the construction and 

development of strains capable of enhanced degradation of toxic, synthetic pollutants in 

the environment. Kikuchi et al (1999) have used shuffling of amino acid sequences of 

family enzymes to generate improved enzymes. Shuffling of the xylE and nahH genes, 

both encoding catechol 2,3-dioxygenases was carried out and a catechol 2,3- 

dioxygenases isolated which exhibited relatively high stability at high temperature, being 

up to 26-fold more thermostable than XylE and NahH at 50 degrees and may therefore be 

more useful for industrial processes which often require high temperatures.

Aromatic hydrocarbons become toxic when they are partitioned into lipid bilayer 

membranes leading to significant changes in the structure and functioning of membrane 

components e.g.: disruption of membrane potential, removal of lipids and proteins and 

loss of Mĝ "̂  and Ca^  ̂ cations and other small molecules (Sikkema J. et a l, 1995). 

Interest in the isolation of microbes able to thrive in high concentrations of organic 

solvents has recently increased for three reasons. Firstly, such organisms have the 

potential to be used as vehicles for elimination of low molecular weight aromatics (i.e.; 

benzene, toluene, and xylene, which are all high priorities for removal from the 

environment). Aromatic hydrocarbons can be converted into value-added compounds 

such as cw-diols, epoxides and indigo (Gibson et al, 1970), which is another reason for 

interest in the isolation of organic solvent-utilising organisms. The understanding of this 

solvent tolerance mechanism can be also exploited to generate microbes with enhanced 

biocatalytic potential.

A method for the isolation of mutants defective in the utilisation of halogenated 

substrates has been presented by Wigmore and Ribbons (1981). They proposed using 

selective enrichment of mutants defective in catabolic pathways by exposing cells to 

halogenated analogues of growth substrates. These analogues are expected to give rise to
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halogenated intermediates which are toxic to cells in which they are formed and therefore 

provide selection for mutants defective in their utilisation (Wigmore and Ribbons, 1981). 

One study designed two Pseudomonas strains to degrade substituted aromatic compounds 

(Nublein et al, 1992). Substituted aromatics are often present in industrial sewage, in 

which they can disrupt the normal biodegradative functions of indigenous microbes and 

lower the efficiency of waste disposal processes. Therefore, in this study activated 

sludge was chosen as the target environment, in which the degradation of aromatic 

compounds by the modified Pseudomonads was evaluated. One modified strain, FR120, 

contained an assembled ortho cleavage route for the simultaneous degradation of 3- 

chlorobenzoate (3CB) and 4-methyl benzoate (4MB). FR120 could simultaneously

degrade 3CB and 4MB via the expression of engineered catabolic functions, and was in 

this way to be able to protect the microbial community of activated sludge from shock 

loading of compounds.

In 1978, Reineke and Knackmuss transferred the TOL plasmid in order to form novel 

strains which can utilise various chloro-substituted benzoates as a sole carbon and energy 

source. Pseudomonas species B13 can use haloaromatics such as 3-chlorobenzoate or 4- 

chlorophenol. Comparative kinetic studies on the 1,2-dioxygenation of benzoate, 

dehydrogenation of dihydroxybenzoates and 1,2-dioxygenation of catechols indicated 

that the stereospecificity of the initial enzyme hinders the utilisation of 2- and 4- 

chlorobenzoates in addition to 3-chlorobenzoate in the strain. It was shown that the TOL 

plasmid encoded toluate 1,2 dioxygenase in P. putida mt-2 is less specific and readily co- 

oxidises chloro-substituted benzoates, including 4-chlorobenzoate. B13 acquired the 

ability to utilise novel substrates like 4-chlorobenzote.

A P. putida strain was found which grew at the expense of toluene as its sole carbon 

source (Ramos et al, 1995). It was found that toluene was degraded through the toluene-

4-monooxygenase pathway. The spectrum of aromatic compounds that the strain could 

utilise was subsequently expanded to include m and p-xylene and related compounds by 

the transfer of the TOL plasmid. The mechanism of toluene tolerance was thought to be 

a combination of Mĝ "̂  plus the increase in the trans-io -cis ratio of lipids in the cell 

membrane, which could be reflected as a decrease in the fluidity of the membranes and 

increased solvent tolerance. The enzyme organophosporous hydrolase (OPH) from
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Pseudomonas diminuta MG catalyses the hydrolysis of organophosphate pesticides such 

as methyl parathion and paraoxon. Richins et al (1997) expressed this enzyme on the 

surface of E. coli using an Lpp-OmpA fusion system, OmpA being an outer membrane 

protein. Whole cells expressing OPH on the cell surface degraded parathion and 

paraoxon very effectively without any diffusional limitation, resulting in sevenfold higher 

rates of parathion degradation compared with whole cells with similar levels of 

intracellular OPH. The immobilisation of such live biocatalysts onto solid supports could 

provide a simple method for pesticide detoxification in place of immobilised enzymes. 

Bacteria which can catabolize toluene via cw-toluene dihydrodiol are of interest, since it 

can be polymerized to produce high Mr polyphenylene, an organic polymer which may 

have uses in the electronics industry (Greene and Street, 1984). A thermotolerant 

Bacillus species from an aeration tank of a waste treatment works which degraded 

toluene via cw-toluene dihydrodiol has been isolated (Simpson et a l, 1987). Enzymes 

from thermotolerant organisms are of interest because they may be suited for industrial 

processes since they exhibit greater heat stability.

An important strategy in the engineering of bacteria capable of mineralization, or 

exhibiting improved rates of mineralization of recalcitrant compounds involves the 

identification or generation by genetic means of broad-specificity enzymes able to extend 

partial (cometabolic) pathways. This can then be followed by the transfer of the genes of 

such enzymes into appropriate bacteria (Clarke, 1984). As previously discussed, narrow- 

substrate-specificity enzymes are critical determinants of pathway specificity. However 

effector specificity of regulatory elements that control the expression of pathway genes 

may also contribute to pathway specificity. Where this does occur, the modification of 

the pathways specificity should be directed towards the regulator.

One such example of altering of effector specificities in regulators of gene expression is 

for the transcription of toluate 1,2-dioxygenase, on the TOL plasmid. Toluate 1,2- 

dioxygenase has a broad substrate specificity for substituted benzoates, which has been 

used in the expansion of the substrate range of the bacterial chlorobenzoate pathway. 

Toluate 1,2-dioxygenase is encoded by the first three cistrons of the TOL mera-cleavage 

pathway operon, as discussed earlier. The transcription of this operon is positively 

regulated by the xylS gene product, which in combination with a benzoate inducer.
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activates the Pm promoters of the operon. The effector specificity of the xylS gene 

product was examined, as was the interaction between the regulator and effector 

molecules (Ramos et a l, 1986). XylS mutants were isolated which exhibited broader 

inducer specificity, and these mutant genes were then cloned in order to extend the range 

of substrates catabolized by Pseudomonas.

The elimination of an early bottleneck in a pathway can in its turn identify a later 

bottleneck and a strategy can then be devised to remove or circumvent it. An example of 

this strategy is illustrated by the finding that 3-and 4-methoxy- and 4-ethylbenzoate are 

not effectors for the xylS protein but are for the mutant proteins. The introduction of the 

mutant genes into P. putida enables the metabolism of these compounds to their 

corresponding catechols. However, their further metabolism will require the alteration of 

the substrate specificity of C230, but a 4-ethylbenzoate degrading P. putida has been 

isolated that possesses a C230 with an altered substrate specificity. This example shows 

how it is possible to redesign pathways by rational and sequential modification of several 

component steps, and eventually may lead to the construction of entirely novel pathways. 

Wasserfalien et al, (1991) isolated a derivative of a P. putida strain carrying the TOL 

genes for the oxidation of methlbenzoates, which was able to grow on m-toluate in the 

presence of 3-chlorobenzoate. P. putida growth on m-toluate is normally inhibited in the 

presence of 3-chlorocatechol, a metabolite of 3-chlorobenzoate, because 3-chlorocatechol 

inactivates C230, the key enzyme in the methylbenzoate degrading pathway. A point 

mutation was found in the xylE gene which codes for C230, which was responsible for 

the growth of the isolate. This mutant C230 was found to have a decreased affinity for 3- 

chlorocatechol, an increased affinity for 3-methylcatechol, and an increased affinity in 

the oxidation of 4-ethylcatechol when compared to the wild-type enzyme. This mutant 

strain may be useful for the decomposition of m-toluate in industrial waste containing 

both 3-chlorobenzoate and m-toluate (Wasserfalien et a l, 1991). As mentioned 

previously, the restructuring of metabolic pathways was used for work on the 

alkylbenzoate pathway of the TOL plasmid pWWO, leading to the creation of a pathway 

able to degrade 4-ethylbenzoate (4-EB). A TOL derivative pNM72 was constructed, 

which expressed the benzoate mgfa-cleavage pathway, and showed that cells carrying this 

plasmid could grow on 4-EB plus glucose (as the substrate), whilst accumulating 4-
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ethylcatechol (4-EC) (Mermod et al, 1984). The rate-limiting step therefore involved the 

accumulation of 4-EC, which then inactivates the rest of the pathway (Ramos et a l,

1987). It has also been further found that 4-MB cannot activate the xylS protein so there 

is no transcription of the catabolic genes. This means that in order for 4-EB to be capable 

of activating these genes, the substrate specificity of xylS has to be broadened. Ramos et 

al (1987) used the selection of regulatory mutants by the fusion of the TOL meta

pathway promoter to a tetracycline gene in a pBR322 derivative plasmid. E. coli cells 

carrying the modified pBR322 plus another xylS expressing plasmid, grew on 

tetracycline-containing media only in the prescence of a xyls effector. Mutagenesis was 

carried out and a mutant isolated that supported resistance through growth on 4-EB. The 

incorporation of such mutant genes for a regulator which allows activation by 4-EB, 

means that this strain can degrade 4-EB alongside the wild-type activities of the pathway. 

Examples such as these have shown that in the engineering of the mgfa-cleavage 

pathway, the key targets for planned genetic manipulations of the pathway for the 

introduction of broader degradative abilities are the xylS gene product, and the xylE 

encoded catechol 2,3-dioxygenase (C230). A possible method for broadening the 

pathways ability to degrade substituted aromatics for example, may involve reducing the 

susceptibility of C230 to inactivation by substrates or reaction products.

Recent work on the TOL mem-cleavage pathway relied on a simulation developed by 

Regan (1994). This model indicated that the pathway was most sensitive to the 

concentration of the starting substrate, benzoate, and the first enzyme of the pathway, 

toluate-1,2-dioxygenase (TO). When the simulation was experimentally validated it was 

found that the amplification of TO increased the steady state flux and lead to the 

accumulation of a number of pathway metabolites such as cis-diol, 4-OH-2-oxovalerate, 

and 4-oxalocrotonate. Metabolic control analysis indicated that C230 was the major 

controlling enzymic step of the pathway, and that the amplification of TO resulted in a 

shift of some control away from C230. However, C230 remained as the major 

controlling pathway element (Sheridan et a l, 1998).

Such examples show how via a number of different techniques such as mutagenesis and 

molecular biology, the directed evolution of metabolic pathways can develop organisms 

capable of degrading a wide range of aromatic pollutants. This type of development
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requires knowledge of pathway kinetics and gene structure in order that systematic steps 

can be made towards the desired goal.

1.4. The effects of weak-acids:

Benzoate belongs to a group of chemical food preservatives used for their antibacterial 

properties. The possible targets for the antimicrobial action of chemicals used as food 

preservatives such as benzoate and sorbate can be grouped into (1) the cellular 

membrane, (2) genetic material, (3) enzymes. The common explanation for the action of 

weak acids as transport inhibitors is that they cross the membrane as undissociated 

molecules, and dissociate inside the cells or vesicles, thus eliminating the transport- 

driving pH difference between the two sides of the membrane. However, uptake 

inhibition alone does not seem sufficient to explain growth inhibition (Eklund 1980). 

Bracey et a l (1998), suggested that the inhibitory action of preservatives such as sorbate 

is due to the induction of energistically expensive protective mechanisms that 

compensate for the disruption of internal cellular pH, which results in less available 

energy for growth. Weak acids preservatives do not normally kill micro-organisms, but 

inhibit growth, causing very extended lag phases (Lambert et al, 1999).

There is evidence for specific active uptake of benzoate by benzoate-degrading bacteria 

such as Pseudomonas sp. (Nichols and Harwood, 1997), but E. coli is thought to have pH 

dependant non-specific benzoate uptake (Cherrington et a l, 1991). Transport of aromatic 

acids in wild-type species increases the rate and efficiency of substrate acquisition and 

may give an advantage in natural environments where these compounds are present at 

low (micromolar) concentrations (Vance et a l, 1985).

The antimicrobial activity of benzoic acid has been found to increase with decreasing pH 

since microbial cells favour protonated benzoate ions (Padan et a l, 1981). It was 

suggested that acid molecules dissociate on uptake and disrupt the cells’ proton motive 

force causing interference with respiration processes and membrane permeability 

(Salmond et a l, 1984). At alkaline pH, the presence of protonated benzoate ions in the 

environment surrounding the cell is minimal. The resistance of the cell wall to 

unprotonated ions will result in a high concentration gradient across the cell wall. 

Disruption of the cell membrane occurs due to leakage of unprotonated benzoate ions
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into the cell. Acetate, which is often produced by E. coli cells growing in rich media has 

been found to have a similar negative effect on growth and recombinant protein 

production (Aristidou et a l, 1996, Turner et aL, 1994). More recent studies have found 

that the increased action of weak acids at low pH values is linked to the acidification of 

the cytoplasm (Lambert et aL, 1999). The percentage of undissociated acid/anions of 

benzoic acid and benzoate at pH 6.0 are 1:560 and 98:440 respectively, calculated from 

the pÆa of benzoic acid/benzoate which is 4.20.

Lambert et al. (1999), found that at pH 6.5 E. coli cells accumulated benzoate in the cell, 

but little benzoate was taken up at pH 8.0. pH levels which have little or no effect on 

growth cause severe growth retardation in the presence of weak acids (or membrane- 

permeant acids). When a permeant acid crosses the membrane in the protonated form, H  ̂

is released, depressing the internal pH (Kihara et aL, 1981). If the cell buffers its pH, it 

must accumulate the potentially toxic anions. This is the basis for the use of benzoate as 

a food preservative (Salmond et aL, 1984), and many antibiotics enter cells as permeant 

acids. Cells carrying the mera-cleavage pathway grown in acidic media in the presence 

of benzoate showed some increase in pathway flux. This may be related to an increase in 

the accumulation in benzoate inside the cell. The finding that stationary phase is not 

entered in the presence of benzoate at low pH (Lambert et aL, 1999), may mean that 

despite growth inhibition occurring, cells carrying the TOL mefa-cleavage pathway at 

low pH can still produce pathway enzymes and metabolise benzoate.Concentrations of 

benzoate above 4.9mM have been found to inhibit C230 activity (Kobayashi et aL, 1995) 

and concentrations of benzoate above 20mM have been found to be detrimental to 

cellular growth (Regan, 1994).

A comparison showed that benzoate salts are more favourable for use in the model 

system than benzoic acid based on their relative solubilities (Dawson et aL, 1986). If 

feeding strategies are employed to prevent the toxic and inhibitory effects of benzoate, 

the high solubility of sodium benzoate is advantageous since a strategy involving 

continuous feeding of an aqueous stock solution can be used (Vanier, 1998).
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1.5. Summary of the relevance and aims of this study:

As mentioned previously, the TOL mgfa-cleavage pathway of P. putida has been well 

characterised for a number of reasons. The presence of the pathway on a plasmid made it 

an obvious target for genetic manipulation and the cloning of the genes into heterologous 

hosts. It was also recognised that the pathway could be used in the development of 

biodégradation systems for the removal of recalcitrant pollutants in both waste-water and 

soil treatment.

This pathway was chosen to study as a model due to its essentially linear nature and also 

the presence of an intermediate, 2-hydroxymuconic semi aldehyde formed on the addition 

of catechol, which can be used to test for the presence of xylE due to its distinctive yellow 

colour. Much kinetic data was available for the assembly of the model because the 

pathway has been relatively well studied. There are also many related pathways such as 

NAH and SAL which gives the metabolic engineer opportunities for the construction of 

hybrid pathways using enzymes cloned and expressed with those from other pathways. 

The study of how such pathways arose has also been of interest for the design of new 

metabolic routes via accelerated evolution. Another reason that the mera-cleavage 

pathway has been a target for metabolic engineering is that it produces a number of 

interesting intermediates that have commercial value such as in the production of 

picolinic acid.

The TOL system has a number of limitations which make it a challenging generic model 

pathway for metabolic engineering. These limitations include: (1) Benzoate 

concentration, which is thought to affect membrane potential and is inhibitory to a 

number of pathway enzymes; (2) Substrate/Product inhibition, via benzoate, catechol and 

other intermediates; (3) Oxygen, which is required for cell maintenance (2 mol. O2 to 1 

mol. Benzoate); (4) Enzyme expression, which may be improved via manipulation of 

growth rate, induction or nutrients; (5) C230 activity, which may be improved via 

reactivation of the iron centre possibly involving xylZ; (6) Stability of HMSA, the
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product of the truncated pathway, which forms picolinate at low pH and high NH4 

(Matthews et aL, 1995). The investigation of the above limitations in cells expressing the 

mgm-cleavage pathway forms a major part of this study. Elucidation of these limits may 

lead to possible routes for improving the TOL system.

There were a number of reasons for choosing E. coli JM107 as the expression system for 

the mefa-cleavage pathway. Firstly, E. coli has been much studied and used in the 

biotechnology industry for many years and has few safety implications. There is a wide 

range of E. coli mutants which allow stable expression of plasmid genes. Straightforward 

antibiotic selection can be used for plasmid-encoded genes, and because E. coli is 

relatively fast growing contamination is not a problem. It was also important for the 

expression of the mefa-cleavage enzymes that the host cell does not utilise benzoate, the 

pathway substrate, or the pathway intermediates, so that studying the flux through the 

pathway is not complicated by E. coli metabolism.

In summary, the aims of this study were to validate the model of the pathway as proposed 

by Regan (1994) by testing the effects of amplifying the first step of the pathway, and of 

increasing benzoate concentration. Also methods to relieve the benzoate limitation on 

the system would be investigated. The effect of culture media and plasmid burden on cell 

morphology and growth were also investigated, all of which can have a large effect on 

the bacterial synthesis. This study also attempted to create a hybrid pathway in order to 

produce novel metabolic intermediates via the incorporation of ortho pathway genes from 

A. calcoaceticus into the TOL pathway.
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Chapter 2 Materials and Methods

All of the chemical reagents used were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company (Dorset, 

UK), BDH Ltd. (Dorset, UK) or Fisons, and were of AnalR grade or equivalent. 

Bacteriological reagents were obtained from either Oxoid or Difco.

2.1 Strains

Studies were performed with E.coli JM107 (Yanisch-Perron et aL, 1985), Pseudomonas 

putida, and Acinetobacter calcoaceticus (NCIMB).

2.2 Constructs

All plasmid constructs used in this study are shown in Table 2.1.

pMMB66HE is a broad-host-range plasmid with a tac promoter. pBGSlS and pBGS19 

are pUC derived vectors (Spratt et aL, 1986). The whole TOL mem-cleavage pathway 

was originally cloned into pBGS18 (Ward, unpublished). Truncated derivatives of 

pQR150 (pQR189, pQR226 and pQR227), where constructed by Jackson (1996).

Table 2.1: Plasmid characteristics 

Plasmid (size in kb) Characteristics Reference
pMMB66HE (8.8 kb) 

pBGS18/pBGS19 (3kb) 

pQRlSO (15.4 kb) 

PQR189 (12.3 kb) 

pQ R 226(ll kb) 

PQR227 (8.1 kb) 

PQR232 (22.2 kb) 

PQR233 (10.3 kb) 

PQR234 (9.1 kb) 

PQR235 (20.8 kb)

LacZ 

LacL Km'̂

xy/XYZLTEGFJQKIH in pBGS18 Km' 

xyiyCiZ in pMMB66HE Ap'

;cy/XYZLTE in pBBGS18 Km'

xylXYZL + MCS in pBGS19 Km'

xylXYZ + .ïy/XYZLTEGFJQKIH in pMMB66HE Amp'

xylZ in pMMB66HE Amp'

xylXYZL + catA in pBGS19 Km'

xyl XYZLTEGFJQKIH in pMMB66EH Amp'

Fiirste et. al., (1986) 

Spratt et al., (1986) 

Ward (unpublished) 

Jackson (1996) 

Jackson (1996) 

Jackson (1996)

This study 

This study 

This study 

This study

Abbreviations: Ap% ampicillin; Km% kanamycin; kb, kilobase.
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2.3 Strain maintenance

E. coli strains were grown on selective nutrient agar plates (23gl‘  ̂ nutrient agar- 

Oxoid)..Glycerol stocks were prepared by resuspending colonies from selective plates in 

2mls of 20% (w/v) glycerol. These cells were then stored at -70°C.

Antibiotics and other supplements were used where necessary at the following 

concentrations: 50 p-gml'  ̂kanamycin; 100 pgml'^ ampicillin; SOjXgml'̂  IPTG; 20pgml‘ 

‘ X-gal.

2.4 Gram staining (Hucker method)

A slide with a film of bacterial suspension was air-dried and heat-fixed. The film was 

immersed for 1 minute in crystal violet staining reagent, washed in water and immersed 

in iodine mordant for 1 minute. The film was washed again and then blotted dry. The 

film was then immersed in 95% (vol/vol) ethanol for 30 s and blotted dry. Lastly, the 

film was immersed in counterstain for 10 s and washed until no colour was lost in the 

effluent. The slides were viewed under a light microscope.

2.5 Growth conditions

2.51 Shake flask experiments

All shake-flask experiments were performed using nutrient broth (25gl'^ nutrient broth 

No.2, Oxoid), or M9 minimal media (see Appendix).

5ml volumes of sterile media were inoculated with 2 colonies from a fresh selective plate, 

and grown with reciprocal shaking at 37°C for 12 hours. 2 1 Erlenmyer flasks containing 

200 ml sterile media were then inoculated with the overnight seed, and incubated with 

reciprocal shaking at 37°C.

Shake-flask experiments where identical, except that where fast-growing innocula were 

necessary 600 ml sterile media was inoculated and grown overnight, and then divided 

into 100 ml aliquots to inoculate 6, 2 1 Erlenmyer flasks containing 200 ml sterile media.
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Antibiotics and IPTG were used where required at the concentrations stated in section 

2.3. Benzoate was used at lOmM working concentrations unless otherwise stated. For 

the pH experiments presented in chapter 5, lOOmM of the appropriate pH buffers were 

used: MES at pH 6.0, and MOPS at pH 8.0.

2.5.2 Bioreactor growth studies

2.5.2.1. Bioreactor Configuration

All experiments were performed using nutrient broth (25gl‘̂  nutrient broth No.2, Oxoid). 

Batch cultivations were carried out in a stirred tank 21 (1.51 working volume) IH 210 

bioreactor (Inceltech). The dissolved oxygen tension (DOT), pH and temperature were 

monitored by Ingold electrodes (Ingold, Switzerland), linked to Real Time-Data 

Acquisition System (RT-DAS) (Acquisitions Systems, Reading UK). Off gas 

concentrations of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and argon were monitored by mass 

spectroscopy, (Fisons Scientific Instruments, Prima 600) and parameters such as oxygen 

uptake rate (OUR), carbon dioxide emission rate (CER) and respiratory quotient (RQ) 

were calculated and plotted by RT-DAS. The value of pH was held at pH 7.0 using 4 M 

NaOH, and the DOT maintained at 60% using an air flow rate of Ivv'^m'^ together with a 

variable stirrer speed of 300-1000 rpm. The bioreactor temperature was maintained 

throughout at 37°C. Mass spectroscopy lines from the containing 50ml (polypropylene 

glycol) PPG connected to an off gas line. Off gas from the foam trap was filtered through 

a side-arm tube containing glass wool before entry to the mass spectrometer.

2.5.2.2. Bioreactor growth conditions

For E. coli bioreactor studies, a 5ml volume of media was inoculated with 2 colonies 

from a fresh selective nutrient agar plate and incubated with reciprocal shaking at 37°C 

for 2hrs. A 500ml Erlenmyer flask containing 50ml of the same media was inoculated 

with orbital shaking for 6 hours at 37°C. This 50ml volume was used to inoculate the 

fermenter. Antibiotics were used at the standard concentrations described in section 2.3.
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The cultures were induced with SÔ igml'  ̂ IPTG after 12hrs, followed by the addition of 

pathway substrate after an additional 2 hours.

2.6 Strain selection

Recombinant strains containing a meta-cleavage pathway including the xylE gene were 

identified by spraying colonies on selective nutrient agar plates with a lOOmM catechol 

solution using an aerosol. Positive clones that turned yellow immediately due to the 

production of a-hydroxymuconic-semialdehyde were picked off and restreaked onto a 

fresh nutrient agar plate using a sterile loop.

2.7 Sample analysis

2.7.1 Optical density

The optical density of a culture was measured at 600 nm against a blank of sterile culture 

medium.

2.7.2 Dry cell weights

2ml of an E. coli culture was vacuum filtered onto a Millipore filter AP25 (predried at 

100°C overnight) and weighed. The filter was washed with 2ml phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) and redried and weighed under the same conditions.

2.7.3 Catechol 2.3-dioxygenase assay

Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity was assayed by monitoring the absorbance increase at 

375nm due to the formation of the product a-hydroxymuconic semialdeyde (Sala-Trepat 

and Evans, 1971). 1 ml of an E. coli culture was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm (Eppendorf 

microfuge), washed in lOOmM potassium phosphate buffer, and resuspended in 1 ml 100 

mM potassium phosphate buffer pH7.5, 10% acetone. Resuspended cells were then
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sonicated (5 x 10 secs., 8 microns), and centrifuged as previously. Supernatants were 

decanted, diluted 1:50 and assayed immediately.

Assays were performed in phosphate buffer pH 8.0 at 30°C in the presence of 2 mM 

catechol. One unit of enzyme is defined as the amount that catalyses the formation of 1 

jxmole of product per minute at 30°C. Duplicate samples were processed separately and 

showed less than 5% variation in activity.

2.7.4 Catechol l,2~dioxygenase assay

Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase activity was assayed by monitoring the absorbance increase at 

260nm due to the formation of the product cis, cis muconic acid (Neidle and Omston, 

1986). 1 ml of an E. coli culture was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm (Eppendorf microfuge) 

and resuspended in 1 ml; 50mM Tris hydrochloride (pH 7.5), 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 5m 

ammonium sulfate, 5mM magnesium chloride, ImM EDTA, ImM dithiothretietol. 

Resuspended cells were then sonicated (5 x 10 secs, 8 microns), and centrifuged as 

previously. Supernatants were decanted, diluted 1:50 and assayed immediately.

Assays were performed in phosphate buffer pH 7.5 at 30°C in the presence of 2 mM 

catechol. One unit of enzyme is defined as the amount that catalyses the formation of 1 

pimole of product per minute at 30°C. Duplicate samples were processed separately and 

showed less than 10% variation in activity.

2.7.5 Protein assay

1 ml E. coli cell extracts were prepared as in section 2.6.2 using 100 mM potassium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.5. Sonication, and preparations of supernatants from sonicated 

samples was performed as described in section 2.6.2.

The protein concentration of samples was determined using the Coomassie blue G-250 

binding method of BioRad, with BSA as the reference protein at concentrations of 0-1.4 

mgml'\ All assays were performed in triplicate and averaged.
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2.7.6 Spectrophotometric determination of pathway intermediates

A 1 ml broth was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes and the supernatant retained. 

The metabolism of benzoate was monitored by the disappearance of a peak at 225nm. 2- 

Hydroxymuconic semialdehyde was quantitated by the appearance of a peak at 375nm 

(molar extinction coefficient 33,000 M'  ̂ cm '\ Sala-Trepat and Evans, 1971). 

Oxalocrotonate was identified by the appearance of a peak of 350 nm in solutions 

adjusted to pH12 (Sala-Trepat and Evans, 1971). Quantitation of oxalocrotonate was 

performed againsta standard curve of oxalocrotonate concentration (mM) using a 

synthesised standard.

Duplicate samples were processed separately and showed less than 10% variation. 

Samples were processed as quickly as possible due to the unstable nature of HMSA in 

particular, which has been found to degrade within four hours by up to 75% (Vanier, 

1998).

2.7.7 HPLC analysis

Catechol was quantitated by HPLC (Perkin Elmer) using a Waters Bondapak Cig reverse 

phase hydrophobic column (300mm), with a Cig Bondapak Guard-Pak precolumn at 

room temperature. Catechol was separated using a 20% acetonitrile: 80% water: 0.1% 

phosphoric acid mobile phase, at a flow rate of 0.8mlmin"\ Under these conditions, 

catechol possessed a retention time of 7.3 minutes.
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2.8 DNA methods

2.8.1 DNA purification

2.8.1.1 Large-scale plasmid DNA purification

Large-scale plasmid purifications were performed using the Wizard™ Maxiprep DNA 

purification system of Promega. DNA was eluted from the maxicolumn by 

centrifugation at 2,500rpm for 5 minutes in a table-top MSE Minor ‘S’ centrifuge with a 

swinging bucket rotor.

2.8.1.2 Small-scale plasmid DNA purification

(i) Small-scale plasmid DNA was prepared using the Wizard™ Miniprep DNA 

purification system of Promega. DNA solutions were ethanol precipitated and 

resuspended in 1 ml 10 mM TE buffer, pH7.5.

(ii) Plasmid DNA was also prepared using the Quiagen™ Miniprep DNA purification 

system.

2.8.2 Restriction digests

Restriction digests were performed according to the method of Sambrook et al. (1989). 

All reactions were carried out for 1-3 hours, using a Universal 10 x restriction buffer (10 

X RB) of 500 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 50 mM MgClz. Restriction enzymes were obtained 

from New England Biolabs. Standard restriction digests were performed using 0.5-1.0 

|Xg of plasmid DNA and 1 unit of restriction enzyme. For preparative restriction digests 

(see section 2.6.8), 2 |Lig of plasmid DNA were digested with 2-3 units of enzyme. 

Reactions for gel electrophoresis were stopped by the addition of a stop buffer ( 0.1 M 

NazEDTA, 40% (w/v) sucrose, 0.15 mgl'^ bromophenol blue). Reactions for further use 

in ligations were stopped by either heat inactivation at 70°C for 10 minutes, or by phenol- 

chloroform extraction of the digested DNA.
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2.8.3 Ligation of plasmid DNA

Ligation of linearised plasmid DNA was performed by the method of Sambrook et. 

al (1989), performing reactions at 4°C overnight. The lOx ligation buffer used was 

0.66M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, O.IM MgCl2, O.IM dithiothreitol and 1 mM ATP.

2.8.4 Preparation of competent E. coli cells

A 5 ml volume of sterile nutrient broth supplemented with 20 mM MgCL was inoculated 

with 2 colonies from a fresh selective nutrient agar plate of E. coli strain JM107, and 

incubated with reciprocal shaking at 37°C for 12 hours. A fresh 200 ml volume of the 

same media was then inoculated with the 5 ml overnight seed, and incubated with 

reciprocal shaking for 2-3 hours at 37°C. Cells were then harvested at 9000 rpm (Sorvall 

RC2-B, GSA rotor) at 4°C for 10 minutes, then resuspended in 40 mis of ice-cold sterile 

15% (w/v) glycerol, 75 mM CaCL. The treated cells were reharvested under the same 

conditions and resuspended in 5 mis of the same solution. Individual 500 \x\ volumes of 

the competent cells were then used immediately or stored at -70°C.

2.8.5 Transformation

10-20 pi of plasmid DNA was added to 500 pi of ice-cold competent cells, mixed, and 

incubated on ice for 45 minutes. The cells were heat-shocked at 37°C for 10 minutes and 

then added to 5 ml nutrient broth and grown with reciprocal shaking for 1-2 hours. 100 

pi volumes were then plated onto selective agar plates.

2.8.6 Agarose gel electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA fragments was performed according to the methods 

of Sambrook et. at. (1989). The running buffer used was Tris-Borate-EDTA buffer 

(TBE-see Appendix). 0.8 % (w/v) agarose (Sigma) gels were poured on 14.2 cm^ glass
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plates and run in plastic tanks at 150 V for 1.5-3 hours. The gels were photographed 

under ultraviolet light using a Polaroid MP-4 land camera.

2.8.7 Isolation of DNA restriction fragments

2 |ig of digested plasmid DNA was loaded into an agarose gel with wells made with a 

thick comb, and the restriction fragments separated according to section 2.7.4.

Segments of the agarose gel containing the desired DNA fragments were extracted from 

the gel using a sterile scalpel, and the DNA isolated using the Geneclean II kit (BIO 101 

Inc).

2.8.8 Alkaline phosphatase treatment of DNA

Calf-intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP) was used to remove 5’-phosphate residues 

from DNA, according to the methods of Sambrook et al, (1989). Ijig of digested plasmid 

DNA was incubated at 37°C with lp.1 lOx CIP buffer (see Appendix) and 1 unit of CIP in 

a total volume of lOfxl. After 15 minutes, 1 unit of CIP was added, and the mixture 

incubated for a further 45 minutes at 55°C. Following incubation, SDS and EDTA (pH 

8.0) were added to final concentrations of 0.5% and 5mM respectively. Proteinase K was 

added to a final concentration of 100p,gml'\ and the mixture incubated for 30 minutes at 

56°C. The reaction mixture was subsequently cooled, and the DNA recovered with a 

phenol: chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation.

2.8.9 Oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides were synthesised and supplied by Pharmacia Biotech. For use in 

ligation, equimolar concentrations of complementary oligonucleotides were mixed in 10 

mM TE buffer, pH 7.0, placed in a 100°C water-bath and allowed to cool. Equivalent 

concentrations of isolated DNA fragments (see section 2.6.9) were added to the annealed 

oligonucleotides, and the combined DNA solution ethanol precipitated at -20°C. 

Ligations were performed as in section 2.7.5.
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2.8.10 DNA sequencing

Sequencing of plasmid DNA was performed by the Sanger dideoxy-mediated chain- 

termination method, according to the methods of Sambrook et al. (1989). All 

polyacrylamide gels were made and run according to Sambrook et at. (1989).

2.8.11 Polymerase chain reaction

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR), was used to amplify genomic DNA using primers 

synthesised and supplied by Pharmacia Biotech. Reactions were carried out according to 

the methods of Sambrook et a l using a Hybaid Omni gene PCR machine.

The cycles of temperature used to amplify catA from A. calcoaceticus were as follows:

Table 2. 3: Cycle of Temperatures used for PCR

Temperature ( °C) Time (min) Number of cycles

94 2 1

94 1 10

37 1 10

72 1 25

94 1 25

50 1 25

72 1 25

72 10 1

30 30 1
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Chapter 3 Amplification of the predicted rate-limiting step in 
the TOL /w^/a-cleavage pathway.

Previous work on testing the mathematical model of the flux of benzoate through the 

m^to-cleavage pathway validated that the xylXYZ encoded toluate dioxygenase (TO) is a 

rate-limiting step and that amplifying this enzyme increased flux through the pathway 

(Jackson, 1996, Sheridan et al, 1998). However, this work was only carried out on the 

whole pathway with amplified TO, not the truncated version, which accumulates HMSA. 

Although the truncated pathway has not been modelled, the prediction made was that 

HMSA would accumulate in cells expressing pQR226, and this would increase upon 

xylXYZ amplification. In order to confirm previous findings and extend them to test the 

truncated version and also to validate the model, comparative studies were carried out 

with E. coli strains expressing either the whole or truncated pathway, or an amplified TO 

version. Amplified strains contained either xylXYZ on a separate or the same replicon as 

the rest of the pathway, or the xylZ subunit of toluate dioxygenase, in order to test the 

theory that xylZ is involved in C230 reactivation.

All experiments were carried out in duplicate unless otherwise stated. It should be noted 

that all induction of the TOL mefa-cleavage genes was with IPTG; no native induction by 

the benzoate substrate was possible.

3.1 Analysis of a cell carrying pQR226

This initial study was needed to serve as a positive control for subsequent work on rate- 

limiting steps of the pathway, and to establish expected levels of growth and enzyme 

expression of cells carrying pQR226. The genes carried on pQR226 are represented in 

Fig. 3.1. The metabolism of benzoate through pQR226 terminating in the production of 

2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde, is shown in Fig. 3.2.

This initial study was needed to serve as a positive control for subsequent work on the 

rate-limiting steps of the pathway, and to establish expected levels of growth and enzyme 

expression of cells carrying pQR226 in the presence of benzoate
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In order to analyse flux through the truncated pathway, the enzyme activity and 

intermediate production of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 in the presence of benzoate was 

followed.
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Figure 3. 1. Schematic representation of the weto-cleavage pathway genes encoded on the pQR226 
plasmid. Transcription occurs in the direction of xylX-E.
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Figure 3. 2: The metabolism of benzoate through pQR226

3.1.1 Shake-flask analysis o f E. coll cells carrying pQR226

The truncated meto-cleavage pathway plasmid pQR226 carries the genes xylXYZLTE, and 

terminates benzoate metabolism with the production of the ring-cleavage intermediate 2- 

hydroxymuconic semialdehyde (HMSA) (Fig.3.2). The plasmid pQR226 was 

transformed into E. coli JM107. The pQR226 strain was grown in the presence and 

absence of benzoate as a pathway substrate and in the presence of IPTG, according to the 

methods of section 2.5.1. This was in order to distinguish the effects of gene expression 

and benzoate on growth and pathway flux. During growth, 2 ml samples were removed 

for optical density and ring-cleavage intermediate analysis according to the methods of 

sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.6. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase (C230) activity and protein levels
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were also monitored according to the methods of sections 2.7.3 and 2.7.5. This was an 

initial study to establish growth, intermediate and enzyme levels in the metabolism of 

benzoate, and to determine if induction of the pathway enzymes in the absence of 

substrate impairs growth. These experiments were also necessary for later comparative 

experiments with other strains expressing the TOL pathway.

As expected, E. coli cells carrying pQR226 were capable of growing in the presence of 

initial lOmM concentrations of benzoate (Fig 3.3a). However, growth in the absence of 

benzoate was greater. This is probably due to the inhibiting effects of benzoate on cell 

growth.
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Figure 3. 3a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 in the presence or absence of lOmM benzoate. 
Induction with IPTG at T=2, substrate added at T=3.

Culture supernatant concentrations of other wefa-cleavage pathway intermediates and by

products were quantified using both HPLC and spectrophotometric methods in 

accordance with sections 2.7.6 and 2.7.7. From these results, rates of substrate 

degradation and levels of intermediate accumulation could be determined.

The profiles of pathway intermediate accumulation for pQR226 (Fig 3.3b) showed 

increases in HMSA and catechol concentrations. These intermediates did not appear in
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the absence of pathway substrate. It can be seen that much higher levels of catechol were 

produced in comparison to HMSA. The highest levels of HMSA were produced at the 

mid-log and stationary phases of growth, but reached a plateau by the end of the 

experiment.
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Figure 3. 3b. Supernatant concentrations of we/ur-cleavage pathway intermediates during growth of E. coli 
cells expressing pQR226 in the presence of lOmM benzoate. Induction with IPTG at T=2, substrate added 
at T=3.

Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase (C230) levels were also monitored at hourly time-points during 

the period of induction and after the addition of benzoate, according to the methods of 

section 2.7.3. Initially, C230 levels served as an indication of the levels of plasmid 

expression. Also, C230 is at the branch-point of the wem-cleavage pathway and is 

known to be subject to inhibition by substrate, product and pathway substrates such as 

benzoate (Polissi and Harayama et. aL, 1993, Kobayashi et. al., 1995). Therefore, 

changes in enzyme levels during metabolism could be related to intermediate or substrate 

concentration and in its turn related to the degree of flux through the pathway. Any 

differences in levels of intermediate accumulation could be compared with those
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observed during analysis of strains expressing amplified levels of the rate-limiting toluate 

dioxygenase enzyme, in order to test the model.
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Figure 3. 4a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by Æ. 
coli cells carrying pQR226. Cell were induced with IPTG at T=2, substrate added at T=3.
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Figure 3. 4b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQR226. Cell were induced with IPTG at T=2, substrate added at T=3.
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The Teaky’ lac promoter (Lewin, 1990) present in pQR226 lead to basal levels of 

pathway enzyme activity being present in growing cell cultures prior to induction (Figs. 

3.4a and b).

In the case of E. coli expressing pQR226, there was a significant rise in C230 activity 

upon the addition of benzoate. In pQR226, the last enzyme coded for is C230, which is 

responsible for the production of HMSA. The nearly fourfold increase in C230 levels in 

the presence of benzoate may be due to the regeneration of C230 in the flow of 

metabolites through the pathway. The possible mechanisms for this will be discussed in 

section 3.6. Levels of C230 activity found in cells where the pathway genes are induced 

but no substrate is present, represents the base level of expression when the cells are 

expressing the mera-pathway. Cells with induced enzyme expression and grown in the 

presence of substrate were able to assimilate benzoate and produce pathway 

intermediates such as 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde, the product of the last reaction in 

the truncated pQR226 plasmid. This initial study was needed to serve as a positive 

control for subsequent work on rate-limiting steps of the pathway, and to establish 

expected levels of growth and enzyme expression of cells carrying pQR226 in the 

presence of benzoate. Having established the pattern of enzyme activity/intermediate 

accumulation for pQR226 alone, this could be compared to the amplified toluate 

dioxygenase strain carrying pQR226 and pQR189 to see if the TO amplification has 

caused a change in pathway metabolism.

3.1 2. Bioreactor studies o f pQR226

In order to study the metabolism of benzoate by pQR226 in a more controlled 

environment, fermenter growth studies with E. coli cells carrying pQR226 were 

performed in 1.5 1 fermenters as described in section 2.5.2.2. I ml samples were removed 

as before, and as indicated in Fig.3.5 a, similar growth rates as those for shake-flask 

experiments (Fig 3.3 a), but much higher levels of cell mass were achieved in the
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fermenter. The ring-cleavage concentration profiles observed during metabolism were 

also similar to the shake-flask results (Fig: 3.5b).
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Figure 3. 5a. Growth in fermenters of E. co/i cells carrying pQR226 in the presence or absence of lOmM 
benzoate. Cells induced with IPTG at T-0. Substrate added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 5b. Supernatant concentrations of two meta-cleavage pathway intermediates during the 
metabolism of lOmM benzoate by E. coll cells expressing pQR226. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0. 
Substrate added at T=2.
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Catechol accumulated to higher levels than HMSA in cells expressing pQR226. The 

same pattern was also found for pQR226 cells grown in shake-flask growth (Fig 3.3b). 

Catechol is the third intermediate in the pathway, and is converted to HMSA by C230. A 

previous study o f benzoate metabolism through the whole pathway (pQR150) also found 

higher levels o f  catechol accumulation (Jackson, 1996).

Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase levels o f E. coli expressing pQR226 were again higher in the 

presence o f benzoate (Fig: 3.6a and b). The level o f activity was two-hundred fold 

greater than that found in shake-flasks.
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Figure 3. 6a, Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by E. 
coli cells carrying pQR226. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. Substrate added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 6b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQR226. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. Substrate added at T=2.

C230 specific activity was similar for cells grown with and without benzoate, although in 

the presence o f benzoate activity was higher at the end o f metabolism. This is in contrast 

to the shake-flask results (Fig 3.4b) where specific activity was considerably increased in 

the presence of benzoate. The fact that benzoate affected C230 (units/g cell dry weight), 

but not specific C230 activity (units/mg protein), in fermenter growth may be due to the 

fact that although growth is similar, protein production is inhibited in the presence o f 

benzoate.

These initial studies served as a positive control for the next section which investigates 

the effects of amplifying toluate dioxygenase.

3.2 Analysis o f a cell carrying pQRl 50.

The whole pathway encoding the whole we/o-cleavage pathway (Fig 3.7 and 1.2) was 

studied in order to compare to the predicted simulation carried out by Regan (1994).
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Figure 3. 7. Schematic representation of the /we/or-cleavage pathway genes encoded on the pQR150 
plasmid. Induction occurs in the direction of xy lX to xylH.

3.2,1 Shake-flask analysis o f E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO.

As an initial study into the metabolism of benzoate by the whole weto-cleavage pathway, 

E. coll cells carrying pQR150 were induced and grown in the presence or absence of 

benzoate according to the methods of section 2.5.1. As previously, 1ml samples were 

removed for optical density and ring-cleavage intermediate analysis during growth 

according to the methods o f section. E. coli cells carrying pQR150 were capable of 

growing in the presence o f 10mM benzoate concentrations (Fig 3.8a). The accumulation 

o f ring-cleavage intermediates is shown (Fig 3.8b)
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Figure 3. 8a. Shake-flask growth in the presence or absence of lOmM benzoate of E. coli cells carrying 
pQRl 50. Cells induced with IPTG at T=1. Benzoate added at T=2
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Growth o f cells carrying pQRlSO was significantly reduced in the presence of benzoate. 

The growth pattern observed for pQR150 in the absence o f benzoate was similar to 

pQR226, but higher levels o f growth were observed for cells carrying pQRlSO. Cells 

carrying pQR150 in the presence o f benzoate had a shorter lag phase than pQR226. The 

significant reduction in growth in the presence o f benzoate for cells carrying pQR150 

points to inhibition of growth by the pathway substrate and intermediates.
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Figure 3. 8b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde from lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells 
I  carrying pQRl 50, Cells induced with IPTG at T=1. Benzoate added at T=2.

The profile o f ring-cleavage intermediate accumulation is shown as previously (Fig 3.8b). 

The profile for HMSA production (Fig 3.3 b) shows that pQR226 accumulated 

significantly higher levels (ten-fold) o f HMSA than cells expressing pQR150. This was 

expected, because HMSA is the last product o f pQR226, and it can therefore accumulate 

to greater levels than in pQRlSO, where it would be expected to undergo further 

metabolism. Cells carrying pQR150 have highest levels o f HMSA production at the mid

log stage o f growth.
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According to Fig 3.9a and 3.9b, catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity, is higher in the 

presence o f benzoate. The specific activity for cells carrying the whole pathway is higher 

than for the truncated pathway. The peak o f C230 activity also appears earlier than for 

pQR226. These results suggest that in the presence o f the truncated pathway, toxic 

intermediates are able to accumulate and inactivate C230.
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Figure 3. 9a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmMbenzoate by E. 
'\coli cells carrying pQRlSO. Cells induced with IPTG at T -1 . Benzoate added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 9b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activit>' during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQRl 50. Cells induced with IPTG at T=1. Benzoate added at T=2.

These results confirmed previous findings on the whole pathway (Jackson, 1996) on the 

growth and activities o f  cells expressing pQR150, which found that cells carrying 

pQR150 were capable o f growing in the presence o f lOmM benzoate. As previously, 

these initial studies were repeated in the more controlled fermenter environment.

3.2.2 Bioreactor studies o f pQRlSO

In order to study the metabolism o f benzoate by pQR150 in a more controlled 

environment, fermenter growth studies with E. coli cells carrying pQR150 were 

performed in fermenters on a 1.5 1 scale as described in section 2.5.2.2. 1ml sample 

volumes were removed as before, and, as indicated in Fig 3.10a, similar rates o f growth 

were observed in the presence o f benzoate. This result differs from shake-flask growth of 

pQR150, which produced much lower growth rates in the presence o f benzoate (Fig 

3.8a.). The fact that cells grown in fermenters do not appear to have this effect may mean 

that these cells are in an environment more conducive to growth.
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The concentration profiles o f ring-cleavage intermediate observed during metabolism of 

benzoate indicated reproducibility between shake-flask and fermenter metabolism o f 

me/a-oleavage pathway substrates (Fig 3.10b).
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Figure 5. 10a. Growth in fermenters of E. coli cell carrying pQR150 in the presence or absence of lOmM 
benzoate. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0. Substrate added at T=2.

Culture supernatant concentrations o f other wc/a-cleavage pathway intermediates and by

products were quantified by the use o f both HPLC and spectrophotometer measurements 

according to the methods of sections 2.7.6 and 2.7.7 (Fig 3.10b). As a result, rates of 

substrate degradation and levels o f intermediate accumulation could be determined. 

These could then be compared with those observed during fermenter analyses o f E. coli 

strains expressing amplified levels o f the rate-limiting enzymes, in order to 

experimentally test the predictions o f the mathematical simulation. There was a 100-fold 

increase in HMSA levels in the fermenter compared to shake-flask growth o f the pQRlSO 

strain. In terms o f conversion rates o f benzoate to HMSA, shake-flasks converted 0.01% 

and fermenters 0.35%.
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Figure 3. I Ob. The production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde during induction and metabolism of 
lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO. Induction with IPTG at T=0, Substrate added at T=2.

Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase (C230) levels were also measured at hourly intervals during 

the period o f induction and after the addition o f pathway substrate, according to the 

methods o f section 2.7.3. As already mentioned, C230 levels served as an indication of 

plasmid expression and to intermediate or substrate concentration and therefore flux 

through the pathway. C230 level were monitored in order to compare between strains 

expressing amplified levels o f the rate-limiting enzymes. As previously, higher levels o f 

C230 activity were observed in the presence o f benzoate (Figs 3.1 la  and 3.1 lb).
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Figure 3. 11a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the presence or 
absence of lOmM benzoate. Induced at T=0 with IPTG Substrate added at T=2.
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Figure 3. l i b .  Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity by E.coli cells carryingpQRlSO in the presence 
or absence of lOmM benzoate. Cells were induced at T=0 with IPTG. Substrate added at T=2.
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Shake-flask and fermentation results were similar but had a few interesting differences. 

The inhibition of growth observed in the presence of benzoate in shake-flasks (Fig 3.8a) 

was not as obvious for cells grown in the fermenter (Fig 3.10a). The improvement of 

growth in the fermenter may be due to healthier cells produced in the more controlled 

fermenter environment, where pH and DOT are monitored and kept within set limits. 

The effect of pH on benzoate toxicity will be discussed later (Chapter 5). Another 

observed difference between cells grown in shake-flasks and fermenters is in the pattern 

of intermediate accumulation. HMSA production in the fermenter falls off rapidly at the 

end of the experiment (Fig 3.10b), unlike shake-flask cells, which continue to accumulate 

HMSA (Fig 3.8b). This may mean that more HMSA is being metabolised through the 

pathway in fermenter-grown cells, due to greater levels of flux. It is unlikely to be due to 

HMSA degradation, because although this intermediate is unstable, it was measured 

immediately.

These initial studies, as for the truncated pathway, were necessary as a positive control 

for the proceeding studies, in which the rate-limiting steps of the pathway were 

investigated during substrate metabolism. The levels of growth, C230 activity and 

intermediate accumulation can be used as basal levels in order to distinguish any 

significant differences in the amplified strains during benzoate metabolism.

3.3 Amplification o f toluate dioxygenase (xylXYZ) on a separate replicon

To determine the rate-limiting effect of toluate dioxygenase on substrate metabolism, the 

xylXYZ gene cluster was amplified by introducing into an E. coli cell carrying pQR226 or 

pQR150, a second compatible plasmid pQR189 (Table 2.1), that expresses xylXYZ under 

the control of the tac promoter. If the predictions of the mathematical model were 

correct, the expression of extra copies of the genes encoding toluate dioxygenase would 

remove the first bottleneck in the pathway, leading to a change in the concentration of 

other pathway intermediates. This would confirm previous findings on the whole 

pathway (Jackson, 1996, Sheridan et al, 1998), and test whether the same is true for the 

truncated pathway.
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3.3,1. Shake-flask analysis o f cells expressing pQR226 and pQR189.

In order to discover the effect of amplifying toluate dioxygenase activity, shake flask 

experiments were performed as previously described in section 2.5.1. The accumulation 

of ring-cleavage intermediates was also monitored and compared with the results 

obtained during similar experiments with pQR226 alone (section 3.1.1). Figure 3.12 

shows the amplified truncated wera-cleavage pathway and its products. The growth and 

simultaneous production of ring-cleavage intermediates by cells carrying either pQR189 

and pQR226 or pQR226 alone, are shown in Figs 3.13a, b and 3.14a.
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Figure 3 ,1 2 . Truncated weto-cleavage pathway showing amplified toluate dioxygenase
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Figure 3. 13a. Shake-flask growth in the presence of lOmM benzoate of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 or 
pQR226 and pQR189, Cells were induced with IPTG at T=2. Benzoate added at T=3.

Figure 3.13a shows that cells carrying pQR226 have greater growth than cells carrying 

both pQR226 and pQR189. All experiments were carried out in rich media, so different 

rates o f benzoate metabolism do not necessarily correlate with different rates o f pathway 

substrate metabolism. Previous work has confirmed that this effect is due to the presence 

of an extra plasmid (Jackson, 1996), since lower growth o f double plasmid strains was 

observed in the absence o f benzoate.

Figures 3.13b and 3.14a shows a significant increase in the amount o f HMSA and 

catechol produced when an extra copy o f toluate dioxygenase is expressed. This suggests 

increased rates o f benzoate metabolism in the amplified strain.
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Figure 3. 13b Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde from lOmM benzoate by E. coli ceils 
carrying either pQR226 or pQR226 and pQR189. Induced with IPTG at 1=2. Benzoate added at T=3.
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Figure 3. 14a. Production of catechol from lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells carrying either pQR226 or 
pQR226 and pQRl 89. Induced with IPTG at T=2. Benzoate added at T=3.

Levels of C230 per gram cell dry weight were monitored (sections 2.7.3) and compared 

with those observed during metabolism of benzoate by cells carrying pQR226 alone. 

Comparing C230 activity in this way was thought to be more representative than by
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comparing specific activities, as these would be affected by the expression o f an extra 

plasmid.
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Figure 3. 14b, Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
A co/i cells carrying either pQR226 alone or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=2. 
Benzoate was added at T=3,

According to Fig. 3.14b, C230 activity per gram cell dry weight was found to be nearly 

twice the levels when toluate dioxygenase was amplified. This result suggests that either 

levels of plasmid expression are significantly different between experiments, or that 

amplification o f toluate dioxygenase alters metabolic flux so that intermediates toxic to 

C230, are prevented from accumulating. Another possibility is that increased activity of 

toluate dioxygenase leads to an increase in basal levels o f dioxygenase activity.
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Figure 3. 15. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying either pQR226 alone or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with 
IPTG at T -2  Benzoate was added at T=3.

To discover which explanation is correct, the levels of protein per gram cell dry weight 

between pQR226 and pQR226and pQR189 were compared according to sections 2.6.4. 

As seen in figure 3.15, C230 activity is still greater for the amplified systems. This 

confirms that an increase in C230 activity during benzoate metabolism by cells 

expressing amplified dioxygenase through a truncated me/^t-cleavage pathway must be an 

affect caused by the amplification of toluate dioxygenase.

These experiments serve as an initial indication that the xylXYZ encoded toluate 

dioxygenase is a rate-limiting enzyme within the /Mg/û -cleavage pathway. However, 

more detailed analysis was necessary in order to study the changes in pathway 

intermediate concentration and enzyme activity caused by amplification of the level of 

toluate dioxygenase expression.

Further experiments were therefore carried out in fermenters with IL coli cells carrying 

PQR226 alone or pQR226 and pQR189.
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3.3.2. Bioreactor studies o f E. coli cells carryingpQR226 andpQR189

Growth and analysis was performed as for cells carrying pQR226 alone (section 3.1.2), 

according to the methods of section 2.5.2.2. The comparative growth and production o f 

intermediates by cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189, and by cells carrying pQR226 

alone are seen in Figs 3.16a and 3.16b.
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Figure 3. 16a. Growth in the presence of lOmM benzoate of E, coli cells carrying pQR226 or pQR226 and 
pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at 1=0. Benzoate was added at 1=2.

Meta-c\QavsLgQ pathway intennediates were quantified as before according to the methods 

o f sections 2.7.6 and 2.7.7 as shown in Fig. 3.16b. In comparison to the metabolism o f 

benzoate by cells expressing pQR226 alone, metabolism by cells possessing an amplified 

level o f toluate dioxygenase lead to a two-fold increase in concentrations o f the early 

intermediates catechol and HMSA. HMSA levels increased much more than catechol, 

upon amplification o f toluate dioxygenase. This is probably due to the accumulation o f 

HMSA as the last product o f the truncated wé?to-cleavage pathway.
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Figure 3. 16b. Supernatant concentrations of we/a-cleavage pathway intermediates during the metabolism 
of lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells expressing pQR226 or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with 
IPT'G at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=2.

Levels of C230 per gram cell dry weight were also monitored and compared with those 

observed during metabolism of benzoate by cells carrying pQR226 alone.

As previously, this was thought to be more representative than by comparing specific 

activities, as the latter would be effected by the expression of an extra plasmid during 

studies of cells carrying pQR226 and pQRl 89.

Fig 3.17a shows that C230 activity per gram cell dry weight was found to be over eight 

times greater when an amplified toluate dioxygenase was expressed. As previously, 

specific C230 activity was compared to rule out any differences due to different levels of 

plasmid induction.
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Figure 3. 17a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
K co/i cells carrying pQR226 or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate 
was added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 17b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQR226 or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at 
T=0. Benzoate was added at T=2.
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According to Fig 3.17b, C230 specific activity was still significantly greater in systems 

expressing an amplified dioxygenase, in comparison with control studies. Therefore an 

increase in C230 activity during the metabolism o f benzoate by cells expressing an 

amplified dioxygenase cannot be wholly attributed to differing levels o f plasmid 

induction between different studies, and as a result must be an affect caused by the 

amplification o f toluate dioxygenase.

J.3.J Shake-flask analysis o f E. coli cells carryingpQRlSO andpQR189

In order to discover the effect o f amplifying toluate di oxygenase activity, shake flask 

experiments were performed as previously described. The accumulation o f ring-cleavage 

intemiediates was also monitored and compared with the results obtained during similar 

experiments with pQR150 alone. The growth and simultaneous production o f ring- 

eleavage intermediates by cells carrying either pQR189 and pQR150 or pQR150 alone, 

are shown in Figs 3.18 a and b, and 3.19a.
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Figure 3. 18a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO or pQR150 and pQR189 in the presence of lOmM 
benzoate. Induced with IPTG at T=1. Benzoate added at T=2
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In agreement with the double plasmid strain results of the previous section, lower rates of 

growth are again observed for the double plasmid strain, due to the presence of the 

second plasmid.
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3 7 80 1 2 4 5 6
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Figure 3. 18b. Production of a-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO or pQRlSO + pQR189. Cells induced with IPTG at T=l. 
Benzoate added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 19a. Production of oxalocrotonate during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by E. 
coll cells carrying pQRlSO or pQR150 + pQRlSQ. Cells induced with IPTG at T=1. Benzoate added at 
T-2.

The production of the early pathway intennediates HMSA and oxalocrotonate indicates 

higher levels of metabolism in the amplified strain. The increase in the production of 

HMSA is more significant than that found for the amplified truncated pathway. This 

somewhat surprising result will be discussed later (section 3.6).
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Figure 3.19b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
E. coli cells carrying pQRl50 or pQRl50 and pQRl89. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=1, Benzoate 
was added at 1=2.

C230 activity was followed as previously (Figs 3.19b and 3.20a). Activity peaked later 

for the amplified strain, at late-log phase, and reached around twice the levels o f activity 

for pQR150 alone.
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Figure 3. 20. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 or pQRlSO and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=l. 
Benzoate was added at 1=2.

There was a significant increase in C230 activity present in the amplified strain. These 

levels are higher than those observed for the truncated amplified strain, and again this can 

be explained by the higher levels of toxic intermediates which are produced by cells 

carrying pQR226 and pQR189.

1 hese experiments served as an initial indication that the xylXYZ encoded benzoate 

dioxygenase is a rate-limiting enzyme within the w<?/t/-cleavage pathway. These results 

confirm previous findings on the whole pathway (Jackson, 1996) in which the effect of 

increasing toluate dioxygenase activity was studied. Jackson found a three-fold increase 

in the amount of HMSA produced by cells expressing amplified TO. An even greater 

increase in HMSA production was found in this study (Fig 3.19b).

More detailed analysis was necessary in order to study the changes in pathway 

intermediate concentration and enzyme activity caused by amplification of the level of 

benzoate di oxygenase expression and this was carried out in fermenters with E. coli cells 

carrying either pQR150 and pQR189.
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3.3,4 Bioreactor studies o f E. coli cells carryingpQRlSO andpQR189

(jrowth and analysis was performed as for cells carrying pQR150 alone (section 3.!), 

according to the methods of section 2.5.2.2. The comparative growth and production )f 

intermediates by cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189, and by cells carrying pQRlîO 

alone are seen in figs 3.21a, b and 3.22a. Growth, intermediate, and enzyme levels wee 

comparable with shake-flask analysis, as indicated by the five-fold increase in the level )f 

ring-cleavage product accumulated in the presence o f  amplified dioxygenase expressior
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Figure 3. 21a. Growth of presence of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 or pQRlSO and pQRl89. Cells wre 
induced with IPTG at T=0. Substrate was added at T-2.

Growth of the amplified TO strain was still inhibited, despite a more favourale 

environment (Fig 3.21a). The production o f the intermediates HMSA and oxalocrotonre 

showed a significant increase for the amplified TO strain (Figs 3.21b and 3.22;). 

Compared to shake-flask production (Figs 3.18a and 3.19a), the increase in intermediie 

levels in the amplified TO strain is much higher in fermenter grown cells.
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Figure 3. 21b. The production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde in fermenters during metabolism of 
lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells carrying either pQRl 50 or pQR150 and pQR189. Cells were induced with 
IPTG at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=2.
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Figure 3. 22a. The production of oxalocrotonate in fermenters during metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
E. co/i cells carrying either pQR150 or pQRlSO and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. 
Benzoate was added at T=2.
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A significant increase in C230 activity was again observed in the amplified TO strain, 

and comparing specific activities ruled out any differences due to different levels of 

plasmid induction (Figs.3.22b and 3.23). Cell expressing amplified TO had an 

approximately ten-fold increase in C230 activity per gram of cells compared to un

amplified cells during the fermentation; compared to a two-fold increase observed during 

shake-flask growth. The amplified TO strain did not show such a marked increase in 

C230 specific activity in the fermentation.
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Figure 3. 22b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
E. coli ceils carrying either pQRlSO or pQRlSO and pQRI89. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. 
Benzoate was added T=2
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Figure 3. 23. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by Æ coli cells carrying either pQRlSO or pQRlSO and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG 
at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=2.

These results confirm the findings of the shake-flask experiments; that the amplification 

of TO increases the activity of C230 and the production of pathway intermediates.

This study of the double plasmid strain again suggested that an improvement in growth 

and flux may be possible by constructing a plasmid carrying the whole pathway plus an 

extra copy of benzoate dioxygenase as shown in Table 2.1. The DNA fragment encoding 

xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH was excised from pQRlSO and ligated to pQR189 to form a 

plasmid which expresses two copies of toluate dioxygenase, and its growth, enzyme 

expression and intennediate production studied and compared to the double plasmid 

strain. This is presented in the next section (3.4).

3.4 Amplification of toluate dioxygenase on a single replicon

In order to determine whether expression of a second copy of toluate dioxygenase on a 

single replicon, will affect substrate metabolism, the whole we/ur-cleavage pathway from 

pQR150 was cloned into pQR189, containing xylXYZ. Previous results have shown that 

the presence of two plasmids in one cell causes a reduction in growth, which may affect 

enzyme expression. Also, the expression of the amplified toluate dioxygenase on one
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replicon may lead to better expression because of the physical proximity of the 

transcripts, which interact (Harayama, et al, 1986). If this is the case, the expression of 

the new construct would show increased flux through the first bottleneck, improved 

growth and may cause a change in the concentration of other pathway intermediates, in 

comparison to pQRlSO + pQR189.

A control construct was also necessary for these experiments to discount any differences 

in flux between strains being due to different plasmid expression levels. The whole 

meto-cleavage pathway was cloned into the same vector used to carry the whole pathway 

plus amplified TO, pMMB66EH, because previously the whole pathway was expressed 

in a pBGS18 vector.
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3.4.1 Construction of plasmid pQR232

The plasmid pQR232 was constructed as shown in Fig 3.24 and used to transform 

competent E. coli (section.2.8.5). All plasmids used in the construction are presented in 

Table 2.1. Cells containing pQR232 were selected on Amp plates according to the 

methods of section 2.3.
H ind III

Bam HI

Km

vlXYZ xvlXYZLTEGFJOKIH
pQRlSOPQR189

OhH ind III

Ori
Xba

1 Imd

Hind Hind III

Bam III

PQR232
Amp

xvlXYZLTEGFJOKIH

Ori

Hinc

Figure 3. 24. Construction of pQR232 (expressing xylXYZ and the whole wcto-cieavage pathway under the 
control of the lac promoter in pMMB66HE). The presence of Hindlll sites either side of 
xylXYZL'ŒGFJQKIH in pQRlSO, allowed the whole pathway to be isolated on a 12 Kb Hindlll fragment, 
lug of pQR189 (Table 2.1) was digested with Hindlll according to the methods of section 2.8.2, ligated to 
the whole pathway fragment and used to transform E. coli JM107 (section 2.8.5). Recombinant strains were 
selected in the presence of Amp by spraying plates with catechol. Colonies producing a characteristic 
yellow colour (section 2.6) were isolated and their DNA purified. Confirmation of the correct whole 
pathway plus xylXYZ gene order was determined by Hindlll and BamHI double digests.
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3.4.2 Construction of plasmid pQR235

The plasmid pQR233 was constructed as shown in Fig 3.25 used to transform competent 

E. coli (section.2.8.5). All plasmids used in the construction are presented in table 2.1. 

Cells containing pQR232 were selected on Amp plates according to the methods of 

section 2.3.

Hind 111
Eco RI 
K pn I 
X b a l  
H ind III

lac

xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH
Amp

pQRlSO
pMMB66HE

Ori

Ori Xbal
I find III

Hind Hind 111

H ind III

lac

Amp

PQR235 xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH

On

H in d ll l

Figure 3. 25. Construction of pQR235 (expressing the whole w^to-cleavage pathway under the control of 
the lac promoter in pMMB66HE), The presence of Hindlll sites either side of xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH in 
pQR150, allowed the whole pathway to be isolated on a 12Kb fragment, lug o f pMMB66HE was digested 
with Hindlll and ligated to the fragment carrying the whole pathway. This was subsequently used to 
transform E  coli according to section 2.8.5. Recombinant strains were selected in the presence of Amp by 
spraying the plates with catechol Colonies producing a characteristic yellow colour (section 2.6) were 
isolated and their DNA purified. Confirmation of the correct gene order was determined using Hindlll 
digests.
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3.4.3 Shake-flask analysis o f E. coli cells carrying pQR232, pQR235 and pQRlSO and 

PQR189

In order to generate an indication o f the effect o f amplifying the toluate dioxygenase gene 

on a single plasmid, shake-flask growth experiments were performed as previously 

described according to the methods o f section 2.5.1. The accumulation o f ring-cleavage 

intermediates was also monitored and compared with results obtained during similar 

experiments with pQRlSO + pQR189. Also, because the plasmid vector o f pQR150 

(pBG SlS) is different to that o f pQR232 (pMMB66EH) (Fig 3.24), a control plasmid was 

constructed called pQR235 (Fig 3.25), carrying the whole pathway on pMMB66EH. All 

strains were grown and induced under the same conditions. This was done so that any 

differences in expression due to different promoters and plasmid copy numbers can be 

ruled out.

The growth and simultaneous production o f ring-cleavage intermediates by cells carrying 

either pQR150 and pQR189, pQR232, or pQR235 as a control comparison, are shown in 

figs 3.26a and b.

PQR150+ pQR189
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Figure 3. 26a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189, pQR232 or pQR233 in the presence 
of lOmM benzoate. Cells induced at T=1 with IPTG. Benzoate added at T=2.
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Similar levels of growth were observed for all three strains. It is interesting to note that 

cells carrying pQR150 and pQRI89 do not show lower growth rates in comparison to 

cells carrying a single plasmid, as was previously found (section 3.3.3). This may be 

because although pQR232 is not carrying two plasmids, it encodes a large pathway with 

many genes to be transcribed, which places a heavy metabolic burden on the E. coli cell. 

As previously, all strains were grown in rich media, so different rates of benzoate 

metabolism would not necessarily correlate with different rates of pathway substrate 

metabolism.
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Figure 3. 26b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde during growth and induction of E. coli cells 
carrying pQRlSO and pQR2189, pQR232 or pQR235 in the presence of lOmM benzoate. Cells induced at 
T=1 with IPTG. Benzoate added at T=2.

According to Fig 3.26b, pQR232 showed a significant increase in the levels of 2-HMSA 

produced, peaking at the end of metabolism. This indicated an increased level of flux. 

This result also agrees with the sharp increase in C230 activity observed (Fig 3.27a and 

b), which was nearly six-fold higher than cells expressing pQRI50 and pQRI89. The 

levels of C230 specific activity showed that the increase was not due to protein level 

differences, because a similar high level of activity is observed.

The C230 activity of cells expressing pQR235, which carries the whole pathway on the 

pMMB66EH vector, shows that any increase in flux is not solely due to the different
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vector used in the construction of pQR232, compared to pQR150 and pQR189. As 

expected, the levels of intermediate and C230 activity produced by cells expressing 

pQR150 and pQR189 was higher than cells expressing the whole pathway alone 

(PQR235).
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Figure 3. 27a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during growth and induction of E. coli cells carrying 
pQRlSO and pQR189, pQR232 or pQR233 in the presence of lOmM benzoate. Cells induced at T=1 with 
IPTG. Benzoate added at 1=̂=2.
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Figure 3. 27b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during growlh and induction of E. coli cells 
carrying pQR150 and pQR189, pQR232 or pQR233 in the presence of lOmM benzoate. Cells induced at 
T=1 with IPTG. Benzoate added at T=2.

The fact that cells expressing pQR232 produced higher levels of C230 activity and 

intermediates than cells expressing pQR150 and pQR189, appears to show that 

amplification on a single replicon has increased flux. It also appeared from these results 

that any differences due to the use of a different vector could be discounted.

3.5 Amplification of the reductase subunit o f toluate dioxygenase (xylZ)

The previous findings have shown that amplification of xylXYZ encoded toluate 

dioxygenase removed the first bottleneck in the pathway and lead to a change in the 

concentration of other pathway intermediates. Knowledge of the roles of the subunits of 

xylXYZ (section 1.2.1) then lead to the proposal that the amplification of the discrete 

subunit xy/Z, which encodes for the first component of the electron transport chain, could 

cause the removal of the first bottleneck in the pathway and increase flux.

In order to test this proposal and investigate the role of xylZ in the control of flux of 

substrates through the me/<^-cleavage pathway, the xylZ gene was cloned and expressed 

with either the truncated or whole mg^a-cleavage pathway.
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3.5.1 Construction of plasmid pQR233

The plasmid pQR233 was constructed as shown in fig 3.28 and used to transform 

competent E. coli harbouring either pQR226 or pQR150 (section 2.8.5). All plasmids 

used in the construction are presented m Table 2.1. Cells containing pQR232 and 

pQR226 or pQRlSO were selected on Amp/Km plates according to methods of section 

2.3.
Eco RI 
K pn I

B am  HI

X b a l 
H ind III

Amp

pMMB66HE

Ori

Bam

^vlXYZ

PQR189
Am p

H ind III

Ori

Bam HI/Bgl II

Bam III

PQR233

Amp

Ori

Figure 3. 28. Construction of pQR233 (expressing xylZ under the control of the tac promoter in 
pMMB66HE). The presence of unique Bglll and BamHI sites on either side of xylZ encoded toluate 1,2- 
dioxygenase reductase component, allowed the isolation of a Ikb sized fragment lug of pMMB66HE 
(Table 2.1) was digested with BamHI, which produces sticky ends compatible with Bglll. The digested 
plasmid and xy/Z fragment were ligated and used to transform competent E. coli JM107 (section 2.8.5). 
Transformed E. coli were selected in the presence of Amp and DNA purified from selected colonies was 
digested with BamHI and Bglll as an indication of the presence of xy/Z in pMMB66HE, forming plasmid 
PQR233
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3.5.2 Shake-flask analysis o f E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and pQR233 and pQR226 

and pQR189

In order to discover the effect of amplifying xylZ, shake flask growth experiments were 

performed as previously described. The accumulation of ring-cleavage intermediates and 

C230 activity of cells expressing pQR226 and pQR233 was monitored and compared 

with the results obtained during similar experiments with both pQR226 alone and 

pQR226 and pQR189. In this way, comparisons could be made between cells expressing 

the pathway without amplified TO, with amplified toluate dioxygenase, and with the 

amplified reductase subunit of toluate di oxygenase.

The growth and simultaneous production of ring-cleavage intermediates by cells carrying 

pQR226, pQR226 and pQR189, or pQR226 and pQR233 are shown in Figs 3.29a and 

3.29b.
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Figure 3. 29a. Shake-flask growth in the presence of lOmM benzoate of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and 
pQR233 or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate added at T==l.
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Figure 3.29a shows that the highest level o f growth was achieved by cells carrying 

pQR226 alone. This was expected because the growth o f strains carrying two plasmid 

species is known to be inhibited (see section 3.3).
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Figure 3. 29b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde from lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells 
carrying either pQR226 and pQR233 or pQR226 and pQR189, Induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate 
added at T= 1.

The production of HMSA (Figure 3.29b) by the three strains shows that cells carrying 

pQR226 and pQR 189 produced the highest levels o f intermediate. Cells expressing 

pQR226 alone produced similar levels o f FIMSA as cells expressing amplified xylZ. The 

fact that the strain expressing amplified levels o f xylZ  alone failed to produce the same 

levels of HMSA as cells expressing xylXYZ, may indicate that XhtxylZ  reductase subunit 

o f toluate dioxygenase cannot increase flux without the presence o f amplified xylX  and 

xylY  on the same replicon.
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Figure 3. 30a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
E. coli cells carrying either pQR226 and pQR233 alone or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were induced with 
IPTG at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=1.

C230 activity was measured as previously. Figure 3.30a shows that cells expressing 

pQR226 and pQR233 produced very little C230 activity per gram of cell dry weight in 

comparison to the pQR226 and pQR226 and pQR189 strains. A similar result was 

observed for C230 specific activity (Fig. 3.30b).
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Figure 3. 30b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying either pQR226 and pQR233 alone or pQR226 and pQR189. Cells were 
induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=1.

The results presented above indicate that the amplification o f the reductase subunit o f 

benzoate dioxygenase in the presence o f the truncated merr/-cleavage pathway does not 

increase flux through the pathway. Indeed, C230 activity fell in the presence of the 

amplified reductase gene in comparison to the truncated pathway alone

3.5.3 Shake-flask analysis o f E. coli cells expressing pQRlSO, pQRlSO andpQR233y 

andpQRlSO andpQR189.

Having established the effects o f amplifying xylZ  when expressed with the truncated 

pathway, comparisons were needed with expression through the whole pathway. Shake 

flask growth experiments were carried out as previously. The accumulation o f ring- 

cleavage intermediates was also monitored and compared with the results obtained during 

similar experiments with cells expressing pQR150, pQR150 and pQR189, or pQRlSO 

and pQR233.
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Figure 3. 31a, Shake-flask growth in the presence of lOmM benzoate of E. coli cells carrying pQ R l50 and 
pQR233 or pQR150 and pOR189. Cells were induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate added at T-1.

The growth of the three strains expressing the whole we/<3-cieavage pathway alone 

(pQR150), in the presence o f amplified xylXYZ  (pQRI50 and pQR189) or amplified xylZ  

(pQR150 and pQR233), is shown in Figure 3.31a. This shows that as for the truncated 

pathway, the highest rates o f growth are achieved by cells carrying the single plasmid 

(pQR150) alone. The lowest growth was observed for cells carrying pQRISO and 

pQR233. The retardation o f growth for the pQRISO plus pQR233 strain compared to 

cells carrying pQRISO and pQR189, cannot be explained by differences in plasmid 

vectors because both pQR189 and pQR233 were constructed from the same vector 

(pMMB66HE). The difference may therefore be due to a negative effect o f expression of 

the XylZ reductase protein without the XylXY proteins on the same transcript. It is 

possible that the single XylZ protein could be interfering with a cellular mechanism, 

perhaps related to respiration.
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Figure 3. 31b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde from lOmM benzoate by E. coli cells 
carrying either pQR150 and pQR233 or pQRlSO and pQR189. Induced with IPTG at T=0. Benzoate 
added at T=l.

Figure 3.31b shows that cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 produced the highest levels 

of HMSA. Slightly higher levels of HMSA were produced by cells carrying pQRlSO and 

pQR233 than cells carrying pQR150 alone, but only at the end of growth.
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Figure 3. 32a, Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM benzoate by 
E. coli cells carrying either pQRlSO and pQR233 alone or pQR150 and pQR189. Cells were induced with 
IPTG at T=0. Benzoate was added at T=1.

Levels of C230 activity per gram of cell dry weight is shown in Figure 3.32a. It can be 

seen that although the highest levels of activity were achieved by cells expressing 

pQR150 and pQRI89, cells expressing pQRISO and pQR233 produced higher levels of 

C230 activity than pQRISO alone. A similar pattern was found for C230 specific activity 

(Figure 3.32b).
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Figure 3. 32b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity during induction and metabolism of lOmM 
benzoate by E. coli cells carrying either pQR150 and pQR233 alone or pQR150 and pQR189. Cells were 
induced with IPTG at T=0, Benzoate was added at T=1.

It appeared from these results that cells expressing the amplified reductase subunit (xylZ) 

of toluate dioxygenase did exhibit some increase in flux through the whole pathway in 

comparison to the whole pathway alone, but only at the end of growth. The long lag 

period before increases in flux in the amplified xylZ strain could be an effect of the trans 

position of the second copy of xylZ, which would perhaps take a longer time to associate 

with the other xyl subunits. The increase in flux was not as significant as that found for 

cells expressing the amplified entire toluate dioxygenase enzyme {xylXYZ). This suggests 

that the xylZ encoded reductase subunit is involved in controlling flux through the whole 

weto-cleavage pathway, but interaction with xylXY is needed, perhaps from the same 

transcript, in order to improve flux as observed for cells expressing amplified toluate 

dioxygenase.
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3.6 Discussion

According to the mathematical model (Regan et al, 1994), the first enzyme in the TOL 

meta-cleavage pathway, toluate dioxygenase, is the greatest single flux-controlling step. 

Also, the product of toluate dioxygenase, benzoate cw-dihydrodiol, is one of only two 

pathway intermediates that varies in concentration with varying input substrate 

concentration. These two facts point to toluate dioxygenase as an enzyme suitable for 

over-expression. If the model predictions were correct, over expressing toluate 

dioxygenase would lead to a significant change in pathway flux.

To investigate the effect of over-expression of the toluate dioxygenase {xylXYZ) on both 

the whole pathway (pQRlSO, xylXYZLTEGFJQKIH), and a truncated pathway (pQR226, 

xylXYZLTE) ending in the production of HMSA, initial control studies were necessary to 

determine the profile of pathway intermediates resulting from metabolism of benzoate 

through a wild-type and truncated pathway. These results provided a picture of the base 

levels of activities and intermediate production with which to compare to the amplified 

TO strains.

E. coli cells expressing amplified toluate dioxygenase and the truncated pathway (section 

3.2) had poorer growth than cells expressing pQR226 alone. This poorer growth was 

attributed, as in similar studies (Jackson 1996), to the presence of an additional plasmid 

rather than a change in metabolic activity. Cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 seemed 

to have inherent problems in growth, and would often not grow at all. The same problem 

was not observed for cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189, despite both constructs having 

the same plasmid backbones (pBGS18 and pMMB66HE respectively) as pQR226 and 

pQR189. It seems unlikely that this difference is due to the actual genes carried on the 

plasmids, as growth was inhibited even in the absence of inducer or pathway substrate. 

This retardation of growth in cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 may be related to the 

structure and sequence of DNA affecting plasmid replication, and therefore cell growth 

when selected with antibiotics. The use of a construct carrying a whole or partial 

metabolic pathway has disadvantages. A host cell is more likely to lose a plasmid with a 

number of genes on it (Kyslik et al, 1995), and excessive metabolic burden is placed on 

the host (De Bemadez and Dhurjati, 1988).
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Co-expression of pQR226 and pQR189 resulted in an increase in intermediate 

accumulation and catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity in comparison to pQR226 alone. 

HMSA and catechol accumulated much earlier than for cells expressing pQR226 alone. 

This difference was therefore attributed to the increase in the activity of toluate 

dioxygenase as a result of pQR226 and pQR189 co-expression. Increasing the activity of 

toluate dioxygenase lead to an increase of flux through this enzyme and therefore reduced 

the flux control coefficient of the step.

The removal of toluate dioxygenase as the main flux controlling enzyme in the pathway 

was shown by the large increase in 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde concentration 

during the metabolism of benzoate by cells expressing an amplified dioxygenase, in 

comparison to cells expressing pQR226 alone. The increase in catechol was much lower 

than that found for HMSA. It is interesting to note that previous work on cells expressing 

pQR150 and pQR189 (Jackson, 1996), also found that the concentration of catechol did 

not increase dramatically and that HMSA was produced earlier in the amplified TO 

strain. This study also found that cw-dihydrodiol concentration increased four-fold in 

comparison to pQR150 alone. It was suggested that the removal of toluate dioxygenase 

as a flux-limiting enzyme results in the xylL encoded c/5-dihydrodiol dehydrogenase 

becoming a significant flux-limiting enzyme, because it possesses a low elasticity and 

therefore a high flux control coefficient. The flux-limiting role of the c/5-dihydrodiol 

dehydrogenase may serve to control and therefore limit the flux of a varying 

concentration of cw-dihydrodiol to catechol, a known inhibitor of pathway and cellular 

metabolism. This could explain why catechol production in this study did not increase 

significantly. However if catechol is limiting this does not explain how HMSA, the next 

intermediate produced after catechol, could accumulate to the observed levels. It would 

be of interest in future studies to over-express the cw-dihydrodiol dehydrogenase with or 

without the over-expression of toluate dioxygenase, in order to demonstrate whether the 

amplification of this enzyme results in an accumulation of catechol to concentrations 

toxic to cellular metabolism. It is also possible that C230 is catalytically more efficient 

than the dehydrogenase so that catechol does not build-up to the same levels.

Another difference between benzoate metabolism through the truncated (pQR226) and 

amplified toluate dioxygenase (pQR226 and pQR189) system was seen in the levels of
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C230 activity. After induction with IPTG and addition of benzoate, C230 activities in 

cells expressing an amplified activity for toluate dioxygenase rose to twice the levels 

found during the pQR226 control studies. It is interesting to note a sharp decline in 

activity at the end of metabolism, not found in the control study. A similar pattern was 

found for pQR150 and pQRI89 in a previous study (Jackson, 1996). A plateau in C230 

activity was found in line with the disappearance of benzoate, and the maximum 

production of cw-dihydrodiol, and also accompanied a change in the rate of 2- 

hydroxymuconic semialdehyde production. The same pattern was found for pQR226 and 

PQR189.

The whole pathway plus amplified TO (pQR150 and pQR189) showed a similar pattern 

as the truncated pathway plus TO (section 3.3.3). Growth was reduced when the cells 

were carrying two plasmids, as previously mentioned. The amplified TO strain produced 

higher levels of HMSA and oxalocrotonate than the whole pathway alone, and showed a 

significant increase in C230 activity, in both shake-flask and fermenter growth. Overall, 

the results confirmed those found by Jackson (1996), as previously described. 

Comparing the amplified TO strains expressing the whole and truncated pathway, the 

whole pathway produced more HMSA per gram of dry cell weight than the truncate 

during the fermentation. This was not expected, because the truncate was produced in 

order to accumulate HMSA, which it did when expressed alone. The conversion rates of 

benzoate to HMSA of pQRlSO + pQR189 and pQR226 + pQR189 strains were 0.8% and 

0.2% respectively, showing that the whole pathway plus amplified TO converts more 

starting substrate to HMSA than the truncated pathway plus amplified TO. It is possible 

that the amplification of TO with the whole pathway lead to an increase in flux, but 

produced a subsequent bottleneck in the conversion of HMSA to other intermediates. 

However, this does not fully explain the large accumulation of HMSA observed in cells 

expressing the whole plus amplified TO pathway. Further studies are necessary, perhaps 

measuring each metabolite in the pathways, and discounting the degradation of HMSA in 

the truncated strain. The poor conversion rates of benzoate to HMSA observed are 

probably not representative of the actual levels of conversion. HMSA is rather unstable, 

and may have degraded during the experiment and sample analysis. A more accurate
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method of measuring conversion rates would to be to measure all pathway intermediates 

and the removal of benzoate.

One explanation for the high C230 activities observed during the metabolism of benzoate 

through an amplified toluate dioxygenase strain, could be that amplified levels of toluate 

dioxygenase in the early stages of substrate metabolism remove benzoate at a rate 

sufficient to prevent C230 inhibition, since benzoate has been shown to be a competitive 

inhibitor of C230 (Kobayashi et al, 1995). This hypothesis is supported by the early 

increase in HMSA production found in cells expressing amplified TO, which suggests a 

faster turnover of benzoate.

Another reason for the high C230 activities may be explained by the mechanism behind 

the reactivation of inhibited C230 by the xv/T-encoded ferredoxin. Polissi and Harayama 

(1993) suggested that reduced XylT reactivates C230 by reducing the oxidised iron 

cofactor (section 1.2.1). This system of reactivation would involve continual 

regeneration of reduced XylT, and it was speculated that the reduced electron donor of 

toluate dioxygenase, ̂ /Z ,  may serve this purpose by donating electrons to oxidised 

In the presence of amplified levels of toluate dioxygenase activity, a high turnover of 

benzoate may lead to a high concentration of reduced XylZ. This excess of reduced XylZ 

may provide the capability for electron donation that is required for XylT regeneration. 

This in turn would lead to an increase in C230 activity, observed through the amplified 

system.

The plateau in C230 activities observed at the end of benzoate metabolism agrees with 

the proposal that amplified toluate dioxygenase facilitates the regeneration of C230, 

because the plateau may be due to C230 activity becoming independent of toluate 

dioxygenase activity. The spike in C230 activity observed during the end of growth in 

the amplified system could be studied using a pulsed supply of benzoate. This could 

establish any link between fluctuating C230 activity, benzoate utilisation and 

regeneration of reduced

According to Jackson (1996), /w-toluate metabolism through the whole pathway plus 

amplified TO differed from that of benzoate in that C230 activities fell in comparison to 

control studies. This fall in C230 activities was associated with high concentrations of 

the ring-cleavage product 2-hydroxy-6-oxohepta-2, 4-dienoate, a known competitive
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inhibitor of C230. It was proposed that the continual reactivation of C230 as a result of 

amplified dioxygenase activity results in high concentrations of ring-cleavage products, 

in turn leading to C230 inactivation. This cycle of inactivation and regeneration prevents 

C230 activities reaching the levels observed during benzoate metabolism. This study 

provides further evidence for the role of XylT and XylZ in C230 reactivation.

The reduction in growth observed for the amplified TO strains lead to the proposal of 

cloning the second copy of TO on the same replicon as the rest of the pathway. This was 

carried out, producing plasmid pQR232. It was thought that the presence of one plasmid 

would reduce the metabolic burden on the cell and possibly increase TO activity because 

the two copies of the xylXYZ genes would be transcribed together. Because TO is an 

enzyme made up of three subunits, it may be important for optimum activity that the units 

are physically near when transcribed and translated and able to interact i.e; be in cis to 

each other.

Compared to cells expressing pQR150 and pQR189, pQR232 did not show any 

improvement in growth. However, cells expressing pQR232 did produce more HMSA 

than pQR150 and pQRl 89 cells, as well as a large increase in C230 activity. It appears 

that the amplification of xylXYZ on a single replicon has successfully increased pathway 

flux. The fact that growth rates did not show any improvement compared to cells 

carrying two plasmids is somewhat surprising, given that the same low copy number 

vector (pMMB66HE ) was used for both pQR189 and pQR232, therefore ruling out any 

differences due to the plasmid carried. The fact that cells carrying pQR232 show no 

improvement in growth perhaps means that another factor other than metabolic burden is 

reducing the growth of the pQRl 50 and pQRl 89 strain.

The results of sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 showed that the amplification of toluate 

dioxygenase activity through both the wild-type and truncated plasmids causes a shift in 

the distribution in flux control to other steps in the wera-cleavage pathway. It was 

therefore of interest to determine whether such a shift could be achieved by the 

amplification of the reductase component {xylZ) of toluate dioxygenase alone. The 

xylXYZ genes of TO are known to interact to form an electron transport chain that 

transfers electrons from NADH via flavin and redox centres (FeS) (Gibson et al., 1970), 

to a terminal oxygenase. The xy/Z-encoded reductase comprises both the flavin and the
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iron-sulphur cluster in the same protein and catalyses the transfer of two electrons from 

NADH. As previously mentioned in section 1.2.1, the xylZ gene product has also been 

implicated as a non-specific electron donor in the xy/r-mediated reactivation of C230 

(Shingler et al, 1992). The in vivo activity of three component benzene dioxygenase of 

Pseudomonas putida ML2 was found to be stimulated by the addition of the purified 

reductase, suggesting that the reductase component is in part a limiting factor in the 

activity of the benzene dioxygenase. If the reductase component of toluate dioxygenase 

is the critical component limiting dioxygenase activity, this would support the proposal 

that increased C230 activity in the presence of amplified toluate dioxygenase is 

associated with improved regeneration of XylT by amplified levels of xyZZ-encoded 

reductase. It was this evidence that lead to the proposal that the amplification of xylZ 

alone could lead to an improvement in flux via C230 reactivation.

The xylZ gene was cloned and expressed in cells carrying the whole or truncated meta- 

cleavage pathway and compared to cells expressing amplified levels of the whole TO 

enzyme {xylXYZ). Cells expressing amplified xylZ and the truncated pathway had less 

intermediate production and C230 activity than cells expressing amplified xylXYZ 

(section 3.5.2). In fact, cells expressing amplified xylZ had less C230 activity than 

pQR226 alone, suggesting that the presence of xylZ inhibits C230 activity in this strain. 

Cells expressing amplified xylZ and the whole weto-cleavage pathway also had a 

reduction in growth compared to the pQRlSO and pQR189 strain, but did show an 

increase in C230 activity at the end of growth.

It may be that when the XylZ protein is transcribed alone, it binds to the XylT protein, 

therefore inhibiting the XylT-mediated reactivation of C230. If this is the case, then the 

same interaction must occur in cells expressing the whole pathway or amplified xylXYZ. 

But in the case of xylZ amplification, there are not stoichiometric amounts of xylXYZ. 

This may therefore inhibit normal redox cycling of xylZ, which was previously discussed 

in section 1.2.1. The fact that there was some improvement in C230 activity through the 

whole pathway but not the truncated pathway points to possible interaction of the 

xylFJQKlH genes in the whole pathway precluding the negative effect observed in the 

truncated pathway. The results presented above may mean that the genes for xylZ and 

xylXY must be on the same transcript. This could be tested by expressing an extra copy
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of xylZ on a single plasmid carrying the whole pathway. A similar example of the need 

for expression of xyl genes from one transcript was found by Jackson (1996). 

Expresssion of xyll on a separate plasmid to the whole pathway reduced the activity of 

the xyU gene product through a detrimental physical association caused by expression of 

xyll and J  from different transcripts.

The fact that the amplification of xylZ with the truncated pathway did not increase C230 

activity or intermediate levels may mean that the model developed by Regan (1994), was 

too simplistic, and did not take into account inhibition or activation of pathway enzymes. 

This is because the model is based on kinetic data input, and therefore needs to be 

improved by incorporating new information gained from studies such as those presented 

above. It has previously been recognised that enzyme inhibition in models predicting 

flux through pathways is an important parameter which needs to be incorporated in to 

models. In the model of TCE degradation through an ammonia-utilising Nitrosomonas 

strain, a pseudo-steady state was assumed. However, although enzyme inhibition and 

reactivation create an unsteady state, the error associated with this assumption was found 

to be negligible (Ely et al, 1995a, 1995b). This may have implications for other models 

such as the TOL meto-cleavage pathway, which also assume a steady-state. The work on 

Nitrosomonas also emphasised the significance of enzyme recovery and the need to 

incorporate this into models. In the me^a-cleavage model, C230 regeneration has been 

associated with the activity of the flux-controlling toluate dioxygenase enzyme, and this 

relationship needs to be clearly established and incorporated into the model.

As previously mentioned, pQR226 was constructed with the aim of accumulating HMS A, 

the ring-cleavage product of benzoate which is a precursor in picolinic acid manufacture. 

Metabolic engineering has been successfully used for the over-accumulation of pathway 

intermediates through the use of truncated me/a-cleavage pathways. A truncated pathway 

was used in the production of benzene cw-glycol, and in the overproduction of cis,cis- 

muconic acid from benzoic acid using a mutant P. putida (Bang and Choi, 1995). The 

truncated wera-cleavage pathway encodes the first four steps of the pathway. This 

construct produced ten-fold the level of HMSA compared to the wild-type pathway 

(pQR150). Previous studies have used truncated plasmids to over-accumulate 2- 

hydroxy-4-oxovalerate and oxalocrotonate (Jackson, 1996). The elucidation of pathway
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flux-control can be used in order to optimise pathway metabolism, and together with 

effective product removal, significant increases in conversion yields can be achieved 

There are many possible routes for the engineering of the TOL pathway expressed in E. 

coli, flux analysis being one method employed to determine the enzymes in the pathway 

which have the greatest influence on the metabolic flux. When applied to this model, 

xylXYZ was found to be the most suitable target for amplification. Analysis of elements 

such as carbon flux and acetate production (Ko et a l, 1994), and pathway enzyme 

activities (Patnaik et a l, 1995), can be used to quantify metabolic fluxes within target 

pathways. Such analysis has been used to indirectly improve the synthesis of products 

such as lysine (Vallino and Stephanopoulos, 1993) and phenylalanine (Dell and Frost, 

1993). Inverse metabolic pathway engineering is another strategy used to avoid the 

emergence of rate-limiting steps (Bailey et a l, 1986). A desired phenotype is chosen, the 

genetic basis of it identified and transference of this information into a chosen industrial 

host.

Having investigated one of the major flux-controlling elements of the pathway, the next 

chapter investigates the other major controlling element, benzoate concentration.
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Chapter 4 The effect of benzoate concentration on E. coli cells 
and the m^/a-cleavage pathway

A major limitation of the TOL me/a-cleavage pathway is the benzoate concentration due 

to its inhibitory effect on both cell growth and enzyme activity, specifically, its inhibition 

of catechol 2,3 dioxygenase (see section 1.5). Both the model of the pathway and 

experimental data have shown that the pathway is most sensitive to the concentration of 

the starting substrate, benzoate (Sheridan et al., 1998). The biocidic nature of benzoate 

has been exploited in areas such as food preservation because benzoate is known to 

inhibit cell growth via the disruption of the cell membrane potential (Eklund, 1980). In 

the previous chapter, the rate-limiting step of the pathway was amplified in an attempt to 

alleviate the limitation it places on the TOL system. In this chapter, the effect of 

benzoate, the other major limit on the mera-cleavage pathway will be investigated and a 

method to alleviate its negative effects tested. Also it will be possible to compare the 

different TOL strain to see whether the changes in flux found in the last chapter also 

effect the responses to benzoate concentration.

The toxicity of benzoate is thought to be due to both the physical effect of it and its 

intermediates on the cell and the chemically toxic effect of these compounds. One of the 

goals of this study was to develop generic methods for the metabolic engineering of 

biochemical pathways, with the aim of maximising product formation, via an increase in 

flux through the pathway. It was therefore necessary to define the absolute level of 

benzoate toxicity on cells expressing the meto-cleavage pathway. This study observed 

the effects of benzoate concentration on growth, catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity, and 

intermediate production. From this information it should be possible to find the flux 

limitation of the whole, truncated and amplified mera-cleavage pathways when expressed 

in E. coli, since it is likely that each strain will have a different response to an increase in 

substrate concentration. If this was the case, it would show that each genetic alteration of 

a strain should be followed by a new round of pathway characterisation.
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In the following sections, all experiments were carried out in duplicate. Fast-growing 

cells at mid-log, grown in the absence of benzoate, were used as an initial inoculum to 

ensure a good chance of growth on the pathway substrate.

4.1 Analysis of the growth of E.coli JM 107 at high and low benzoate 
concentrations

To separate the physiological effects of benzoate on the cell from those of its metabolism 

through the wg/6/-cleavage pathway, experiments were initially carried out to find the 

inhibitory concentration of benzoate on E. coli JM107 alone. Comparisons could then be 

made with cells which degrade benzoate. The concentrations of benzoate used started at 

5mM, which is a concentration generally used for pathway analysis. Previous studies (R. 

Sheridan, personal communication) had found 20mM levels to be inhibitory to cell 

growth. The growth of E. coli cells in the presence of high and low benzoate 

concentrations is shown in Figures 4. la and b
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la. Growth of E. coli cells in the presence of different benzoate concentrations. Benzoate added
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4. lb. Growth of E. coli cells in the presence of different benzoate concentrations Benzoate added

It can be seen from Figure 4.1 a that the presence of benzoate at a comparatively low 

concentration has little or no effect on growth, apart from a correlation between increased 

benzoate concentration and longer lag phase. However, since growth was still observed, 

higher concentrations were used (Figure 4.1 b). Growth was completely inhibited at 

120mM benzoate. Cells grown in 80mM benzoate had an extremely long lag phase, 

taking six hours to double OD. Since E. coli is not known to utilise benzoate, some 

differences in growth may be due to a natural variation found in microbial populations.

It was noticeable that cells grown at 80 and lOOmM benzoate concentrations exhibited a 

sharp rise in growth after one hour, which then declined rapidly. This could be due to 

undissolved benzoate. The solubility of sodium benzoate in water at 25 is 1.64g per 

100ml. This is a concentration of 116mJVl; therefore sodium benzoate at 80 and lOOmM 

should have dissolved, especially since these experiments were carried out at 37^C. If 

solubility was not the cause of the observed rise and fall in growth, it may have been due 

to natural variation among a population of growing cells in the presence of toxic levels of 

pathway substrate.
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It can be concluded that the growth of E. coli JM107 was partially inhibited up to lOOmM 

benzoate concentrations. Longer lag phases were produced at higher benzoate 

concentrations, but the level of inhibition did not alter significantly until 120mM 

benzoate was used, which completely inhibited cell growth. Any differences in the levels 

of benzoate tolerated by E. coli cells carrying either the whole, truncated or amplified 

/wê ûT-cleavage pathway, can therefore be attributed to the presence of the plasmid or the 

induction and metabolism of the substrate through the plasmid encoded mgra-cleavage 

pathway.

In the following sections, the toxicity of benzoate on each weto-cleavage strain was 

tested and compared to each other and to E. coli alone. Differences in the enzyme 

activity and intermediate accumulation found in the previous chapter (3) between strains 

may also be reflected in both the tolerance and degradation of the pathway substrate.

4.2 Analysis of the growth and metabolism of E, coli cells expressing 
pQR226 at different benzoate concentrations

Having established the level of benzoate tolerated by untransformed E. coli cells, the 

same experiments were carried out on cells carrying pQR226, containing the truncated 

me/ûf-cleavage pathway. Cells were grown and induced as previously explained. The 

growth of cells in the presence of 0, 5, 10, 20 and 40mM benzoate is shown in Figure 4.2 

a. Growth of cells carrying pQR226 was almost completely inhibited at 20mM benzoate 

concentrations, with growth only beginning at T=7. A similar pattern was found for cells 

grovm in 40mM benzoate, but at this concentration no growth was observed even at the 

end of the experiment. The long lag phases at the lower concentrations may reflect the 

cell acclimatising to the presence of benzoate, or utilising enough benzoate to lower the 

overall concentration. Cells carrying and expressing pQR226 appeared to be much less 

tolerant of benzoate than E. coli cells alone, which suggests the inhibition of growth by 

pathway intermediates.
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Figure 4. 2a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at 1=0, benzoate added at T=1.

To find the specific effect of benzoate concentration on the truncated TOL wcvtz-cleavage 

pathway, the activity of catechol 2,3-dioxygenase was measured (Figures 4.2 b and 4.3 

a). Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity was present for cells grown at all 

concentrations, but cells at 5mM benzoate had the highest levels of activity. However, 

C230 activity in units per gram cell dry weight showed a different pattern, with 5 and 

40mM benzoate exhibiting similar levels. This points to cells at 40mM utilising benzoate 

even when not actively growing. This is an interesting observation which may have 

implications for bioremediation strategies (see discussion).

Any contamination of C230 assays with HMSA, which could distort measured C230 

activity, was minimised by washing cells in phosphate buffer prior to assaying (section 

2.7.3).
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Figure 4. 2b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 in the presence 
of different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4. 3a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 in the presence of 
different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4. 3b. The production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde during growth of E. coli cells carrying 
pQR226 in the presence of different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate 
added at T=1.

Since 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde is the last product of the xylX}'ZLTE encoded 

truncated pathway, it is a reliable indicator of pathway tlux. The levels of 2- 

hydroxymuconic semialdehyde were measured during growth and induction. Cells 

grown in 5mM benzoate produced the lowest levels of the intermediate, despite having 

the highest levels of C230 activity. Since HMSA is the last product, it was expected that 

cells expressing the highest levels of C230 would produce the highest levels of HMSA. 

However, this may be explained by the fact that although cells grown at 5mM have the 

highest levels of specific C230 activity, the C230 activity per gram cell dry weight was 

not the highest. It has been found that HMSA present in the supernatant degrades 

(Vanier, 1998). It is possible that HMSA in the supernatant is degrading, despite 

immediate measurement.

In terms of production of HMSA, cells grown in lOmM benzoate synthesised the highest 

levels of HMSA for the least amount of substrate. Despite the fact that pQR226 cells did 

not grow at 40mM benzoate, they still demonstrated metabolism of benzoate.
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The same experiments were carried out on the whole we/«-cleavage pathway carried on 

PQR150.

4.3. Analysis of the growth and metabolism of E, coli cells expressing 
pQRlSO at high and low benzoate concentrations

Having established the level of benzoate tolerated by untransformed E. coli cells and cells 

carrying pQR226, the same experiments were carried out on cells carrying pQR150, 

containing the whole we^a-cleavage pathway. Growth was measured as previously (Fig 

4.4 a and b). Growth was observed at 40mM benzoate concentrations, so higher levels 

were used.
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Figure 4. 4a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4. 4b. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T-1.

Growth was inhibited at 80mM benzoate concentrations and above. It would appear that 

cells carrying the whole pathway are able to grow in a similar level of benzoate as K. coli 

alone, but at a higher level than those carrying the truncated pathway, which was 

inhibited at 40mM benzoate. It is possible that this difference is due to the further 

processing of toxic intermediates via the whole pathway to produce non-toxic end- 

products such as pyruvate. These results suggest that in the presence of pQR150, the 

amount of benzoate tolerated was the same as a cell without the w^to-cleavage pathway. 

It is interesting that the presence of the whole pathway does not confer an advantage to 

the cell in terms of growth in the presence of benzoate. This may be because although 

benzoate is removed in the presence of the pathway, toxic intermediates are also 

produced. There appears to be a rise in growth at 60mM benzoate towards the end of the 

experiment (Fig 4.4b), possibly due to the subsequent reduction in benzoate over time, 

via mern-cleavage catabolism.
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Figure 4. 5a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRl 50 in the presence of 
different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4.5b Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO in the presence of 
different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1 (add specific to 
legend).
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Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity was monitored as previously in order to 

examine this key pathway enzyme in relation to benzoate concentration. Figure 4.5 a 

shows that cells grown at 5, 10, and 20mM benzoate had similar C230 activities. The 

most significant differences in 0230 activity are found at 40, 60, 80 and lOOmM 

benzoate, (Figure 4.5 b). It appears that 40mM benzoate was the critical concentration, 

since a rise in 0230 activity was observed above this level. At 80 and lOOmM benzoate 

concentrations, 0230 specific activity was more than threefold that found at 5mM 

benzoate, although growth was reduced by half. It would therefore appear that although 

there was less growth and therefore biomass, the level of 0230 / pathway activity is 

increased. This type of pattern could have implications for bioremediation 

methodologies, since low biomass coupled with high turnover is desirable (see 

discussion).

Oells grown in 120mM benzoate showed a decline in 0230 activity. For most 

concentrations, 0230 activity peaked at the end of metabolism, apart from cells grown in 

5mM benzoate which peaked earlier. A fall in 0230 activity found in the middle of 

metabolism at the lower concentrations, which did not correspond to a fall in growth may 

have been due to transient blocks in flux through the pathway not present at high 

benzoate levels due to the availability of the substrate. Oomparing pQRI50 grown with 

inducer but in the absence of benzoate with cells metabolising benzoate, it can be seen 

that in the absence of pathway intermediates and substrate degradation C230 activity is 

less than that found for cells in 40, 60, 80 and lOOmM benzoate. This appears to show 

that despite benzoate and its products causing C230 inhibition, C230 activity is 

stimulated in the presence of high levels of benzoate.
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Figure 4. 6a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO in the presence of 
different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4. 6b, Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the presence of 
different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=I.

C230 activity per gram of cell dry weight showed a similar pattern to specific activity, 

with the highest levels found at 60, 80 and lOOmM benzoate. The fact there was a large
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difference in C230 activity but not protein levels at 5mM versus 40mM benzoate, points 

to the accumulation of C230 protein accounting for a larger proportion of total cell 

protein in the cells grown at 40mM benzoate.
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Figure 4. 7a. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the 
presence of different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Figure 4. 7b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the 
presence of different benzoate concentrations. Cells induced with IPTG at T=0, benzoate added at T=1.
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Levels of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde (HMSA) are another indicator of flux through 

the pathway and levels of HMSA were monitored as previously. At 10, 20 and 40mM 

benzoate HMSA levels were much higher than those found at 5mM (Figure 4.7 a). The 

highest levels were produced by cells grown at 40 and 120mM benzoate (Figure 4.7 b), 

with cells growing at 40mM producing more than ten-fold the levels found at 5mM 

benzoate. However, the levels found at intermediate benzoate concentrations did not 

follow this pattern. The lower levels of HMSA observed for 5mM grown cells could be 

due to a fast turnover of HMSA not allowing a build-up, but routing this intermediate to 

further down the pathway. This is a plausible explanation, since C230 activity at 5mM 

was higher at the beginning of growth than cells grown at 40mM. It may be that the early 

turnover of benzoate reduces the levels of toxic substrate.

4.4. Analysis of growth and metabolism of E. coli cells expressing 
pQRlSO and pQR189 at high and low benzoate concentrations

Having examined the effect of benzoate concentrations on the un-amplified xylXYZ meta- 

cleavage pathway, the effect on the pathway with amplified xylXYZ genes was studied. 

Any difference in the effect of benzoate may be attributed to the altered flux of the 

amplified xylXYZ, which has previously been shown to increase both flux and C230 

activities (section 3.3.3). Growth, C230 activity and intermediate production were 

measured for pQR150 and pQR189.

The growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 is shown in Figure 4.8a. It can 

be seen that concentrations of benzoate up to 40mM had no adverse effect on cell growth 

(Figure 4,8a). Higher concentrations were therefore used (Figure 4.8b, 80, 100, and 

120mM). The higher concentrations produced a longer lag phase of growth, but growth 

was still observed even at 120mM benzoate concentration, which meant that the critical 

benzoate concentration had not been reached. Interestingly, when growth of pQR150 and 

pQR189 is compared to pQRlSO alone, the double plasmid strain grew at higher levels of 

benzoate than the single plasmid strain (Figures 4.4a and 4.4b). The amplified system
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was also able to grow at benzoate concentrations which inhibited E. coli alone. This 

suggests that the amplified strain was able to efficiently remove benzoate and lower its 

overall levels. If this was the case, it might be reflected in increased C230 activity and 

intemiediate channelling.
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Figure 4. 8a. Growth of E. coli ceils carrying pQRlSO and pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations.
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Figure 4. 8b. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations.

Although similar growth rates were observed for benzoate concentrations up to 40mM, 

there was a significant difference in C230 specific activities. Levels of C230 specific 

activity dropped sharply at 20mM and 40mM benzoate (Figure 4.9a). However, at 80 

and lOOmM benzoate (Figure 4.9b) there was a fivefold increase in C230 specific 

activity compared to that found at lOmM benzoate. A similar pattern was found for C230 

activity per gram of cell dry weight (Figures 4.10a and b).
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Figure 4. 9a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO + pQR189 in the 
presence of low benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. 9b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO + pQR]89 in the 
presence of high benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. lOa. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of £. coli cells carrying pQRlSO + pQR189 in the 
presence of low benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. 10b, Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO + pQR189 in 
the presence of high benzoate concentrations.
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This increase in C230 activities at higher benzoate levels indicated a shift in flux due to 

the processing of the pathway substrate. The fact that a significant fall in C230 activity 

correlated with a lower growth rate indicated that this level of benzoate was too high to 

be efficiently handled by the pathway. The levels of C230 activity observed were much 

higher than those found for the whole pathway alone (Figures 4.5a and b, 4.6 a and b). 

These results confirmed the findings from the previous chapter (3); that amplifying 

toluate dioxygenase {xylXYZ) increases C230 activity and in turn increases flux through 

the pathway. The effect of high benzoate concentration on the amplified pathway also 

appeared to point to an increased level of pathway flux causing an increase in pathway 

substrate degradation compared to the unamplified xylXYZ pathway. It was interesting to 

note that lOOmM levels of benzoate produced higher levels of C230 activity than 40mM 

levels, especially considering that in this strain enzyme induction is not carried out by the 

pathway substrate.

The production of TOL pathway intermediates such as HMSA and 4-oxalocrotonate is 

another indication of pathway flux and the effect of benzoate. The production of HMSA 

was followed as previously (Figures 4.11a and b). HMSA levels peaked at 40mM 

benzoate concentrations, and were the lowest for cells grown at 80 and lOOmM benzoate. 

The lowest specific C230 activities were observed for cells grown at 40mM, the highest 

at for cells grown at lOOmM. These results correlated with a change of flux at these 

concentrations, leading to either a slow down in metabolism and a build up of 

intermediates, (which occurred at 40mM benzoate), or increased flux and more 

intermediate flow through the pathway, (which was observed at lOOmM benzoate). The 

levels of 4-oxalocrotonate build-up agreed with these findings (Figures 4.12a and b).

The rise and fall in intermediate levels found at 120mM benzoate levels (Figures 4.11b 

and 4.12b) compared to 80 and lOOmM benzoate, correlates with a fall in C230 activity 

at this point (Figures 4.9b and 4.10b). This may not occur at 80 and lOOmM benzoate but 

at 120mM due to the build-up of an intermediate not measured in this study, such as cis- 

diol, which is known to be an enzyme inhibitor.
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Figure 4. 11a. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying pQRlSO hand 
pQRl 89 in the presence of low benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. 11b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. co/i cells carrying pQR150 and 
pQR189 in the presence of high benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. 12a. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 in the 
presence of low benzoate concentrations.
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Figure 4. 12b. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by £. coli cells cariying pQRlSO and pQR189 in the 
presence of high benzoate concentrations.

The observed change in growth, C230 activities and intermediate accumulation all point 

to the fact that the strain expressing amplified toluate dioxygenase activity (pQR150 and
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pQR189) was able to tolerate and degrade increased levels of pathway substrate 

compared with the unamplified xylXYZsXmm (pQR150).

4.5 Analysis of the growth and metabolism of E. coli cells expressing 
pQR226 and pQR189 at high and low benzoate concentrations

Having established that the whole me/a-cleavage pathway with amplified xylXYZ 

expressed in E. coli showed increased metabolism of benzoate at high concentrations of 

the pathway substrate, the effect of benzoate concentration on the amplified truncated 

pathway was studied. The growth and metabolism of cells carrying pQR226 and 

pQR189, which expresses the amplified toluate dioxygenase gene and the truncated 

pathway meta-cleavage pathway {xylXYZLTE + xylXYZ), was observed at different 

benzoate concentrations. As previously, fast-growing cells were used as inocula for 

shake-flasks in order to optimise cell growth and metabolism. In the previous chapter 

(3), it was found that the amplified truncated pathway strain (pQR226 and pQR189) 

accumulated high levels of HMSA and produced greater C230 activities than the 

unamplified strain xylXYZ (pQR226).

Figure 4.13a shows that the growth of cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 was 

completely inhibited at 80mM benzoate. Little growth was observed for cells at any of 

the benzoate concentrations. The decreased growth of the double plasmid strain has 

previously been observed (section 3.3.1) and was attributed to the extra metabolic burden 

placed on the cell when carrying two plasmids. The intermediate concentrations of 

benzoate showed no distinct relationship to growth. The failure of cells carrying pQR226 

and pQR189 to grow well even in complex media is discussed in section 4.6.
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Figure 4. 13a. Growth of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate 
concentrations.

C230 specific activity of cells expressing pQR226 and pQR189 in the presence of 

different benzoate concentrations is shown in figure 4.13b. A striking rise in activity was 

observed for cells grown at 5inM benzoate concentrations. The same pattern was 

observed for C230 activity per gram of cell dry weight (fig 4.14a). This may be due to 

optimal substrate processing at this concentration and therefore intermediates toxic to the 

enzyme not building up in the cell. The C230 specific activity for the amplified pathway 

was threefold lower than pQR226 alone. However, pQR226 also produced the highest 

specific activity at 5mM benzoate. The fact that the lowest benzoate concentration 

produced the highest activities for the truncated pathway was in contrast to the whole 

pathway, where the highest activities were found at much higher benzoate concentrations. 

This observation points to the build-up of toxic intermediates at the higher concentrations 

when the truncated pathway is expressed causing C230 inactivation and pathway shut

down. The final product of the truncated pathway HMSA was also measured and is 

shown in Figure 4.14b.
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Figure 4. 13b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 in 
the presence of different benzoate concentration .
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Figure 4. 14a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 in the 
presence of different benzoate concentration
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Figure 4. 14b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying pQR226 and 
pQR189 in the presence of different benzoate concentrations.

As can be seen from Figure 4.14b, the levels of HMSA observed were similar for all 

concentrations of benzoate, apart from cells grown at lOmM benzoate which produced 

the lowest levels. The fact that the levels at 5mM were no higher than for the other 

concentrations despite the higher levels of C230 activity may indicate that HMSA is not 

the intermediate causing lower C230 specific activities at higher benzoate concentrations. 

An earlier pathway intermediate such as cw-diol could be responsible. It is possible that 

the comparatively low C230 activities observed for cells in 5mM benzoate (Fig 4.13b) 

were high enough to produce the amount of HMSA measured in the supernatant (Fig 

4.14b). The sharper drop in HMSA activities at 20 and 80mM benzoate concentrations 

compared to 5mM may reflect the inactivation of C230 at these concentrations. It is also 

possible that a shift occurred in the rate-limiting step when higher benzoate 

concentrations were used.
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4.6 Cell morphology and the TOL pathway

The previous studies have all been carried out in complex media. The main reason for 

this was that it was previously observed that cells carrying the /weta-cleavage pathway 

grew poorly and exhibited an altered morphology when grown in minimal media such as 

M9. When cells carrying pQR150 were studied under a microscope, they were observed 

to have an increased length in comparison to E. coli JM107 alone (F. Vanier, pers. com.). 

The previous finding that the presence of two plasmids causes a metabolic burden on the 

cell that reduces growth (Chapter 3) is of importance for any process where a product is 

being produced or removed via a pathway expressed in E. coli. Changes in cell 

morphology can affect downstream processing of a product (Lee, 1994) as well as 

expression levels. Many of the intermediates of the rngta-cleavage pathway leak out 

through the cell membrane, especially HMSA, which causes a yellow coloration of media 

and this suggested that the integrity of the cell membrane is affected.

The observed filamentation of cells could be due to a number of factors such as the 

presence or expression of a plasmid, the media the cells are grown in and the presence of 

toxic benzoate. Generally, very poor growth was observed for all strains in minimal 

(M9) media, so that experiments following benzoate metabolism in this media were 

precluded.

In order to ascertain the effect of growing E. coli JM107 carrying different TOL pathway 

plasmids in minimal media plus or minus yeast extract, growth was measured at 18 and 

34 hours after inoculation. Yeast extract contains many cofactors and nutrients necessary 

for growth, and its addition in effect makes minimal media complex. Differences in the 

growth of the TOL strains would perhaps point to plasmid or plasmid-encoded genes 

causing the change in morphology.
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Figure 4.15 Growth of E. coli JM107 carrying various plasmids in minimal media plus or minus yeast 
extract (0.5%) after 6 and 12 hours respectively. Cells were grown in shake-flasks in the absence of 
benzoate or IPTG.

It can be seen from Fig 4.15 that none of the strains, including E. coli alone grew well in 

M9 media. The addition of yeast extract had a positive affect on the growth of all the 

strains used. The smallest effect appeared to be from cells carrying pQRlSO. It was 

expected that growth rates would be lower for cells grown in minimal media alone, since 

there is a limit on cellular components and precursors; however this difference was more 

dramatic than expected. This result showed that E. coli JM107 does not grow well in M9 

media.

In order to discover whether morphological differences between cells grown in minimal 

versus complex media accompanied the differences in growth. Gram-stained slide 

preparations (section 2.4) were made of cells grown in complex (nutrient broth) or 

minimal (M9) media, and observed under a light microscope. Cells grown in minimal 

media used glycerol as the sole carbon source, and essential thiamine was added. 

Because a similar result was found for all strains used, only two strains are shown to 

illustrate the changes; E. coli JM107 alone and E. coli carrying pQR150.

E. coli JM107 cells alone grown in complex media appeared to be of a regular length 

(about 3pm) (Fig 4.16a). E. coli cells grown in minimal media (Fig 4.16b) appeared as a
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mass of filamentous structures in which no single cells could be distinguished. Cells 

carrying pQR150 grown in complex media (Fig 4.17a) also appeared normal and were 

also elongated in M9 (Fig 4.17b ). Contamination of shake-flasks was ruled out by 

adding catechol to the cell cultures carrying pQRlSO and observing the characteristic 

formation of the yellow compound HMSA, of the mera-cleavage pathway. The fact that 

E. coli cells became filamentous in the absence of a plasmid means that filamentation in 

minimal media is a property of the JM107 strain.

4.8. Discussion

In order to discover the effect of benzoate on cells expressing the TOL weto-cleavage 

pathway and the absolute levels of benzoate toxicity, each strain was grown and induced 

in a range of benzoate concentrations. E. coli JM107 growth was completely inhibited at 

120mM. The length of the lag phase for JM107 alone increased with higher benzoate 

concentrations. This result provided the base level of tolerance for E. coli in the absence 

of benzoate degradation and the production of pathway intermediates.

The growth of cells carrying pQR226, the truncated me/a-cleavage pathway, was 

completely inhibited at 20mM benzoate. The growth of cells carrying pQR150 was 

completely inhibited at 80mM. It would appear that the presence of the pathway reduces 

the tolerance of E. coli to benzoate. This is probably due to the production of toxic 

intermediates and not the physical presence of the plasmid because un-induced cells 

carrying the mgra-cleavage pathway had similar levels of tolerance as E. coli alone in the 

presence of benzoate.

The amplified strains showed different patterns of growth. Cells carrying pQR150 and 

pQR189 grew even at 120mM. Cells carrying pQR226 and pQR189 exhibited poor 

growth at all concentrations of benzoate, an inherent problem discussed in chapters. It 

would appear that amplifying the xylXYZ genes in the presence of the whole pathway 

improved the growth of host cells, with cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 able to grow 

at benzoate concentrations (100-120mM) above that of E. coli alone and pQRlSO. The 

fact that all the other strains were inhibited at lower levels of benzoate than E. coli alone, 

again points to the build-up of toxic intermediates inhibiting growth. In terms of 

achieving biomass, it appears that the whole pathway plus amplified TO strain is able to
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tolerate higher levels of benzoate than the unamplified TO strain. However, it is possible 

to have limited biomass production but high flux levels and product formation, so 

enzyme activity and intermediate accumulation was also compared.

The levels of C230 activity and HMSA measured for the truncated pathway during 

benzoate degradation did show a general increase at higher benzoate concentrations even 

when no growth was observed. The whole pathway also had increased C230 activity at 

higher benzoate concentrations, even when growth was inhibited (pQRlSO at 80mM). 

The increase in C230 activity at high benzoate concentrations appears to have occurred 

despite high levels of benzoate and other toxic pathway intermediates. The apparent 

stimulation of C230 activity at high benzoate concentrations may be an indirect response 

due to a change in a cellular function such as oxygen uptake or the availability of iron 

cofactors (Harayama and Rekik, 1990). It is possible that oxygen uptake did increase at 

high benzoate concentrations due to a physical response of the cell to this stress. Future 

work could measure changes in OUR (oxygen uptake rate) to assess this possibility.

Any differences in activities and intermediate levels between the amplified and 

unamplified TO strain (pQR150 plus pQR189 and pQR150) probably reflects the change 

in flux due to TO amplification. Cells expressing amplified TO and the whole pathway 

showed the greatest increase in enzyme activities and intermediate accumulation at high 

benzoate concentrations. At lOmM benzoate cels expressing pQR150 and pQR189 

produced 5 U/mg’̂  C230. This increased to 35 U/mg at lOOmM benzoate. The truncated 

pathway plus amplified TO did not show a significant increase in 0230 activity or 

intermediate accumulation with increasing benzoate concentration. C230 activity per 

gram cell dry weight showed a similar pattern to specific activity. The fact that the 

truncated pathway does not show an increase in 0230 activity at high benzoate 

concentrations points to the build-up of toxic intermediates in the truncated strain, which 

may not be produced to the same levels in the whole pathway due to further processing. 

Although the truncated pathway has not been individually modelled, predictions based on 

the whole pathway were made which predicted that increased benzoate concentrations 

would lead to increased flux. The fact that this was not the case perhaps points to one of 

the failures of simplistic simulations. The use of the truncated pathway strain for 

overproduction of HMSA may therefore be limited at the step of increasing substrate
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concentration. This would have implications if this strain was to be used industrially, and 

shows that the engineering of a pathway does not always produce the expected result. 

The finding that the truncated pathway is limited by benzoate concentration needs to be 

understood before planning an optimisation strategy for a particular process. One answer 

may be in the removal of toxic intermediates which may be building-up. The highest 

overall HMSA levels were produced by cells expressing pQR150 at 20mM benzoate. Tt 

would be of interest to repeat this study on the effect of benzoate concentration in a 

fermenter, measuring more enzyme activities and intermediates, so that a clearer picture 

of the changes occurring with increased substrate concentrations is produced. This 

information could then be used to improve the model of the TOL pathway. A method for 

using the truncate constructed for the overproduction of HMSA could be developed, such 

as continuous removal of the product to prevent inhibition of the pathway.

Overall, cells expressing the whole pathway plus the amplified xylXYZ genes encoding 

toluate dioxygenase exhibited the highest level of tolerance for benzoate, and increased 

levels of flux at high benzoate concentrations. This ability to tolerate and utilise high 

levels of toxic compounds could be exploited in bioremediation strategies for the removal 

of toxic compounds in the environment.

Since benzoate does not induce the m^to-cleavage pathway in E. coli, an explanation is 

needed for the observed increase in G230 activity with increased benzoate concentration. 

This may be caused by an increase in specific oxygen uptake by cells at higher benzoate 

concentrations, which could in turn stimulate the oxygenase activity of C230. An 

example of this was found (Verduyn, 1992), in a study on the effect of benzoate on 

metabolic fluxes in yeasts. The addition of benzoate resulted in a decrease in the biomass 

yield and an increase in specific oxygen uptake rate. It is also possible that at lower 

concentrations C230 is limited by the concentration of benzoate and therefore catechol, 

its substrate. There may be a range of benzoate concentrations at which benzoate is not 

limiting and not causing excessive toxicity to the cell and pathway. It is also possible 

that increased benzoate concentrations leads to an increase in electron transport and 

therefore aids the regeneration of C230, which was discussed in section 1.2.1.

Once again, the mechanism of C230 stimulation at high benzoate levels could be 

elucidated by more detailed pathway analysis and incorporation of this in to the pathway
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model. It is interesting to note that increased flux occurred in non-growing cells, since it 

may be postulated that during the long lag phases observed at high benzoate 

concentrations, cells would be more likely to concentrate their energy expenditure on 

biomass rather than protein production. Perhaps in induced E. coli cells, pathway activity 

is achieved at the expense of growth. Shingler et al (1996) in a study of the phenol 

degradation pathway of P. putida CF600 found that organisms with lower growth rates or 

no growth at all demonstrated a higher response to substrates. This was thought to be a 

TOL regulator effect. There is no evidence that there is a TOL regulator present in the 

constructs used in the present study which could explain the similar results found here. 

As previously mentioned, bioremediation methodologies often require strains with low 

biomass and high substrate turnover

Studies using the pathway simulation created by Regan (1994) predicted that flux would 

increase through the whole pathway as benzoate concentration increased (Sheridan et a l,

1998). The results presented above for the whole pathway carried on pQRl 50 appears to 

confirm this finding. However, compared to the predicted values the actual level of 

intermediates such as HMSA accumulating in this study and that of Sheridan et al. (1998) 

were significantly different. The actual levels of HMSA and other pathway intermediates 

accumulated were found to be much higher than predicted. Sheridan et a l (1998) found 

that flux increased gradually as the steady state benzoate concentration increased, the 

greatest effect being on the first enzymic step toluate dioxygenase (TO). If it is the first 

step of the pathway, TO, that is most effected by benzoate concentration, this could 

explain the observed change in increase in flux found for cells expressing amplified TO. 

One of the questions addressed by this study was whether the limits of a system changes 

as the system itself changes. The results presented above indicate that the limits do 

change after strain manipulation. This confirms previous findings which stated the 

importance of characterising the engineered strain after each manipulation in an iterative 

manner (Bailey, 1991).

Changes in cell morphology which affects the expression of cloned genes in engineered 

strains can be a major problem. Unanticipated cell responses to a genetic modification 

may complicate metabolic engineering (Bailey, 1991). The introduction of multi-copy
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plasmids into E. coli have been shown to cause large changes in growth rates, cell cycle 

regulation, amounts of many individual proteins, glucose uptake rate and carbon 

catabolite production (Bailey et al., 1986).

Another problem for the metabolic engineer is the robustness of the host organism, the 

choice of which is often limited by the expression system being used for recombinant 

protein expression. There is much anecdotal evidence that growing E. coli in defined 

medium results in fragile and leaky cells (McCafffey, 1996). The work of Harrison et a l 

(1996) showed that the addition of yeast extract significantly improves cell integrity and 

reduces leakage of recombinant proteins into the supernatant. In the progress of the 

current study, it was noticed that cells E. coli cells expressing the TOL pathway and 

grown in defined media, produced a lot of the G230 in the media which suggested that 

the cells were Teaky’. This did not occur with the addition of yeast extract. However, 

yeast extract is a very batch variable product and is therefore not favoured for use in 

industrial processes. A number of the pathway enzymes of TOL contain ferrous iron in 

their protein structures. The microbial host also has a requirement for iron and sulphates 

during growth, and a typical fermentation should reflect this (Stanbury and Whittaker, 

1993). The growth medium needs to be supplemented with an additional supply of iron 

and sulphates for the synthesis and maintenance of the pathway enzymes.

When viewed under a microscope, cells grown in minimal media were seen to have 

become filamentous. The observation that cells carrying plasmids and grown in minimal 

media become filamentous has previously been found (Crawford, 1990). Filamentation 

occurs as a result of various stresses being placed on the cell and is due to a breakdown in 

the replication mechanism of cells. The septum which appear during normal cell division 

do not form correctly and a “string” of elongated cells form. Many of these cells may be 

anucleolar due to the disruption of nuclear partitioning. There is evidence that 

filamentation has a negative impact on heterologous gene expression (Lee, 1994). Severe 

filamentation was found for E. coli cells grown in minimal media synthesising PHB (poly 

3-hydroxybutyrate) the gene for which was expressed on a high copy number plasmid. 

This filamentaion lead to a reduction in PHB production in minimal media. The 

overexpression of an essential cell division protein FtsZ suppressed filamentation and
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meant that PHB could be efficiently produced in a defined medium (Wang and Lee, 

1998).

The formation of filamentous cells may also have implications because the presence of 

long cells may cause an increase in shear during fermentations, as found for some species 

with a filamentous habit such as Streptomyces. However this needs to be investigated, 

because it is possible that the small diameter of E. coli cells may preclude this problem.

In this study, it was originally thought that the presence of benzoate could possibly 

exasperate the filamentation observed in minimal media. There is some evidence that 

aromatic compounds affect cell morphology. It has been found that Pseudomonas sp. 

cell shape became more damaged at higher concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons 

(Sikkema et a l, 1998). It was suggested that tolerance against aromatic compounds by 

strains with the natural ability to degrade them was related not only to enzymatic activity 

but also cell membrane and wall characteristics. E. coli cells may lack such 

characteristics because they do not naturally degrade a range of aromatic compounds. 

Ramos et ai (1995) found that a P. putida strain able to grow in high toluene 

concentrations and related this ability to an increase found in the trans-to~cis ratio of 

lipids in the cell membrane which decrease membrane fluidity and increased solvent 

tolerance. A wider periplasmic space in cells growing on toluene was also observed. It 

has also been found that the addition of Mĝ "̂  and Ca^  ̂to the medium increases tolerance 

(Inoue et a l, 1991)

The results presented in this study showed however that filamentation in minimal media 

is probably an intrinsic problem of E. coli JM107, because cells both with and without 

plasmids and in the absence of benzoate, became filamentous. The fact that very poor 

growth was observed in minimal media points to the need for the addition of other 

nutrients such as cofactors and metal ions.

The cause of the striking change in morphology may be due to the presence of a past 

mutation in the E. coli strain JM107. This strain has been derived from an original E. coli 

strain that has undergone rounds of mutations over a number of decades. It would 

therefore be helpful to compare the morphology of various E. coli strains under different 

conditions, and to test different species of bacteria. Also, the effect of substrate 

concentration on cell morphology could be studied in order to discover whether the
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reduction in growth in high benzoate concentrations (Chapter 4) is related to changes in 

cell morphology. Tt would also be interesting to over-express FtsZ in cells carrying the 

TOL pathway to see if filamentation could be suppressed. Problems such as 

filamentation point to the fact that cellular properties that do not have a direct relation to 

the pathway being used, can exert a profound effect on product formation and flux.
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Chapter 5. The effect of pH on E, coli cells and the meta- 
cleavage pathway

The effect of weak acids such as benzoate on cell physiology has been well characterised 

and the discovery that they are toxic to many bacteria has been exploited in their use as 

food preservatives (Inoue et al., 1995). Benzoate uptake by the cell has been found to be 

non-specific; microbial benzoate uptake being influenced by pH (Cherrington et al. 

1991). The antimicrobial activity of benzoic acid has been found to increase with 

decreasing pH since uptake into microbial cells is favoured by protonated benzoate. The 

acid molecules at low pH will consequently dissociate within the cell and disrupt its 

proton motive force causing interference with respiration processes and membrane 

permeability (Padan et al., 1981; Salmond et al., 1984). At alkaline pH, the presence of 

protonated benzoate ions in the environment surrounding the cell is minimal. The 

resistance of the cell wall to unprotonated ions will result in a high concentration gradient 

across the cell wall. Disruption of the cell membrane occurs due to the leakage of 

unprotonated benzoate ions into the cell (see section 1.4).

When E. coli cells carrying the /weta-cleavage pathway were grown in shake-flasks with 

complex media in the presence of benzoate, the pH of the media stabilised at 8.0. This 

was probably due to sodium benzoate being slightly alkaline in aqueous solution. 

Fermentations are normally buffered at pH 7.5 in order to provide the cell with the best 

growing conditions.

In order to discover the effect of pH on benzoate inhibition of cell growth and pathway 

expression, shake-flask experiments were carried out at pH 6.0 and 8.0, and compared to 

un-buffered cells. In all of the following experiments lOmM benzoate was used. MES 

buffer was used for media buffered at pH 6.0 and, HEPES for buffering at pH 8.0. 

Growth, enzyme activities and intermediates were measured as previously. The 

inoculum was pre-induced with IPTG and benzoate added one hour later so that pathway 

expression in the presence of benzoate was assured. As previously, all experiments were 

carried out in duplicate.
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5.1. Shake-flask analysis of the growth o f E. coli JM 107 at different pH

The growth of E. coli cells alone was first studied to ascertain the effect of benzoate at 

different pH in the absence of the mem-cleavage pathway. This was to discover the 

relationship between benzoate and pH in cells without the rncm-cleavage pathway in 

order to distinguish pathway from cellular effects.

E. coll JM107 was grown in the presence of lOmM benzoate as shown in figure 5.1 in pH 

6.0, 8.0 and un-buffered media.

Unbuffered 
Unbuffered 
pH 6.0 

^pH  6.0 
-9K-pH 8.0 
-e -p H  8.0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Time (hrs)

Figure 5. I. Growth of E. coli JM107 cells in the presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 
8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Benzoate added at T=1. Cells grown IL shake-flasks with 
lOOmIs of nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Similar growth was observed for cells grown in un-buffered and pH 8.0 media, but cells 

grown at pH 6.0 had a reduced growth rate. A similar result for the growth of E. coli at 

acid and alkali pH in the presence of benzoate was found by Lambert et ai (1999). Also 

in this study, growth inhibition at pH 6.0 was much less in the absence of benzoate, thus 

ruling out pH inhibition alone.
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These results established the effect of pH and benzoate on the growth of E. coli cells 

alone, and allowed a comparison with cells carrying the whole, truncated and amplified 

me^a-cleavage pathway.

5.2 Shake-flask analysis of the growth and metabolism of £ . coli cells 
expressing pQRlSO at different pH

After establishing the effect of pH on the growth of E. coli cells in the presence of 

benzoate, the same experiments were carried out with cells carrying pQR150, the whole 

weto-cleavage pathway. It was thought that the use of media buffered at different pH in 

the presence of the benzoate-degrading pathway would cause an alteration in pathway 

flux due to concomitant changes in the form of benzoate and its toxicity. Growth, 

enzyme activity and intermediate production were followed as previously, in the presence 

of induced cells and lOmM benzoate.

The growth of cells carrying pQR150 appeared to be inhibited in the presence of the 

buffered media pH 6.0 and 8.0 (figure 5.2a). This negative effect on growth was not 

found for the host cells alone at pH 8.0, and may therefore be attributed either to the 

presence of the induced genes of the /wc/a-cleavage pathway or the physical presence of 

the plasmid. There is no evidence that HEPES or MES buffers are metabolised by the 

pathway to form toxic products, and the fact that the buffering capacity of the media 

changed little during the course of the experiment points to this being unlikely.
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Figure 5.2. a. Growth of E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 in the presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 
6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate 
added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmIs nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each 
shake-flask experiment is shown.

In order to discover if buffering the media changed pathway flux, C230 activity was 

measured throughout the experiment (Figs 5.2b and 5.3a). Interestingly, ceils grown at 

pH 6.0 had the most C230 specific activity, which peaked later than that of un-buffered 

cells. Cells grown at pH 8.0 had a similar pattern of activity, although levels were lower 

than for un-buffered cells.
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Figure 5. 2b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of Bl. coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 in the 
presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and in un-buffered media. 
Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient 
broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.
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Figure 5. 3a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the presence of lOmM 
benzoate at pH 6.0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and in un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with 
IPTG, benzoate added at T=1. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient broth. The duplicate 
result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.
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C230 activity per gram of cells reached the highest levels for cells grown at pH 6.0, at the 

end o f metabolism. This increase at end o f metabolism may be due to a reduction in 

overall benzoate levels. C230 activity appeared to be inhibited in cells grown at pH 8.0.

0.35

? 0.15

Unbuffered 
Unbuffered 
pH 6.0 

- ^ p H  6.0 
-^ p H  8.0 
-#-pH8.0

3 4 5 6

Time (hrs)
7 8

Figure 5. 3b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli cells carrying pQR150 in the 
presence of lOmM benzoate at pH 6 0 (MES buffer) and 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and in un-buffered media. 
Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient 
broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

The levels of the intermediate 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde were also measured to 

provide more pathway information. Cells grown in un-buffered media had a higher rate 

o f HMSA production, except for a peak in HMSA production for cells grown at pH 6.0. 

This peak coincided with the peak in C230 activity previously observed, and suggests a 

sharp increase in flux at this point o f metabolism. Cells grown at pH 8.0 again showed 

little evidence o f an improvement in pathway flux; producing low levels of HMSA in 

comparison to un-buffered cells.

Compared to un-buffered cells, E. coli carrying pQR150 grown at pH 6.0 had a lower 

growth rate but a late increase in pathway flux. Cells grown at pH 8.0 had inhibited 

growth and flux.
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5.2.1. Shake-flask analysis o f the growth and metabolism o f E. coli cells carrying 
pQRlSO and pQRI89 at different pH

The previous section established the effects o f media pH on the whole meto-cleavage 

pathway expressed in E. coli. In order to establish the effect o f acid and alkali pH on 

cells carrying the amplified toluate dioxygenase pathway on a separate plasmid 

{xylXYZLTEFGJQKHI plus xylXYZ), cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 were grown in 

the presence o f lOmM benzoate at pH 6.0 and 8.0. The results were compared to growth 

in an un-buffered medium.

Unbuffered 
-■-U nbuffered 

pH 6.0 
- 4 ^  pH 6.0 
-9K-pH 8.0 
- # - p H  8.0

IPTG

0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (hrs)

Figure 5. 4a. Growth of E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQR150 and pQR189 in the presence of lOmM 
benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. Induced at T=0 with 
IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient broth. The duplicate 
result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Similar growth was observed for cells grown in each set o f conditions (Fig. 5.4a). This is 

in contrast to cells carrying pQR150 alone(Fig 5.2a), which showed inhibition o f growth 

at both pH 6.0 and 8.0, and E. coli alone, which showed some inhibition at pH 6.0. It is 

possible that in the un-amplified TO strain, metabolism at pH 6.0 or 8.0 reduces the 

activity of some pathway enzymes and therefore prolongs the presence o f a toxic
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intermediate and inhibits growth. This inhibition may not occur in the amplified TO 

strain due to the increase in flux allowing less build-up o f  toxic intermediates.

IPTG

Time (hrs)

-♦ -U n b u ffe re d  
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pH 7.0 
- 4 ( -  pH 7.0 

pH 8.0 
—#— pH 8.0

Figure 5. 4b. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase specific activity of E. coll JM107 cells carrying pQRlSO and 
pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un
buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with 
lOOmls nutrient broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

Compared with cells grown in un-buffered medium, cells grown at pH 6.0 and 8.0 

showed significantly lower levels o f specific C230 activity (Fig 5.4b). This is in contrast 

to the whole un-amplified pathway, which produced increased levels o f C230 activity at 

pH 6.0 (Fig 5.3a). An early peak in C230 is observed at pH 6.0 for the amplified 

pathway, which may be due to the amplification o f toluate dioxygenase leading to an 

early increase in flux through the pathway which my be due to an influx o f benzoate into 

the cell (section 1.5). A similar pattern of activity was found for C230 activity per gram 

o f cells. The sharp decline in the early peak in C230 activity may be due to the increase 

in benzoate inside the cell at acidic pH causing C230 inactivation.
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Figure 5. 5a. Catechol 2,3-dioxygenase activity of E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQRlSO and pQR189 in 
the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un-buffered media. 
Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient 
broth. The duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.
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Figure 5. 5b. Production of 2-hydroxymuconic semialdehyde by E. coli JM107 cells carrying pQRlSO and 
pQR189 in the presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES buffer), pH 8.0 (HEPES buffer) and un
buffered media. Induced at T=0 with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. (Zells grown in IL shake-flasks with 
lOOmls nutrient broth. The duplicate result o f each shake-flask experiment is shown.
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Figure 5. 6. Production of 4-oxalocrotonate by E. co//JM107cells carrying pQRlSO and pQR189 in the 
presence of lOmM benzoate in pH 6.0 (MES), pH 8.0 (HEPES) and un-buffered media. Induced at T -0  
with IPTG, benzoate added at T=l. Cells grown in IL shake-flasks with lOOmls nutrient broth. The 
duplicate result of each shake-flask experiment is shown.

The production o f HMSA and oxalocrotonate are shown above (Fig 5.5b and 5.6a). Both 

show a similar pattern o f accumulation of these intermediates, with the un-buffered cells 

producing significantly higher levels than cells at pH 6.0 or 8.0. The cells grown in 

buffered media appear to have repressed intermediate production.

It appears that the growth o f cells expressing the whole pathway is significantly inhibited 

at pH 6.0 and 8.0 in the presence o f benzoate. Enzyme activity and intermediate 

production for the whole pathway was also inhibited at both pH 6.0 and 8.0, apart from a 

late increase in both. The amplified TO pathway showed no growth inhibition at either 

pH 6.0 or 8.0 and overall enzyme and intermediate levels were lower than un-buffered 

cells. However, the early peak in flux observed for the amplified TO pathway at both pH 

6.0 and 8.0, may explain the absence o f growth inhibition for this strain compared to the 

whole pathway alone. The possible reasons for this will be discussed in the next section.
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5.3. Discussion:

The previous chapter showed the toxic effect of benzoate on E. coli cells. Previous work 

has pointed to pH as a major controlling factor in the antimicrobial activity of benzoic 

acid (Lambert, et al, 1999). The possible mechanisms of the effect of pH on benzoate 

toxicity are discussed in section 1.4. To investigate the relationship between benzoate 

toxicity and pH in cells metabolising the substrate through the mera-cleavage pathway, 

and to try and reduce the toxic effect of benzoate, cells were grown in acidic and alkaline 

media and growth and pathway metabolism. It was hypothesised that cells grown in 

alkali media would be more tolerant to benzoate due to there being less of the protonated 

form present in the media. However, cells favour neutral media for growth, so any 

improvement in growth due to less toxic benzoate may be offset by the negative effect of 

alkali pH on the cell.

Studies on E. coli JM107 alone provided a comparison of growth in the presence of 

benzoate at different pH but in the absence of pathway metabolism. A comparison with 

un-induced E. coli cells carrying the pathway would not be appropriate because of the 

Teaky’ lac promoter in the vector (Lewin, 1990), which would have meant that a 

background of pathway induction would have been present.

E. coli cells showed some level of growth inhibition at pH 6.0, but cells grown at pH 8.0 

showed no change in growth rate (Fig 5.1a). From a physiological point of view, it 

would appear that in acid conditions benzoate is more toxic to the cell. This is in 

agreement with previous studies on E. coli strains not able to metabolise benzoate 

(Lambert et a l, 1999). Lambert et al (1997) also found that at pH 6.5, the addition of 

benzoate decreased expression of a number of proteins, including ribosomal proteins and 

transcription factors; which was expected given the reduction in growth rate. The 

repression of ribosomal and transcription factors showed that benzoate depressed the 

growth rate overall, instead of causing cell death for part of the culture while the rest 

continued to grow. Stationary-phase proteins were not induced. It was suggested that the 

proteins induced only at low pH may reflect responses to internal acidification or to 

accumulation of benzoate anions
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The growth of cells carrying the whole pathway (pQRlSO) was significantly inhibited at 

both pH 6.0 and 8.0 (Fig 5.2a), but the whole pathway plus amplified toluate dioxygenase 

had no inhibition at either pH (5.4a). It would appear that the presence of the whole 

pathway and its intermediates inhibited growth in both acidic and alkaline media. 

However, this growth inhibition was removed when amplified toluate dioxygenase was 

expressed. This suggests that the gro^vth inhibition found for the whole pathway was due 

to a build-up of an intermediate(s) which was removed in the amplified strain. If this was 

the case it may have been reflected in the enzyme activity and intermediate levels 

measured for both strains.

The whole pathway had increased C230 activity at pH 6.0 compared to un-bufFered cells 

at the end of growth. Activity at pH 6.0 peaked later than for un-buffered cells, at the 

stationary growth phase (Figs 5.2b, 5.3a). The production of HMSA at pH 6.0 

corresponded to the rise in C230 activity, with a late peak (Fig 5.3b). Interestingly, 

FTMSA did not accumulate at pH 6.0 as it did for un-buffered cells. This may be due to 

HMSA breakdown or efficient conversion into subsequent intermediates. Breakdown 

may be a more likely explanation because HMSA is unstable and can combine with 

amines or ammonia. Also HMSA has been found to degrade by up to 50% at pH 6.0 

(Vanier, 1998). Cells carrying the whole pathway grown at pH 8.0 appeared to have 

reduced pathway flux.

The amplified toluate dioxygenase strain showed an overall decrease in C230 activity in 

both acidic and alkaline media compared to un-buffered cells (Figs 5.4b, 5.5a). However, 

cells grown at pH 6.0 produced an early peak in C230 activity just after substrate 

addition. This suggests an increase in flux early on in the metabolism of benzoate, 

perhaps subsequently reduced by the build-up of toxic intermediates such as cw-diol. 

However, intermediate build-up did not agree with increased flux at pH 6.0, since there 

was no increase in intermediate accumulation at this point (Figs 5.5b, 5.6a). This may 

again be due to HMSA degradation at acid pH. If this is the case, flux may be increasing 

in the amplified TO strain due to an influx of benzoate into the cell at acid pH, which is 

more efficiently handled by the amplified TO enzyme. The subsequent fall in C230 

activity may be due to inactivation by both high levels of benzoate and intermediates, 

such as cw-diol.
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The results presented above show that a manipulated strain often has a different response 

to external factors such as pH. The apparent reduction in growth inhibition exhibited at 

acid pH by the amplified TO strain is probably due to the change in pathway metabolism. 

The early increase in flux of this strain suggests that further modifications such as xylL 

amplification to prevent toxic c/5-diol build-up could further improve this system.

The goal of improving benzoate tolerance by growing cells in alkali media was not 

reached because E. coli cells alone showed no improvement in growth at pH 8.0. This 

may mean that the relationship between benzoate toxicity and pH is more complex than 

currently known or that the negative effect of alkali media on cell growth masked any 

improvements due to less toxic benzoate being present.
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Chapter 6: Extending the substrate range of the TOL meta- 
cleavage pathway by the introduction of catA into pQR227

Previous studies (Jackson, 1996, see section 1.1.1.5) have found that it is possible to 

channel naphthalene into the TOL mera-cleavage pathv^ay, and this suggested a strategy 

for exploiting the pathway further to produce novel metabolic intermediates.

The p-ketoadipate pathway of Acinetobacter calcoaceticus encodes the genes catA 

(catechol 1,2-dioxygenase, C120) and catB (cis, cw-muconate lactonising enzyme). It 

was proposed that the incorporation of these genes into the TOL mera-cleavage pathway 

could lead to the channelling of substrates such as nqahthalene through to the production 

of cis, c/5-muconate and muconcolactone versions of these compounds.

6.1 Construction of plasmid pQR234

The catA gene has previously been cloned and sequenced (Neidle et al, 1987; 1988). 

Cat A is a chromosomally located gene of 933 bps and encodes a protein of 34 KDa. 

Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase, the product of catA, catalyses the intradiol oxygenative 

cleavage of catechol to produced cis, cis-muconate (Fig 6. la).

COOH
COOH

Figure 6.1 a. The intradiol oxygenative cleavage of catechol to cis,cis muconic acid by catechol 1,2- 
dioxygenase encoded by catA.
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Sfil Nhel

5’GGCCTAATAGGCCAGGAGAAAGCCATGGAAGTT 3’ 5’GCTAGCTGAACCATTTTGGTGTATTA3’

RBS fmet /  0.9Kb /  STOP

Figure 6.1 b. Diagram showing the catA gene and complementary PCR primers designed for the 
incorporation of two restriction sites at either end of the gene. RBS is the ribosome binding site, where 
transcription is initiated at the fmet codon.

In order to investigate the effect of expressing the catA gene in place of xylE, the catA 

gene of A. calcoaceticus was amplified and cloned into the plasmid pQR227, which 

carries a truncated zMg/a-cleavage pathway {xylXYZL), and a multiple cloning site (MCS). 

This MCS is located downstream of the xylL gene of the wera-cleavage pathway (Fig 

6.2). pQR227 was previously constructed (Jackson, 1996) by ligating the portion of the 

me/a-cleavage pathway encoding xyîXYZÎ. into a vector with oligonucleotides encoding a 

5^-NheI-SfiI-SpeI-V multiple cloning site. This MCS contained restriction sites not 

present in either the xylXYZL or catABC gene clusters. This was to allow the 

amplification of the catA or catB genes from genomic A. calcoaceticus DNA using 

primers incorporating restriction sites that will allow the introduction these genes into 

PQR227 (Fig 6.1b).

The catA gene was amplified (section 2.8.11), and the resulting PCR product gel-purified 

(section 2.8.7), and ligated to the intermediate vector pCR-Script^ (Stratagene). The 

gene was sequenced (section 2.8.10) using universal primers available for pCR-Script. 

This confirmed the correct DNA sequence for the beginning of the catA gene. The 

fragment was then removed from pCR-Script and ligated to pQR227, forming plasmid 

PQR234 (Fig. 6.2).

In this construct, catechol 1,2-dioxygenase (Cl 20) replaces catechol 2,3-dioxygenase 

(C230) as the enzyme which breaks down catechol. Plasmid pQR234 was subsequently 

introduced into E. coli according to the methods of section 2.8.5.
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Seal. Sfil. SpeI.NhelNco

Nhel
^xvlXYZL

PQR227

On

Xbal

Sfil
Nhel

Nhel
Sfil

catA
Km,

xvlXYZL

PQR234

On

Xbal

Figure 6.2 Construction of pQR234 (expressing truncated /weto-cleavage pathway xylXYZL and catA^ 
under the control of the lac promoter ). The gene encoding catechol 1,2-dioxygenase , catA  was amplified 
from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus genomic DNA using PCR (the Polymerase Chain Reaction) (section
2.8.11). The catA PCR product was subsequently ligated to an intermediate vector pCR-Script . The 
correct gene was confirmed via sequencing and then digested with Sfil and Nhel. Due to the inclusion of 
specific enzyme recognition sites in the catA  PCR primers, enzyme sites were used which were compatible 
with sites in pQR227. lug of pQR227 was also digested with Sfil/Nhel, which were both in the multiple 
cloning site ^ C S ) .  Digested pQR227 and the catA  fragment were ligated and used to transform E. coli 
JM107. Transformed E. coli were selected in the presence of Km and DNA purified from selected colonies 
was digested with Sfil/Nhel as an indication of the presence of catA  in pQR227, forming plasmid pQR234.
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6.2 Shake-flask experiments with £. coli carrying pQR234 and A,
calcoaceticus

In order to compare growth and catechol 1, 2-dioxyegnase activity between the wild-type 

host A .calcoaceticus and E. coli JM107 cells expressing pQR234, both strains were 

grown and induced in the presence of benzoate as described in sections 2.5.1. The wild- 

type p-ketoadipate pathway of A. calcoaceticus was induced by the addition of lOmM 

benzoate; E. coli carrying pQR234 was induced by the addition of IPTG.

E
c
oo2.
Q)uc
(TJ
■So

<

3
PQR234
A. calocoaceticus

2.5

2

1.5 Benzoate

IPTG
1

0.5

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Time (hrs)

Figure 6.3 a Growth of A. calcoaceticus and E. coli JM107. Cells were grown in IL shake-flasks 
containing lOOmls nutrient broth. IPTG was added to E. coli cells at 1=0. Benzoate (lOmM) was added to 
A. calcoaceticus cells at T=1.

Figure 6.3a shows that A. calcoaceticus and E. coli cells carrying pQR234 have a similar 

growth rate. In order to compare catechol 1,2-dioxygenase between the two strains, cells 

samples were taken at hourly intervals and cell extracts prepared and assayed as stated in 

section 2.7.4.
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Figure 6.3. b. Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase activity of E. coli cells carrying pQR234 and >4. calcoaceticus. 
Cells were grown in IL shake-flasks containing 100ml nutrient broth. IPTG was added to the E. coli cells 
at T=0. Benzoate ( lOmM) was added to A. calcoacaticus cells at T=1.

The levels of C l20 activity observed (Fig 6.3 b), show that there is a large difference in 

levels of activity between the wild-type enzyme expressed in A. calcoaceticus and C l20 

expressed in E. coli, despite similar growth patterns. At this point the pQR234 strain was 

checked to make sure it had not lost its plasmid, and that the pQR234 plasmid was 

producing the correct-size fragments when digested with restriction enzymes. This ruled 

out any major change in the plasmid construct causing poor expression. However, a 

small mutation in the gene would only be found by sequencing the whole gene.

6.3 Discussion:

There are a number of possible reasons for the poor catA expression observed. 

Transcription of the gene may not be occurring because of problems with the ribosome- 

binding sites and ‘start’ codons. Another reason could be transcription of a ‘nonsense’ 

protein if the sequence prior to catA does not contain a ‘stop’ codon and readthrough 

occurs. This would result in catA plus part of other sequences being translated and
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forming a poor or non-functioning protein. Lastly, normal translation may be occurring, 

but without post-translational modification in E. coli, a foreign host.

In pQR234, there is about 100 bps of DNA between the stop codon of xylL, and the start 

of catA. The intervening sequence encodes for part of xylT, and there is a stop codon 

present which should allow the correct transcription of the catA gene. It is feasible that a 

secondary structure formed in the intervening DNA, which inhibited the binding of the 

transcriptional machinery, and therefore gene expression. It would be possible to 

discover if this is the case by running a sample of cell extract on a protein gel to see if 

any C l20 protein is being produced. If little protein was observed, a possible solution 

would be to remove the 100bps of intervening DNA. If C120 protein was observed, this 

would perhaps point to the production of a ‘nonsense’ protein.

It is unlikely that E. coli is inherently unable to express C l20, because it has been 

previously expressed in this host (Neidle et ai, 1986). The low level of C l20 activity 

meant that the planned feeding of substituted benzoates was not carried out. The possible 

reasons for the poor expression of C l20 are discussed in the next section.

Broadening the substrate range of a pathway enzyme is on of the aims of pathway 

engineering (section 1.1.1.5). This has been achieved via enzyme recruitment, generating 

hybrid metabolic pathways with new degradative activities. One example by Ramos et 

al. (1987) involved the construction of system with new degradative activity towards 

alkylbenzoates. Another involved broadening the activity of degradative enzymes such 

as the aromatic dioxygenase (Hirose et al, 1994). The construction of biphenyl and 

toluene degrading mutants strains has shown that the large a-sununits of the terminal 

dioxygenases, encoded by bphAl and todCl, were critical for the discrete substrate 

specificities exhibited by biphenyl and toluene dioxygenases (Furukawa et a l, 1993). A 

toluene degradative ability was established in the biphenyl degradaing strain KF707 via 

the introduction of todCl or todCl and todC2 on a separate plasmid. Later studies found 

that hybrid multicomponent dioxygenases could be made by exchanging the terminal 

oxygenase components between different systems (Hirose et a l, 1994). However, an 

attempt to combine subunits from biphenyl and benzoate dioxygenase to create hybrid 

enzymes failed probably because the combinations of xyl and bph terminal dioxygenase 

genes did not form functionally active units. This suggestion was backed up by the fact
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that amino acid sequence homology between xylX and bphAl was only 27%, compared to 

65% shared by the successfully exchanged subunits of active hybrid dioxygenases. In the 

same study, nahA encoded naphthalene dioxygenase from P. putida G7 was co-expressed 

with the mgfa-cleavage pathway truncate pQR226 in order to broaden the substrate range 

of the TOL pathway. This strain was able to metabolise both biphenyl and naphthalene. 

It was proposed that either the combination of benzoate and naphthalene subunits in vivo 

forms an active hybrid dioxygenase, or that the two dioxygenases function as separate 

wild-type enzymes (Jackson, 1996). The results of this and related studies suggested that 

the substrate range of the wild-type TOL plasmid mera-cleavage pathway is significantly 

restricted by benzoate dioxygenase.

In order to exploit the ability of the mefa-cleavage pathway to accept an increased range 

of aromatic substrates, plasmid pQR227 carrying a multiple cloning site (MCS) 

downstream of xylL in a truncated mgfa-cleavage pathway, was used to insert catA 

encoded catechol 1,2-dioxygenase. This enzyme is a chromosomal gene from the ortho- 

cleavage pathway for benzoate degradation of Acinetobacter calcoaceticus (Neidle and 

Omston, 1987). Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase catalyses the orr/io-cleavage of catechol to 

form cis, cw-muconate, a metabolic intermediate used industrially as a precusor for adipic 

acid manufacture (section 1.3). The intention was to create a hybrid pathway which 

could be used as an alternative route for the bacterial synthesis of cis, cw-muconic acid. 

Also, because the chromosomally encoded ortho pathway for benzoate degradation 

possesses a narrow substrate specificity (Neidle et a l, 1987), a hybrid system as 

described above could be used to produce novel cis, c/5-muconates from substrates such 

as naphthalene or biphenyl.

Despite both strains achieving similar biomass, E. coli cells expressing the hybrid 

pathway had very little C l20 activity compared to wild-type activity found in A. 

calcoaceticus. This low level of activity may have been due to a number of factors. A 

mutational event during the cloning and subsequent sub-cloning of the C l20 gene may 

have occurred. This would not have necessarily been picked up at the stage when the 

gene was sequenced in the intermediate vector because only the first few 100 base pairs
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of DNA were checked. The other possible reasons for poor expression were discussed 

previously.

In order to rule out the possibility that co-expression of catA with the xyl genes is 

inhibiting C120 activity, catA should be cloned and expressed separately. Unfortunately, 

there was not enough time to investigate all the possible reasons for the poor expression 

of C120. In the future, when this problem has been solved it may be possible to carry on 

with the planned feeding strategy. And if sufficient catA activity and substrate turnover 

had been found, the next step was to introduce catB encoded cis,cis-muconate lactonising 

enzyme downstream of catA, allowing the potential production of novel lactones from a 

range of channelled substrates.
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Chapter 7. Overall Conclusions

The use of metabolic engineering for analysis of the TOL pathway and its limitations has 

been investigated in this thesis. This chapter is a brief summary of the conclusions 

reached.

The introduction to the thesis defined metabolic engineering and summarized the main 

areas in which this technique has been applied. The use of pathway models for the 

optimization of flux through pathways was discussed. The TOL pathway was introduced 

and its suitability for mathematical modeling explained.

A mathematical model of the TOL me^a-cleavage pathway was previously used to predict 

the flux-controlling steps (Regan et al, 1994 and Jackson, 1996). In chapter 3, the 

amplification of the first step, xylXYZ encoded toluate dioxygenase led to an increase in 

flux in both the whole and truncated versions of the pathway. Amplification of only the 

reductase subunit of toluate dioxygenase, xylZ, did not increase flux. The possible 

reasons for this were discussed and related to the role of xylZ in enzyme reactivation.

The mathematical model predicted that an increase in concentration of the starting 

substrate, benzoate, would lead to an increase in pathway flux. In the fourth chapter, the 

toxicity of benzoate and the effect of benzoate concentration on growth, enzyme and 

intermediate levels were investigated. Cells expressing the amplified toluate dioxygenase 

produced higher levels of intermediates and experienced more enzyme activity. The 

absolute limit of benzoate concentration was found for different strains, above which 

growth and pathway metabolism did not occur. The possible reasons for differences 

between strains in relation to benzoate toxicity was discussed. Also in this chapter, a 

brief investigation into changes in cell morphology in different media was carried out. E. 

coli cells became filamentous in minimal media, but this was thought to be an intrinsic 

characteristic of this strain.
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Chapter 5 investigated the effect of external pH on the growth of E. coli cells and the 

metabolism of benzoate. Cells expressing the TOL pathway were grown at pH 6.0, 8.0 

and in un-buffered media. It was thought that cells grown in alkaline conditions would 

perhaps show an increase in tolerance to benzoate due to the presence of a less toxic form 

of the substrate. However, this was seen not to be the case. No strains showed an 

increase in growth or metabolism in alkaline conditions. The amplified toluate 

dioxygenase strain appeared to have an early increase in flux, and this was related to the 

form of benzoate present.

Chapter 6 examined an attempt to broaden the substrate range of the mefa-cleavage 

pathway by the creation of a hybrid pathway. The catA gene from A. calcoaceticus was 

amplified and cloned into a vector downstream of the xylXYZL genes. This new construct 

was expressed in E. coli and compared to wild-type catA activity. Only very low levels 

of activity was measured for the cloned gene. The possible reasons for this were 

outlined, and routes for improving activity suggested.
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Chapter 8: Future work

The following points are proposals for subsequent work to extend the investigations in 

this thesis:

• Bioreactor growth of strains at high benzoate concentrations are needed in order 

to confirm the finding that an increase in benzoate causes an increase in the rate 

of pathway metabolism,

• In order to improve the model of the mera-cleavage pathway, the information 

gathered in this study on the effects of toluate dioxygenase amplification and 

benzoate concentration should be incorporated into the model.

• It would be of interest to obtain the Vmax for toluate 1,2-dioxygenase with or 

without co-expression of pQR150 and pQR189. These values were not calculated 

due to the instability of the enzyme in cell extracts.

• Express an extra copy of xylZ on the same replicon as the whole pathway to see 

whether this avoids the reduction in pathway metabolism observed in this study.

• The cis-dihydrodiol dehydrogense {pcylL) enzyme should be over-expressed, with 

or without over-expression of toluate dioxygenase. This would demonstrate 

whether amplification of xylL results in the accumulation of catechol to 

concentrations toxic to cellular metabolism.

• The regeneration of C230 activity appears to be linked with the activity of a 

number of other pathway enzymes. A full understanding of the relationship 

between these two enzymes is needed in order to incorporate this into the model.

• Investigate the possible inhibitory action occurring for the truncate pathway 

(pQR226) with amplified toluate dioxygenase. It may be possible to increase 

conversion yields via an understanding of flux-control and the development of a 

fed-batch system for the production and removal of the desired end-product 

(HMSA).

• Develop hybrid orf/io/mefa-cleavage pathway incorporating catA (catechol 1,2- 

dioxygenase) and catB (cis,cis-muconate lactonising enzyme) into pQR227 to 

produce ci5,cw-muconate (a precursor of adipic acid) and novel lactones. The
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chromosomally encoded orf/io-pathway has narrow substrate specificity. Using 

the hybrid system it should be possible to metabolise substrates such as 

naphthalene or biphenyl, to produce novel ci5,cz5-muconates.

Because many of the pathway enzymes require oxygen, this is a major limiting 

factor for flux. Vitreoscilla haemoglobin is naturally synthesized in poorly 

aerated environments by Vitreoscilla bacterium (Boerman and Webster, 1982). 

The gene encoding a bacterial haemoglobin (VHb), has been found to increase the 

expression of cloned genes (Khosla et al., 1990). It would be interesting to 

discover whether VHb expression could enhance the metabolism of benzoate in E. 

coli.

Express FtsZ gene, which has been found to suppress filamentation in E. coli to 

try and increase growth and pathway metabolism in defined media.

Try high benzoate feeding or batch addition of benzoate to fermentations to 

increase flux.

Expression of the amplified toluate dioxygenase pathway in a Pseudomonas sp. 

may provide both increased flux and natural tolerance to organic acids. The 

pathway has already been cloned into a broad-host-range plasmid 

Recent work on surface-expressed enzymes anchored onto the E. coli cell by 

fusion to a membrane protein, found that large increases in levels of substrate 

degradation were achieved due to the reduction in the diffusional barrier (Richins 

et al, 1997). It would be of interest to try and replicate this using me^a-cleavage 

enzymes.
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Appendix:

Crystal violet staining reagent: 2.0g Crystal violet, 20ml ethanol, 0.8g ammonium 

oxalate, 80ml distilled water.

Mordant: l.Og iodine, 2.0g potassium iodide, 300ml distilled water.

Counterstain: Safranin O (2.5% [wt/vol] in 95% ethanol, 10ml, 100ml distilled water.

MES buffer: 2-(-N-Morpholino) ethanesulphonic acid. NaOH buffer solution, pH 5.4- 

6.8

HEPES buffer: N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-ethanesulphonic acid. NaOH buffer 

solution, pH 7.2-8.2.

X-gal: (5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-P-D-galactosidase) Make stock solution by

dissolving X-gal in dimethylformamide to make a 20mg/ml solution.

lOx Bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase buffer. 200ml TrisCl (pH7.6), 50mM MgCl], 

50mM dithothreitol, 500pg/ml BSA (bovine serum albumen)

M9 Minimal Media. lOmls of lOx M9 salts, 1ml lOOx CaMg salts, 1ml 40% 

glucose,2|xg/ml Vitamin Bl.

lOx M9 salts: Na2HP04, KH2PO4, NaCl, NH4CI.

lOOx CaMg salts: O.IM MgS04 , O.OIM CaC^.

lOx restriction buffer: 500mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 50mM MgCl2
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lOx ligation buffer: 200mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 50mM MgClz, 50mM DTT, 500|xg/ml 

BSA, lOmM ATP.

TBE: 90mM Tris base, 90mM Boric acid, ImM Na2 EDTA, 0.05|xg/ml Ethidium

Bromide.
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